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Abstract

The high level of forecast growth of annual air traffic led the introduc-

tion of severe legislation limits for polluting emissions from aeroengine

gas turbines. Currently, lean combustion systems are considered the most

effective technology that guarantees significant pollutant reductions and,

at the same time, allows to improve the engine performance.

However, the design of efficient and reliable lean burn combustors re-

quires very detailed knowledge about parameters influencing new cooling

system performance and, in addition, about the mixing process between

the mainflow and the coolant that occurs inside the chamber. Further-

more, it is necessary to fulfil the lack of experimental data on these innova-

tive combustors, in view of validating advanced computational modelling

and increasing the industrial experience.

This research study is aimed at deepen the comprehension and the

knowledge of some phenomena involved in the lean combustor and, more-

over, at collecting new detailed experimental data, valuable in bench-

marking advanced computational codes and updating the combustor de-

sign tools.

Initially, the analysis is carried out by means of an experimental sur-

vey on a simplified geometry which represented of a real effusion-based

combstor cooling arrangement (3:1 scaled); afterwards, the focus moves

to the entire combustor: an engine-representative rig (1:1 scaled), made

up of three annular sectors of a lean combustor architecture, provided

with an effusion cooling system, is set up to investigate the generation of

hot streaks inside the chamber due to the interaction between the main-
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flow and the coolant.

The experimental survey fulfils some lack of experimental data avail-

able in literature concerning the effects of some operative parameters on

the performance of an effusion system; moreover, the high TRL (Technol-

ogy Readiness Level) of the combustor simulator allows to collect a wide

database of detailed measurements, obtained with several experimental

techniques, that characterizes the generation of the hot streaks and their

transport through the combustor chamber.

The extensive investigation carried out in this study contributes to

increase the comprehension and to provide experimental data on the ef-

fusion cooling behaviour and on the mixing process inside a lean burn

combustor.
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Introduction

“Caution: cape does not

enable users to fly”

Warning label on Batman costume

The development and the spreading of the gas turbine engine as an

aircraft prime mover has been so rapid that it is difficult to appreciate

that prior to the 1950’s very few people had heard of this method of

aircraft propulsion. The possibility of using a reaction jet had interested

aircraft designers for a long time, but initially both the low speeds of

early aircraft and the unsuitably of a piston engine for producing the

large high velocity airflow necessary for the “jet” presented many obsta-

cles.

In 1913 a French engineer, René Lorin, patented a jet propulsion

engine: actually it was a “ram jet” and, at that period, it was impossible

to be manufactured or used, since suitable heat resisting materials had

Figure 1: First turbojet engine (F. Whittle, 1937)

1
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(a) Rolls-Royce Trent XWB (b) General Electric GE90 115-B

Figure 2: High-bypass ratio multi-shaft turbofan engines

not been developed yet and, in the second place, jet propulsion would

have been extremely inefficient at the low speeds of the aircraft of those

days.

Dr. Hans von Ohain and Sir Frank Whittle are both recognized as be-

ing the co-inventors of the jet engine. Each worked separately and knew

nothing of the other’s work. Hans von Ohain is considered the designer

of the first operational turbojet engine. Frank Whittle was the first to

register a patent for the turbojet engine in 1930 (figure 1). Hans von

Ohain was granted a patent for his turbojet engine in 1936 and his jet

was the first to fly in 1939. Frank Whittle’s jet first flew in in 1941.

In the following decades, the development of well performing and

high specific power engines reached insurmountable, for those times, lim-

its. Engineers had already guessed the huge potential of a reaction jet

but, as mentioned before, piston engines were completely unsuitable for

such a purpose.

Gas turbine engines rapidly became the standard choice for aircraft

propulsion and, even though the operating principles have kept substan-

tially unchanged from the prototype that Whittle and von Ohain in-

vented, a lot of, sometimes outstanding, developments and improvements

have been made. Figure 2 shows two examples of modern aeroengine ar-

chitecture, which includes the use of a turbofan at the intake to obtain

high by-pass ratio, and the use of multi-shafts to take the advantage of
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Figure 3: Evolution of turbofan engines1

various rotational speeds of the shaft for different parts of the engine.

The advent of gas turbine engines represented a revolution for

aero-propulsion: higher flight speeds, increased efficiency, better thrust

to weight ratio and reduced sizes were among their major appeals. As

stated by Lefebvre [1], developments in the art and science of gas tur-

bines have traditionally taken place gradually and continuously, rather

than through dramatic change. However, during the last two decades

the more demanding request of engine improvements in overall efficiency

and power output, as well as the reduction of weight and fuel consump-

tion, caused a rapid acceleration in the development of more performing

engines. These requirements has driven to a complete revision even of

the architecture and the design concepts, leading to the several innova-

tions which now represent the status of modern aeroengine. The sketch

in figure 3 illustrates a comparison between the low and high by-pass

ratio turbofans: even if the low-bypass turbofan is more compact, the

1http://www.aerospaceweb.org/question/propulsion/q0033.shtml
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trend of evolution is directed to high-bypass turbofan which can produce

much greater thrust, it is more fuel efficient, and it is much quieter. The

picture highlights also some of the main features of high-bypass engine,

as the previous mentioned multi-shafts (in this example, two compres-

sors and the fan of the high-bypass turbofan the are driven at different

speeds by two turbines) and the compact burner, which substitutes older

arrangements like the can or can-annular combustors.

Context and Motivations

The demand of more efficient engines, with reduced specific fuel con-

sumption and increased specific power output, is directly related to the

possibility to realize compressors with high compression ratios and high

efficiency, and to build components capable to withstand high tempera-

tures; in fact, for a conventional gas turbine cycle, the thermal efficiency

is mainly a function of the overall pressure ratio (OPR) and the tur-

bine inlet temperature (TIT ). This is illustrated in figure 4, which plots

the trend of evolution during the last decades of the specific core power

output production (which is related to the engine specific thrust) as a

Figure 4: Trend in TIT: effects on cycle power output [2]
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function of turbine inlet temperature.

OPR and TIT directly affects the design of the combustor and the

high pressure turbine, which are the most critical components from a

thermal point of view: in fact, an increase of OPR leads to an increase

of combustor inlet temperature, which in turns reduces the cooling capa-

bilities of air for combustor liners and tubine vanes, blades and endwalls.

Moreover, the enhancement in OPR causes a direct increase of radiative

thermal loads in the combustor, and the request of higher TIT implies

higher thermal stresses on all the hot components of the engines. There-

fore, the design of more efficient cooling systems becomes mandatory, as

well as an optimization of the mixing between the hot gases and the cool-

ing flows in the combustion chamber in view of the impact on the high

pressure turbine.

The enhancements of overall pressure ratio and turbine entry temper-

ature have to face not only with maximum material temperatures, but

also with the increasing of polluting emissions, whose production rate

is directly related to the combustor working conditions. Actually, paral-

lel to the request of improving the overall efficiency of the aircraft, the

issue of atmospheric pollution by combustion products has escalated ap-

preciably in public importance, and it has led to the promulgation of

increasingly stringent regulations for limiting polluting emissions of air-

craft gas turbines. To meet these requirements, a complete review of the

design guidelines of gas turbine combustors has become an outstanding

issue, being this component the core of the engine where the combustion

process takes place and, consequently, where the pollutants are generated.

The introduction of new concepts and technologies for ultralow emission

combustors, along with concomitant developments in fuel preparation

and wall cooling techniques, and the consequent need of testing and vali-

dating the innovative solutions, are therefore the challenges to be faced.

Within this scenario, lots of European projects have been funded

during the last years with the aim of identifying the technology routes

to environmentally friendly and economic propulsion solutions. The re-

search presented in this study was carried out within the context of sev-
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eral EU projects, mainly the NEWAC (NEW Aeroengine Core concept)

Integrated Project (Grant Agreement FP6-030876) and the FACTOR

(Full Aerothemal Combustor-Turbine interactiOn Research) Collabora-

tive project (Grant Agreement FP7-265985). The leading thread of this

thesis is the investigation of some features of new aeroengine combustors,

with the aim of deepening the knowledge on their operation and moreover

giving indications on how to update the current design practices.

More specifically, after a general introduction to gas turbine combus-

tors for aeroengines (Chapter 1), the first part of the work (Chapters 2 - 4)

will deal with effusion-based liner cooling systems for low emission com-

bustors: through numerical and experimental investigations, the study

will be aimed at pointing out indications and guidelines for the design of

such kind of cooling technology. Afterwards, the effusion system will be

integrated within the rest of the module and the investigation will be ex-

tended to the entire lean burn combustor (Chapters 5 - 8): the attention

will be focused on the generation of hot streaks due to the interaction

between the mainflow and the effusion coolant, in view of their impact

on the thermal design of the high pressure turbine.



Chapter 1

Combustor for Aeroengines

“Oh, she doth teach the torches to burn bright!”

W. Shakespeare, Romeo & Juliet

Combustors are the “burning heart” of gas turbines; this chapter will

give a general overview on combustors for aircraft propulsion and their

typical layout integrated within the rest of the engine. The focus of atten-

tion will be then moved to their trend of evolution in the last decades and,

moreover, to the causes that are leading the design choices of novel com-

bustors; as it will be explained, the requirements concerning an increase

in engine performances go together with the need of reducing polluting

emissions from the combustion process, especially in terms of NOx . This

aspect is driving the development of combustors towards the lean-burn

combustion technologies, which now represents the most promising solu-

tion to achieve the main goals of aeroengine gas turbines development.

Following this brief introduction to combustors for aircraft applica-

tions, the purpose of this work will be finally presented.

7
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1.1 Combustor System Layout

Aircraft propulsion is an interesting application of Newton’s third law

of motion and momentum principle. The aircraft engine expels a jet of

hot gases from its tail: this is say, an action force. The jet of hot gases

exerts a force on the jet engine, propelling it forward; this is the reaction

force. From the momentum point of view, the hot gases acquire momen-

tum in the backward direction and the aircraft acquires an equal amount

of momentum in the forward direction. A jet engine produces thrust by

ejecting a large amount of air backwards one in the form of a large air

slipstream at comparatively low speed and the other in the form of a

jet of gas at very high speed. The types of jet engine, whether ram jet,

rocket, gas turbine, turbo/ram jet, etc., differ only in the way in which

the engine supplies and converts the energy into power thrust for flight.

Figure 1.1 depicts a scheme of a modern gas turbine engine for air-

craft propulsion: air drawn by the fan and is splitted before entering the

compressor. Depending on the by-pass ratio, the main amount of air is

directed to the external part of the engine and it does not take part to

the process. The pressure of the remaining mass flow is risen by several

Figure 1.1: Sketch of a typical turbofan jet engine (PowerJet SaM1461)

1http://superjet.wikidot.com/wiki:rukovoditel-powerjet-kloda-pulan-dal-
intervu-vladimiru
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stages of the axial compressor and then it is driven to the combustor

chamber: here, air is mixed with fuel and the chemical energy of the

resulting mixing is converted to thermal energy of combustion products

and excess of air. The enthalpy, i.e. the temperature, of air raised by the

combustion process in the combustor is then is converted in mechanical

energy by the following stages of the turbine; the power generated by the

turbine is used to drive the compressor and the fan. Finally the exhaust

gases mix with the cold air bypassed by the fan in a converging nozzle to

generate the jet that gives the thrust to the entire aircraft.

Despite the fact that combustion chambers are located in the core

of of the Brayton-Joule cycle, (highest levels of temperature, pressure,

inlet velocity, etc.), historically they always had higher efficiency (often

approximated to 100%) with respect to other components. However, com-

bustors have been the object of constant improvements in order to reduce

pollutant emissions and increase the component’s life [1].

Starting from its primary purpose, the simplest scheme for a combus-

tor chamber would be made up of as a straight duct linking the compres-

sor exit to the turbine entry (figure 1.2(a)). If enough fuel were injected

inside such a channel, a coarse mixing with air would be achieved and

the combustion process would take place. Unfortunately this simple con-

figuration is unusable because the high air velocity at the inlet of the

combustor would cause too high pressure loss and it would make impossi-

ble to maintain anchored the flame. In addition, this simple configuration

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: Developments in combustor chamber concept
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would require a continuous introduction of heat to maintain the chemical

process; moreover, not all the mass flow from the compressor should be

involved in the reaction since the Fuel-Air Ratio (FAR) must be kept

within the flammability limits of the mixture to avoid the extinction of

the flame. These basic considerations directly lead to the configuration

shown in figure 1.2(b): a diffuser located at the combustor inlet reduces

the velocity of air, which is then split before entering the flame tube.

Only a portion of the mass flow is directly mixed with the fuel to guar-

antee a suitable value of FAR, while the rest of it is first used to cool the

liner, a metal sheet that bounds the burning region, and then added to

the burned gases to complete the chemical reactions and lower the main-

flow temperature. In addition, a part of the hot gases is recirculated

inside the combustor chamber itself to continuously supply heat for the

maintenance of the combustion.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.3: Geometrical arrangements for combustor:
a) Can, b) Annular, c) Tubo-annular2

2http://dc304.4shared.com/doc/RovTA9ri/preview.html
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The geometry of a combustion chamber is dictated also from the needs

of the rest of the engine. Historically, three different configurations of gas

turbine combustor have been employed (figure 1.3): can or tubular, an-

nular and tubo-annular . Each configuration has peculiar features and

drawbacks, but in the field of aircraft engines the annular layout has be-

come the most effective choice since the ’60s: despite the higher buckling

load on the outer liner, the difficulties in achieving a uniform distribution

of fuel around the annular space to guarantee combustion stability for all

the engine operating conditions, and, consequently, the marked temper-

ature non-uniformities at the outlet section, annular combustors offer a

compact layout with maximum utilization of available volume, reduced

weight and minimum pressure loss. Furthermore, light-around problems,

i.e. the propagation of the entire circumference of the combustor from

sparse igniter, are minimal [3].

Figure 1.4 shows a cross section of typical annular combustor and

indicates the location the main components:

a) Diffuser : basically it consists of a diverging duct that connects

the compressor outlet guide vane to the core of the burner. It is

aimed at lowering the velocity of the air flow to reduce as much as

possible the pressure losses across the combustor due to friction and

to recover the dynamic pressure; the objective of its aerodynamic

design is the minimization of losses related to pressure recovery

(flow detachment and generation of turbulent shear layer and zones

of recirculating flow due to the adverse pressure gradient).

b) Cowl : it is a shaped structures that, together with the diffuser,

split the mass flow from the compressor in the two cooling and a

main flows, directed respectively to the two annuli and to the dome.

Similarly to the diffuser, the cowl must minimize the pressure loss

of the mainstream.

c) Dome: it is the front end of the combustor and it acts as a shield

for the injectors from a direct contact with hot burning gases and

from the radiative load from the flame. It is subjected to heavy
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Figure 1.4: Example of an annular combustor chamber (RR-RB211 [4])
and detailed view on a general layout (GE CF6-80C [3])

thermal loads and it needs to be cooled.

d) Casing : structural shell of the combustor that carries the thrust

load. It bounds the internal and external annuli, which are the

passages for the liner cooling air.

e) Inner/Outer liners: liners are made up of a thin metal sheet and

they protect the casing and the power shaft from the burning gas.
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Furthermore, they provide air for the control of the combustion all

along the flame tube; “fresh” air is used also to keep them cooled

through several cooling techniques.

f) Fuel injectors: injectors delivers fuel to the chamber and promotes

the fuel/air mixing. In addition, they set up dominant flow struc-

tures in the combustion chamber, mainly the recirculation zone,

that provides the dominant flame stabilization mechanism. Fur-

thermore, the aerodynamics of the injector affects the formation

of polluting emission and, through the flow field generated in the

flame tube, of the heat load on the liner walls. Finally, it directly

influences the thermal field at the outlet of the combustor, and

consequently its impact on the first stages of the turbine.

g) Flame tube: bounded between the liners, the flame tube is where

the combustion processes take place. Commonly it can be divided

two zones: in the primary combustion zone most of the chemical

reaction are carried out, while in the dilution zone a rapid mixing

with a large amount of air lowers the gas temperature and completes

the reactions.

h) Spark : located close to the exit of the swirlers, it is the heat source

to start the ignition of the fuel-air mixture and, if necessary, to help

the sustenance of the chemical reactions.

Since the advent of gas turbines in aeronautical propulsion, each com-

ponent of the combustor was developed and improved following a natural

process of optimization, which was driven by requests such as the increase

of efficiency, the reduction of the weight and the sizes, the reduction of

fuel consumption, the increase of the turbine inlet temperature (TIT ),

i.e. the increase of temperature in the chamber, the increase of the sta-

bility of the combustion in different operating conditions, etc. This trend

of evolution had a radical change around the 90’s, when the issue of

atmospheric pollution by air transport escalated appreciably in public

importance and led to the promulgation of increasingly stringent regula-

tions for limiting pollutant emissions for aircraft gas turbines. Legislation
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limits defined by ICAO-CAEP and ambitious pollutant reduction target

set by ACARE made it necessary to completely review the standard de-

sign procedures for combustors, starting even from the design concepts

and the architecture of this component.

1.2 Evolution of Combustor Concept

Global air transport moves over 2.2 billion passengers annually and

it is forecast to grow at an average annual rate of around 5% in the next

decades. As a result, the aviation industry is facing a massive challenge

to satisfy this demand for increased air travel in an economic and safe

way, channelling the effort of the research to develop more powerful and

fuel efficient engines. However, this high level of growth introduces also

the need to keep under control the environmental impact of air transport,

especially in terms of polluting emissions. The aviation industry in Eu-

rope has long recognised this challenge and in 2001 the Advisory Council

for Aeronautical Research in Europe (ACARE) established the following

ambitious targets for 2020 (compared to 2000):

• reduction of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions by 50% per pkm

• reduction of NOx emissions by 80%

• reduction of perceived noise by 50%

• reduction of the environmental impact of the manufacture, mainte-

nance and disposal of aircraft and related products

Unfortunately, in some aspects, satisfying the requirement of increas-

ing engine performance is in conflict with previous objectives, particularly

the decreasing of polluting emissions: as an example, the demand of hav-

ing more fuel efficient engines can be fulfilled by improving the thermal

efficiency of the core engine through an increase of the overall pressure

ratio (OPR) and the TIT. Both these measures have a negative effect on

the production of nitric oxides: according to the Zeldovich mechanism,

which is mainly the responsible for the formation of NOx emitted by
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common aero engines [5], the nitric oxides production rate depends ex-

ponentially on the temperature. The combustor pressure, especially for

conventional burners, has an effect on the NOx production rate mainly

due to the effects of the homogenization of the fuel air mixture.

As a results of the target set by ACARE, serious regulations on the

production of these pollutants have been emitted by governments in the

last decades and in the near future limits allowed to certificate turbine

engine are expected to become stricter and stricter. As a consequence,

the need of reducing emissions, especially in terms of NOx , became the

driving force that has been leading the evolution of combustors for the

last twenty years.

1.2.1 Rich-Quench-Lean Combustors

The state of the art for low-NOx combustors are represented by the so

called RQL (Rich Quench Lean) scheme: in fact this configuration allows

the control the polluting emissions and, at the same time, it guarantees

an extremely wide stable operation range from idle to maximum power.

A sketch of a RQL arrangement is depicted in figure 1.5(a): fuel

is directly injected in the “rich-burn” zone where it mixes via turbulent

and molecular diffusion with part of the air flow from the compressor;

this results in equivalence ratios (ϕ) higher than stoichiometric at high

(a) RQL combustor scheme (RR Trent XWB) (b) NOx formation chart

Figure 1.5: Rich-Quench-Lean combustor concept
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power (ϕ=1.2-1.6) and acceptable lower values at idle [6]. In addition,

rich burn conditions minimize the production of nitrogen oxides due to

the relative low temperatures and low population of oxygen containing

intermediate species. This “primary” zone is aimed also at generating a

recirculating flow that anchors the flame and provides sufficient resident

time for fuel-air mixture to carry on the combustion process.

The effluent emanating from the rich primary zone will be high in the

concentration of partially oxidized hydrocarbon species, hydrogen, and

carbon monoxide, which are oxidized between the primary and the di-

lution zones: here a massive amount of air is injected through wall jets

(dilution holes) to favour a rapid mix with the partially burned gases,

“quenching” the chemical reactions and creating “lean-burn” conditions

(ϕ=0.5-0.7) prior to the exit of the combustor.

Figure 1.5(b) shows the emission characteristics of RQL combustor;

the critical passage for the production of NOx takes place during the

switching from rich to lean combustion: in fact, if the mixing between air

from the dilution jets and the burning gases is not quick enough, local

values of ϕ ≈1.0 may occur with the consequent enhancement of the ther-

mal NOx production rate. This intrinsic characteristics of the operation

of RQL combustors represents a severe limitation in optimizing the pol-

luting emissions. In addition: the application of cooling technique based

on the generation of a protective film (film cooling) requires extra care

because also cooling air injections may produce locally stoichiometric con-

ditions with high temperatures that may counteract the low NOx target;

the primary zone generates a large amount of soot which radiates heat

to the walls aggravating the cooling problem; the quench zone requires a

very fast mixing to minimise residence times near stoichiometric equiva-

lence ratios and high temperatures; finally, the lean-burn zone needs to

operate sufficiently hot to burn out soot, CO and UHC from the primary

zone exhaust [7].

These aspects led the research to find new strategies for NOx re-

duction; several alternatives were proposed, but the most promising ap-

proaches for the significant improvement needed to meet the ACARE’s
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target are all based on the lean-burn technologies. To introduce these

new technologies, the architecture of the combustor itself needs to be

reviewed and adapted to satisfy new requirements.

Before going into details and highlighting the characteristics of lean-

burn combustors, it is worth mentioning the main features of the RQL

arrangement as a touchstone:

• Air distribution: most of the air from the compressor, roughly 55-

65%, is directed towards the outer and inner annuli; a portion of this

mass flow is then injected inside the combustor chamber through

several holes or slots distributed along the liner for cooling purpose,

while a significant part is introduced through primary and dilution

holes, necessary for the combustion process. The remaining part of

air from the compressor is directed to the cowl: roughly its 60% is

sent to the injectors, while the rest is used to cool the dome.

• Fuel injection: fuel is directly injected in the combustion chamber

where it evaporates and mixes with air by means of turbulent and

molecular diffusion, resulting in a diffusive flame. Injectors are

requested to promote the swirling flow that anchors the flame and

helps the mixing. As it will be explained further on, injectors for

lean-burn combustors have a more active role in fuel preparation.

• Liner cooling : cooling of the liner is usually achieved using forced

convection in the annulus and through the injection of film cooling

air by means of holes or slots along the metal walls. Since a large

amount of air is available, the design of the cooling arrangement

is, paradoxically, mainly driven by other needs than cooling, such

as prevention of stoichiometric regions due to the injection of film

cooling air.

Given these characteristics, the possibility to switch directly to a lean

burn combustion is not feasible; as an example, the idle condition and

the weak extinction limits prohibit lean flames at higher power settings

because with fixed geometry the air split between the primary and the
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downstream secondary and dilution zone is constant over the operating

range. Consequently, as stated before, a complete review of the main

features of combustors became mandatory to meet the requirements dic-

tated by new low-NOx technology.

1.2.2 Lean-Burn Combustors

The idea of a lean burn combustor is to operate with an high excess of

air to avoid stoichiometric conditions, to keep a lower temperature level

inside the combustor and thus to inhibit the formation of NOx . Unfor-

tunately, moving to lean mixture, the production of CO and UHC rises

because the low burning temperature increases the conversion times of

these species, that become of the same order of flow residence times in

the flame tube [8]. The dependency of the polluting emission rate with

FAR is illustrated in figure 1.6; the figure indicates that the operating

range in which a lean combustor can work with low emissions and without

occurring in flame extinction is quite narrow. The issue becomes even

more critical considering that engine is subjected to different operating

regimes, from the idle to the take off conditions, and that the efficiency,

the stability and the low polluting emissions of the combustion process

Figure 1.6: Dependency of NOx, CO and UHC emission on the FAR
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must be always guaranteed through the whole Landing-Take Off (LTO)

cycle.

A rather simple method to overcome the operating range problem of

the conventional combustor is fuel staging. It is accomplished by turn-

ing off individual or groups of burners, and thus increasing fuel flow

and equivalence ratio in the remaining burners. In a staged combustor

two separated zones are designed to optimize certain aspects of combus-

tion performance: the first zone operates at fairly high equivalence ratio

(slightly lower than stoichiometric) to achieve high combustion efficiency

and to minimize the production of CO and UHC. This “rich” zone guar-

antees the stability of combustion during idle and low power conditions.

At higher power level, it acts as a pilot source of heat for the second

“main” combustion zone, which is supplied with premixed fuel-air mix-

ture; in this way, the engine globally works in lean conditions, minimizing

the NOx emissions and smoke; moreover, the combustion process results

efficient and stable for a wide range of operative conditions. An exam-

ple of an axially-staged approach was developed in the CLEAN combus-

tor (Component vaLidator for Environmentally Friendly Aero Engine)

within the EU research program EEFAE (Efficient and Environmentally

Friendly Aircraft Engine) [9]: the main dome of the combustor, depicted

in figure 1.7(a), is designed to achieve the best possible lean premixed

pre-vaporized combustion thanks to a so-called LPP injection system (see

below).

Nevertheless, this type of combustors slightly deteriorates CO and

UHC emission levels in comparison with a single annular chamber, par-

ticularly at low regime [9]. Furthermore, the weight and complexity of

the system are increased; in addition, the geometrical complexity of these

combustors have relatively large surfaces to be cooled, leaving, for a given

cooling technology, less air available for the lean injectors and so limit-

ing partially the expected gain in NOx emissions. This drawback can be

overcome with advanced cooling systems but to detriment of costs.

New single annular technology with fuel staging has been explored

with the GE-TAPS (Twin Annular Premix System), a concept already
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(a) CLEAN Axially-staged Combustor (b) GE TAPS combustor

Figure 1.7: Examples of fuel staging combustor arrangements

tested on CFM56 engines (fig. 1.7(b)). The idea is to combine the two

domes into one with fuel staging using two fuel manifolds. Emission per-

formance characteristics have shown this approach to be highly promising,

making it possible to reduce all types of emissions compared with a dou-

ble annular combustor. However, CO and UHC emissions remain higher

than on a conventional single annular combustor and they still have some

operability constraints. In addition, as they are more complex compared

to conventional air-blast fuel spray nozzles, a significant proportion of the

combustor cost will now be related to these internally staged injectors.

Despite some drawbacks, GE-TAPS overcame many limitations re-

lated to staged combustor; therefore the focus of the research has moved

to the definition of new single annular combustor architectures with lean

injectors internally staged. Such architectures, named ULN (Ultra Low

NOx), offer the highest potential to keep penalties on weight and cost

associated with the introduction of lean low emission combustion tech-

nology at acceptable levels.

The first key strength for an effective and well performing low NOx com-

bustor is in the design of the lean burn injection system: air quantity

needed for emission abatement is expected to be 60% to 70% of the com-

bustion air (≈ 50% more than RQL arrangements). With this level of

FAR in correspondence of the injector, operability including ignition, al-
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titude re-light, pull-away, weak extinction stability and thermo-acoustics

will be a serious problem which needs to be carefully taken into consid-

eration during ULN combustor development [10].

Generally speaking, different aeroengine sizes, maximum OPR and re-

lated core loadings usually imply very different engine cycles in terms of

combustor inlet pressures and temperatures, as well as nominal FAR. It

comes straightforwardly that these operating parameters have an out-

standing impact on low NOx injector performance. In addition, the

goal of achieving an efficient and clean combustion is even more criti-

cal since aeroengine combustors employ liquid fuels. Actually, to achieve

low-emission combustion, a complete evaporation of the fuel is fundamen-

tal: the liquid must be atomized into small droplets and then suitably

distributed in an air stream in order to obtain an optimal level of mix-

ing among the air, fuel, and combustion products inside the combustion

zone. Once the geometry of the injector is fixed, the combustor working

pressure has a strong impact on the performance of the fuel atomization

and mixing and, consequently, on the efficiency of the entire combustion

process.

As a consequence of previous considerations, ULN technology includ-

ing fuel preparation, fuel placement and the formation of two combustion

zones strongly interacting each other (pilot and main) is very difficult to

scale to various engine sizes, due to several nonlinear effects. To overcome

this issue, the attention was focused on different combustion technologies

depending on the size and the operating conditions of the engine, e.g.

the OPR; as an example, figure 1.8 reports the main injection systems

developed within the NEWAC research project [10]:

• LP(P): small engines operate at low OPR levels, but their combus-

tors have to face problems related to low volume-to-surface ratios:

since combustion temperatures are roughly the same, this leads to a

relatively higher air consumption for cooling than large combustors.

This kind of engines allows the implementation of LP(P) technology

(Lean Premixed Prevaporised): it is based on the action of two air

flows, one devoted to the fuel atomisation and the second dedicated
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Figure 1.8: Ultra Low NOx fuel injector technologies

to the mixing and fuel evaporation. The combination of the two

acts also as a promoter for the flame stabilisation in the combustion

chamber.

• PERM : LPP injectors cannot be mounted on high OPR engines due

to their inherent risk for auto-ignition and flashbacks that may lead

to integrity problems of both the burners and the combustor. The

design of PERM injectors (Partially Evaporated and Rapid Mixing)

overcomes this risk: the concept is based on swirler technology de-

velopment and it is addressed to achieve partial evaporation inside

the inner duct and a rapid mixing within the combustor, optimising

the location of the flame and the stability of the lean system.

• LDI : this kind of injection system is suitable for very high OPR

engine. LDI (Lean Direct Injection) concept is based on a con-

trolled premixing: concentric internally staged fuel injection with

optimised pilot and main stage flame structure are used to control

their interaction for low NOx and weak extinction stability.

With respect to RQL injectors, the aerodynamics of these new tech-

nologies has to be completely review; moreover, fuel preparation, stabi-
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lization of the combustion process, stability control system for the pilot

and main injection circuits to restrict the flame temperature and to main-

tain combustor operability, control of thermo-acoustic and combustion

instabilities, thermal management to prevent fuel coking, are only some

of the issues to be taken into account for the design of the new combus-

tion systems.

Once the lean burn combustion has been identified as the most ef-

fective strategy to achieve significant NOx emissions, and new suitable

injection technologies have been characterized, a review of the entire com-

bustor arrangement becomes of outstanding importance both to fulfil the

new specific requirements and, no less important, to obtain an efficient

integration with the following high pressure turbine module.

1.3 Research Objectives and Thesis Outline

This chapter presented an overview of the trend of evolution of com-

bustors for aeroengines. New combustion systems are required to satisfy

the ambitious objectives related to the reduction of polluting emissions;

in the current scenario, lean combustion systems are considered the most

effective technology for a significant NOx reduction in future aero-engines.

The introduction of these innovative systems rises the necessity of a com-

plete review of the main features of combustors to meet the requirements

of new ULN engines; in particular, in addition to new injection systems,

the main aspects that require major investigations aimed at deepening

their knowledge for a reliable design and integration within the engine are:

a) Cooling systems

As mentioned before, to obtain a lean combustion, air distribution among

the cowl and the annuli is completely changed with respect to RQL: up

to 70% of the overall air mass flow is utilized for fuel preparation and

the initiation of lean combustion, at the expense of cooling air, which

is severely reduced. Indeed, one goal in future combustor development

is the improvement of the cooling performance and the reduction of the
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amount of coolant by about 50% [11].

Furthermore cycle parameters as combustor pressure, inlet tempera-

ture, and exit temperature are continuously rising which leads to an in-

crease of the thermal load at the combustor walls. At the same time the

cooling potential is reduced since the cooling air temperature increases

due to higher pressure ratios. For these reasons, lean combustors require

very efficient cooling to cope life targets.

Within this scenario, effusion cooling is one of the most promising

solution, as the growing number of studies on this topic shown. However,

to have a full comprehension of the effusion behaviour, very detailed

information about parameters influencing the cooling performance are

required, and in the case of lean combustion much more exhaustive than

available at the moment.

b) Combustor-turbine interaction

The combustor-turbine interface is a critical area of the engine. Com-

bustor designs, particularly for aeroengines, typically have film holes or

slots that provide cooling along the liners; the coolant that is injected

out of the liner produces highly non-uniform temperature and pressure

radial/tangential profiles which leave the combustor and enter into the

turbine; such non-uniformities are commonly named hot streaks.

Despite the tight link between the combustor and the turbine due

to these non-uniformities, historically the design of the two modules re-

lied on separated approaches and the gap of knowledge on the mutual

interaction was bridged by the industrial experience. The introduction of

new injectors and new cooling systems for lean combustors changes com-

pletely the development of the flow field inside the chamber with respect

to RQL. In particular, the absence of dilution holes reduces the mixing

process between the burning gases and the cooling flows, enhancing the

temperature distortions and the degree of swirl of the mainflow at the

turbine inlet; furthermore, new cooling arrangements based on a homo-

geneous film cooling distribution along the liner, such as effusion system,

generate a coolant layer whose thickness increase row by row towards the
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combustor exit without a significant mixing with the mainstream. These

effects have both a strong impact on the resulting hot streak distribution

which, in turn, directly affects the aerodynamics, heat transfer, loading,

life, secondary loss, and, therefore, the overall efficiency of the high pres-

sure turbine [12].

The lack of confidence in the prediction of combustor-turbine inter-

action and the poor industrial experience on new lean burn combustors

lead to apply extra safety margins on the design of the components of

the engine that are subjected to the highest thermal loads: however, this

conservative approach, which is necessary to avoid failures of these com-

ponents, drastically limits the potential for lower specific fuel consump-

tion and CO2/NOx emissions. As a consequence, the understanding of

combustor-turbine flow field interactions and, above all, the possibility

of collecting reliable experimental data on hot streaks are mandatory to

preserve hot components life and performance when optimising the de-

sign of new HP turbines and combustors of lean burn engines.

The two previous paragraphs introduced the research area of this

work: the study, focused on these two aspects of a lean burn combustor,

is aimed at deepening the knowledge of the involved phenomena and at

collecting new detailed experimental data. The test rigs and the exper-

imental procedures developed in this work, as well as their integration

with numerical activities, are directed to provide useful information for

the design of a low emission combustor, as well as to indicate general

guidelines to update the current design tools.

Initially, the focus will be on cooling systems for lean burn combustors:

after a general introduction on the topic (Chapter 2), a short chapter will

introduce the enhancement of a 1D numerical tool for the design of com-

bustor cooling systems (Chapter 3). This numerical code will be recalled

at the end of the following chapter (Chapter 4): this section will be ded-

icated to an extensive investigation of an effusion cooling system and its

integration with other features of a combustor. An experimental survey

will be carried out on a simplified effusion geometry integrated with re-
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alistic supporting elements (3:1 scaled); afterwards, the wide obtained

experimental database will be exploited by the previously mentioned 1D

code both to deepen the analysis, and to increase the fidelity on the effu-

sion technology.

Once assessed the efficiency and the reliability of the effusion cooling,

the system will be integrated in the combustor and the experimental anal-

ysis will be extend to the whole flow field inside the chamber. In order

to obtain engine-representative data, such kind of analysis requires that

the geometry of the test rig is close to a real combustor and tested in a

relevant environment; therefore, with respect to the analysis on effusion

cooling geometry, an important step in TRL [13] of the experiment is

necessary, which is raised from ≈ 3 to ≈ 4 .

After a preliminary excursus on the hot streaks and on test rigs in

literature dedicated to their study (Chapter 5), the development and

the installation of a non reactive annular three sector test rig will be

described (Chapter 6). The combustor simulator, manufactured in a

1:1 scale, allows to perform exhaustive experimental analyses to have

a full investigation on the generation and the transport of hot streaks.

The purpose of this investigation is to collect an experimental database

documenting the thermal and flow characteristics in the lean burn repre-

sentative combustor simulator, cooled by an effusion system. Chapter 7

will present the measurement techniques employed in the experimental

survey, whose details and main results will be described in Chapter 8.

Specifically, the investigation is aimed at characterizing the aerothermal

field and the resulting hot streaks at the combustor exit; in addition, the

analysis is focused also on the influence of the effusion cooling flow on

the temperature and velocity non-uniformities at the outlet section of the

chamber.

This wide experimental database is valuable in benchmarking compu-

tational predictions. With a greater understanding of these phenomena,

designers will better able to predict the behaviour and the characteristics

of hot streaks in a lean burn combustors and, in the long term, to optimize

its design in view of the interaction with the high pressure turbine.



Chapter 2

Combustor Cooling

“Nothing burns like the cold.”

G. R.R. Martin, A Game of Thrones

In order to perform a lean combustion, a large amount of air mass flow

from the compressor is used for the fuel preparation: as a consequence,

lean combustion requires a strong reduction of air available for cooling

purposes. With reference to the burner mass flow, the fraction of the

cooling air has to be reduced from up to 50% in conventional combus-

tors to roughly 30% in lean combustors [14]. In addition, to improve the

performance of the engine the pressure ratio is usually increased as well,

resulting in an higher cooling air temperature at the inlet of the combus-

tor. When considering all these aspects, it becomes clear that there is

a great need for more efficient cooling technology. Among the different

cooling solutions, the one that offers the most attractive characteristics

to fit the requirements of new lean burn combustor is the effusion cooling.

After introducing the issues concerning the combustor cooling, this

chapter will provide an overview on effusion cooling technology and on

how it has been studied in literature for the last decades.

27
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2.1 Cooling System Arrangements

Although the mechanical stresses experienced by combustor chambers

are small in comparison with those affecting many other engine compo-

nents, liner and flame holding segments are called to withstand high

temperature and steep thermal gradients that threaten the structural in-

tegrity of the whole module. To ensure a satisfactory liner and dome life,

it is important to keep temperature down to an acceptable level. Defi-

nitions of “acceptable” are almost arbitrary, but according to Lefebvre

[1] for nichel-based alloys in common use the maximum operating tem-

perature should not exceed 1300K against flame temperature that can

reach and usually exceed 2000K. Therefore, it is clear that the design

of a combustion chamber cannot exclude a correct layout of an effective

cooling system.

The following paragraphs deal with the cooling systems of the two

main critical components of the combustor chamber, which are the dome

and the liner. If the impingement cooling has been long recognized as the

most performing arrangement for the dome cooling, as far as the liner is

concerned the research is still on going, especially in view of the strong

reduction of coolant availability in lean burn combustors. One of the

most promising solution able to guarantee an effective liner protection

with small coolant consumption is the effusion cooling, which will be the

major topic of this chapter.

2.1.1 Dome Cooling

The dome is aimed at holding the fuel injectors and above all at pro-

tecting them from the severe radiative and convective heat loads from

the burning gas. Therefore, this component is subjected to high thermal

gradients and it requires a very effective cooling.

Jet impingement is the cooling method that has the most significant

potential to increase the local heat-transfer coefficient among all heat-

transfer enhancement techniques. However, as it will be explained below,

the construction of this flow arrangement weakens the structural strength
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Figure 2.1: Impingement arrangement for dome cooling1

of the component and moreover it requires higher pressure with respect

to other technique [2]. These considerations support its use for dome cool-

ing, where pressure level and structural issues are less important than in

other components. With respect to other impingement applications in

gas turbine cooling , like blade leading edge and endwalls, dome impinge-

ment cooling is often applied to quite large surfaces.

Regular arrays of impingement jets are quite commonly used within

combustors dome to provide relatively uniform and controlled cooling of

the back surface of the heat shield, which is the metal sheet of the dome

exposed to the flame: part of the air that accesses the cowl does not take

part to the combustion process and it is used to feed the impingement

array (figure 2.1). Such regular array is generally directed against the

back surface of the heat shield by means of a sheet metal baffle plate (jet

plate) that is fixed in position relative to the dome surface.

One of the milestone available in open literature focused on impinge-

ment cooling was done by Florschuetz et al. [15]; besides a comprehensive

analysis of the phenomenon, the authors present a correlation that is still

1http://www.strutpatent.com
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commonly employed in technical community as a term of comparison to

validate new results. However, it is important to remark that the work

of Florschuetz et al. was mainly dedicated to blade and vane cooling ar-

rangements, which typical present higher values of pressure drop across

the jet plate with respect to combustor domes. More recently, a deep

investigation on impingement cooling from regular and sparse arrays for

combustor cooling applications was carried out by Surace [16].

For a more effective protection, in some application a TBC is em-

ployed to the external surface of the dome to provide a very low conduc-

tive layer and thus increase the thermal insulation of the heat shield.

Except for this further device, impingement is still the main cooling

technique adopted for the dome. With the exception of a geometrical

optimization of the array aimed at reducing the air consumption and in-

crease the cooling effectiveness, this method almost remained unchanged

switching from RQL to Lean-Burn combustors.

2.1.2 Liner Cooling

Forced convection inside the annulus is the basic method to cool the

liner. However, the high temperatures and thermal gradients that bur-

den on this component make the forced convection alone not suitable

for combustion chamber cooling. Consequently, efforts were spent to in-

tegrate systems able of increasing heat transfer surfaces and coefficients

that were historically developed for blade cooling. Among them, the

most practical to use for liner cooling purposes should be ribs: indeed,

they allow both an augmentation of the heat transfer surface and an in-

crease in heat transfer coefficient due to the high turbulent and unsteady

flow field they promote. Ribs have been widely investigated in literature,

mainly for blade cooling, and, as a rule of thumb, their use permit an

increase in HTC of 2-3 times with respect to the smooth surface. Studies

on the application of further combustor cooling methods are available in

literature, such as impingement cooling [16] or alternative arrangements

obtained combining different techniques [17, 18]. Nevertheless, due to the

additional manufacturing costs and the increase of the complexity of the
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system, both simple configurations, and innovative arrangements based

on the use of ribs have found difficulties to be integrated in the combustor.

The most widely used technique to control the liner temperature is

film cooling. It is implemented by injecting relatively cold air bled from

the annulus on liner inner side through holes or slot, thus creating a pro-

tective film that shields the liner from a direct contact with hot gases.

In its basic design, film cooling makes use of a number of annular 2D

slots injecting the coolant axially along liner hot surface; the film cooling

is gradually destroyed downstream the injection point by the turbulent

mixing with hot gas flow, so the normal practice is to repeat a succession

of slot along the liner length. Mechanical robustness and low weight are

Figure 2.2: Example of liner cooling arrangement (P&W JT9D)2

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combustor
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the mayor advantages of such a technique which has found widespread

application in both industrial and aircraft gas turbines. An example of

slot cooling configuration is displayed in figure 2.2; the picture shows also

the dilution holes located in some sections of the liner: these holes are

necessary to complete the combustion process in a RQL combustor but

they do not contribute to film cooling.

Due to the intensive use of film cooled solutions in the years of combus-

tors development, a great number of theoretical and experimental studies

are available in literature. A full description of the flow field behaviour

downstream from a slot injection was given by Stollery and El-Ewany

[19]; according the authors, three separated regions can be identified:

the first comprising a potential core in which wall temperature is very

close to that of the coolant, followed by a region where the velocity pro-

file is similar to that of a wall jet, which finally evolves into a third zone

where flow conditions become similar to a turbulent boundary layer. The

main parameter governing the extension of these zones is the coolant-to-

mainstream velocity ratio; however for combustor applications, which are

characterized by highly swirled and turbulent gas flow fields, a high de-

pendency on region extension from the swirl number and the turbulence

level of free-stream and coolant was found respectively by Yang et al. [20]

and Simon [21].

The demand for more powerful and efficient engines makes the need

of developing more performing cooling systems increasingly important.

According to Lefebvre [1], the main reasons are:

a) Increase of OPR: the increase of the overall pressure ratio allow to

obtain substantial reductions in engine fuel consumption. Unfortu-

nately, increasing the OPR raises the radiative heat transferred to

the liner walls; in addition, increasing the pressure ratio causes an

increase in combustor inlet temperature, thus reducing the capabil-

ity of the annulus air to cool the walls.

b) Increase of TIT : turbine inlet temperature directly affects the over-
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all efficiency of the engine; therefore the necessity of increasing TIT

calls for improvements in combustor pattern factor in order to main-

tain the integrity of the hot sections downstream. Since film-cooling

air flows along the liner wall, it makes no contribution to mixing.

Thus, reduction in wall cooling consumption gives a direct contri-

bution to pattern factor improvement.

c) Increase of durability : as noted by Dodds and Bahr [3], as combus-

tor operating temperatures have increased, component durability

and life expectations have also risen and thus the engine operating

time before combustor maintenance has exponentially grown.

d) Introduction of new combustion technologies: as indicated in chap-

ter 1, regulations governing NOx pollutant emissions have become

increasingly stringent and lean burn technologies have been identi-

fied as the most promising to meet the new legislation limits; such

technologies need to highly increase air amount necessary to com-

bustion, at the expense of air available for liner-wall cooling. Fur-

thering this trend was the knowledge that reductions in film-cooling

air are highly beneficial in lowering the emissions of carbon monox-

ide and unburned hydrocarbons.

Following these consideration, the need to find out alternative solu-

tions to the typical slot cooling configuration has become mandatory.

Among them, the most promising method that allow to have an efficient

liner cooling at the expense of a reduced amount of coolant consumption

is the effusion cooling.

2.2 Effusion Cooling

Effusion cooling represents a compromise between the well-known

technique of full coverage film cooling, widely used in nozzle and vanes,

and the transpiration cooling [2], the best efficient cooling solution based

on porous and no-metallic materials, but which is still not compatible

with the current reliability standard. The effusion cooling is realized
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Figure 2.3: Effusion cooling scheme.

drilling over the liner surface a dense array of closely spaced cylindrical

holes characterized by a very small diameter of about few tenths of mil-

limeter (see figure 2.3). These holes have also a small injection angle

(usually about 30◦) relative to the nominal main flow direction. It is

possible to reach angles of 10◦-11◦ [22] in order to obtain a better wall

protection with the film, but highly increasing the cost of the manufac-

turing. These geometrical features point out the two main characteristics

of this cooling technique:

• the dense array of holes allows an homogeneous film cooling protec-

tion, which is guaranteed by the constant injection of coolant all

along the liner length and by the consequent film superposition row

by row;.

• holes are characterized by a quite high length-to-diameter ratio

(L/D), that allows to strongly increase the heat transfer surface: in

fact effusion cooling system permits to lower the wall temperature

mainly through the so called heat sink effect, which is the homoge-

neous wall cooling due to the heat removed by the forced convection

of the coolant flowing through each holes [23, 24].

Even if effusion systems do not guarantee the excellent film protection

achievable with 2D slots (at least in the first part of the liner) and their

manufacturing are quite more expensive, this new cooling methodology

allows to overcome the some limitations of the classical arrangements

that make it very attractive for lean burn combustors. First of all, it

allows to obtain very efficient cooling performance at the expense of a
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reduced coolant consumption rate with respect to 2D slot, which are con-

sidered to be highly wasteful of air [25]; this aspect is fundamental in

lean burn combustors, in which only a small part of air is aimed at liner

cooling purpose. Furthermore, the effusion system permit to overcome

a general limitation of film cooling, which is related to the degradation

of protection receding from the injection point: in the typical 2D slot

configuration, to avoid too many injection points and to guarantee a rea-

sonable effect before the film decay, a large amount of air flown through

each slot, causing over-cooling on regions just downstream its exit. On

the contrary, an effusion system allows a more homogeneous cooling of

the liner through its fine array of small holes uniformly distributed all

over the wall surface. Finally, the use of slot cooling in lean burn com-

bustors would introduce a further technological issue: to guarantee the

good operation of this system with reduced cooling mass flow, the height

of the slot should be shorten in such a way that, in presence of strong

thermal dilatations, it would be very challenging to guarantee the good

passage area for the coolant.

Before going into details about the behaviour of this cooling technique,

a brief description of the “jet in cross flow” phenomenon will be given

in the next section; following, an overview of the main parameters that

affect film cooling will be provided, with a special attention on those

related to effusion systems.

2.2.1 Jet in Cross Flow

The physics of the flow developed in the effusion cooling is determined

by the interaction between the cold jets coming out from the holes and

the mainstream hot flow. In literature, this phenomenon is the so call

“jet in cross flow”. This interaction creates a flow field in the zones

immediately downstream of the jets characterized by several large scale

vortical structures [26]; all these structures are inherently unsteady and

anisotropic [27].

The principal structures of vortices are depicted in figure 2.4:
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Figure 2.4: Jet in crossflow [26]

• jet shear-layer vortices;

• counter rotating vortex pair (CVP);

• horse-shoe vortices;

• wake vortices.

The jet shear-layer vortices dominate the initial portion of the jet

and they are the results of the instability in the annular layer close to

the plate. This layer is subjected to shear stress and tends to separate

at the hole exit, leading to the formation of ring vortices around the jet:

these vortices are transported downstream together with the jet.

The counter-rotating vortex pair (CVP) are generated in the hole in-

terior; downstream the hole exit, these vortexes are strengthened by the

interaction with the cross flow, which bends the jet and causes strong

shear stresses on its sides. They entrain surface fluid into the jet center,

resulting in the typical kidney-shaped structure; their development goes

on in the area downstream of the jet and, indeed, their action becomes

dominant in the regions far from injection. These flow structures deeply
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influence the film cooling, since they are responsible for the mixing be-

tween the jet and the crossflow: depending on the fluidynamic conditions

of the two flows, their interaction can promote a lateral spreading of the

jet and hence a better protection of the wall or inhibit the formation of

the film layer. In fact, the CVP orientation tends to promote the lift-

ing of the jet (figure 2.4), generating a zone where the entrainment can

either help or damage the film cooling generation. Although the pres-

ence of CVP is widely documented in literature, there is not a unique

and universally recognized discussion about the causes of its formation.

Moreover, as mentioned before, each structures of motion, including the

CVP, are strongly affected by the actual physical conditions and it is con-

ceivable that different mechanisms may contribute in several ways and

different operating conditions to their formation. The most important

theories about the formation of CVP are presented by Andreopoulos [28]

and by Walters and Leylek [29].

Horseshoe vortices are generated upstream of the hole leading edge

and the jet shear-layer vortices. The formation of these flow structures is

similar to that observed upstream of a solid obstacle, such as a cylinder

or an airfoil leading-edge: when the boundary layer meets an obstacle

(of any kind), an adverse pressure gradient is generated, leading to the

formation of the horseshoe vortices. These vortices wrap around the base

of the jet travelling downstream with vorticity counter to the CVP [28];

such vortices are, in some cases, responsible for the spreading for the

coolant spreading on the side of hole exit.

The wake vortices are flow structures where the mean component of

vorticity is directed normal to the plate. These vortices are characterized

by an evident unsteadiness and by the typical mechanism of vortex shed-

ding. Experimental investigations by Fric and Roshko [26] show that the

wake vortex formation is caused by the separation in the boundary layer

of the plate immediately behind the jet (figure 2.5). Their investigations

show that the two components of the crossflow turning around the jet,
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(a) High velocity ratio (VR=2.0). (b) Low velocity ratio (VR=0.5).

Figure 2.5: Jet penetration at different velocity ratio [26].

crash behind it and they lead to the formation of separation bubbles.

These vortices are then lifted by the jet and dragged downstream. The

formation of the wake vortex is therefore affected by the main jet lifting.

As far as the jet penetration is concerned, its occurrence largely de-

pends on both the injection angle and the local jet-to-mainstream velocity

ratio: at large angles and velocity ratios (figure 2.5(a)), the jet lifts off,

while for lower values (figure 2.5(b)) the jet bends over quickly and at-

taches to the wall. After the completion of the jet bending, pressure

forces are small and the jet follows the local flow. As soon as the coolant

exits the hole, turbulent mixing process causes the coolant mixing with

the free-stream. Neighbouring jets can merge giving a blanket of coolant

at some distance downstream; the distance is dependent on the jet spac-

ing. Similarly, coolant from an upstream row of jets can help to form a

blanket of coolant, depending on the spacing and the staggering of the

jet rows.

2.2.2 Geometrical Parameters

Literature studies on full-coverage film cooling often refer to a sim-

plified configuration of effusion geometry usually addressed as a multi-

perforated plate which is the simplest possible geometry. Such geometry
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Figure 2.6: Main geometrical parameters for an effusion arrangement.

is reported in figure 2.6 together with indications of main geometric pa-

rameters: the hole diameter (D) and length (L), the streamwise and

spanwise pitches (Sx and Sy), the effusion angle (α), which is the angle

between hole axis and its projection on the surface, and the compound

angle (γ), defined as the angle between the projection of hole axis on

surface and the direction of main flow.

Geometrical features that are usually introduced to optimize the be-

haviour of film cooling holes for blades and vanes, as the fan shaped holes

or laidback holes, are not adopted for effusion holes: in fact, despite the

advantages achievable with such kind of geometrical arrangement, their

adoption for the huge amount of effusion holes expected on a liner would

introduce a not affordable manufacturing cost.

The selection of the effusion geometrical parameters is mainly dictated

by a trade off between the manufacturing costs and the cooling perfor-

mance. At the status of the art, combustor manufacturers are oriented

towards: α = 30◦−60◦; γ = 0◦ (no compound); L/D = 3−6. Concerning

Sx/D and Sy/D, they are quite variable from engine to engine.

2.2.3 Operating Parameters

Many dimensionless parameters have been introduced in literature to

describe the behaviour of film cooling by taking into account the operat-

ing conditions of the two flows involved in the phenomenon, which are
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the coolant and the mainstream. They are known as:

Blowing Ratio : BR =
(ρ · v)cool
(ρ · v)main

(2.1)

V elocity Ratio : V R =
vcool
vmain

(2.2)

Density Ratio : DR =
ρcool
ρmain

(2.3)

Momentum Flux Ratio : I =
(ρ · v2)cool
(ρ · v2)main

(2.4)

The velocity ratio, defined in equation 2.2, is used in literaure to dis-

tinguish the particular regime of jets injected from the cylindrical holes:

it is usual to assume that for VR > 0.8 jet lift-of from surface appearing

as penetrating in the main flow [2].

In modern aeroengine combustor, the working conditions of each row

of cooling holes are quite variable: this is due (a) to the different regimes

of the engine, from idle to take-off, characterized by quite different lev-

els of pressure, temperature and mass flow rate, and (b) to pressure

and temperature variations along the combustion chamber in each work-

ing condition. Consequently, the variability of the operative parameters

is quite wide and general guidelines are difficult to be drawn; however,

common range of blowing ratio is BR≈ 1− 7, while for the density ratio

DR≈ 1.5− 3.0.

The analysis of the effect of each operative parameter on cooling sys-

tem performances was the object of many investigations. The large num-

ber of parameters and their non-linear interactions in affecting the system

working conditions make the characterization of film cooling quite a dif-

ficult matter. In fact, to make the subject affordable, researchers usually

focus on a subset of parameters and investigate the influence of each one

in a well defined range of variation. Generally speaking, it can be said

that the main parameter is the blowing ratio BR. Keeping the DR con-

stant and increasing the blowing ratio means to augment the momentum

of the jet with respect to the main flow. Studies for a single row of hole

showed that the adiabatic effectiveness is positively affected by this ac-
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tion till to values of BR of about 1 [30]. Beyond these values the jet

deeply penetrates into the cross flow; the coolant tends to move away

from the wall preventing the formation of a coolant film on the surface

and, consequently, a decay in the protective action of the system occurs.

Finally, the jet Reynolds number defined in equation 2.5 has been

taken into account in literature to describe the operating regime of the

jet:

Rej =
(ρ · v)j ·D

µ
(2.5)

This parameter mainly controls the losses through the holes and the

heat transfer within the hole. Usually by increasing Rej both of them are

increased. It is evident that the first one affects the performance of the

system negatively while the second is a desired effect, since it increases

the heat sink effect and helps in lowering the metal temperature.

2.2.4 Performance Parameters

Many parameters are usually accounted for governing the overall per-

formance and effectiveness of the film cooling process. First of all it

is worth recalling the Newton equation for the heat flux from a cooled

surface, reviewed by Goldstein [31]:

q̇ = HTCmain · (Tw − Taw) (2.6)

where the subscript main stands for hot gas side in presence of film cool-

ing. The driving potential for this heat transfer is the difference between

the surface wall temperature, Tw, and the adiabatic wall temperature,

Taw. The adiabatic wall temperature, introduced by Goldstein, would

be obtained in the limiting case of perfectly insulated (adiabatic) surface,

where heat flux would be zero. The use of the adiabatic wall temperature

in equation 2.6, instead of any other reference temperature, yields to a

heat transfer coefficient independent of the temperature difference for a

constant property flow, as clearly demonstrated by Goldstein [31]. As

pointed out by Eckert [32], in case of injection at the free-stream temper-
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ature, no differences subsist between adiabatic wall, free-stream and jet

temperature: hence heat transfer coefficient may be obtained once free-

stream and wall temperatures are known (as will be done in chapter 4).

Adiabatic wall temperature is often presented in dimensionless form

as the adiabatic effectiveness:

ηaw =
Tmain − Taw

Tmain − Tcool
(2.7)

where Tmain is the mainstream (hot gases) total temperature and Tcool

is the temperature of flow exiting from the cooling hole.

Despite the wide use of adiabatic wall temperature as driving poten-

tial for the actual heat flux over a film-cooled surface, a recent study

carried out by Zhao and Wang [33] questioned the appropriateness of its

application, especially in experiments under laboratory conditions, where

the effects viscous dissipation as a heat source near the wall are negligi-

ble. In their work, authors support the validity Taw on the hypothetical

zero wall thickness condition and for very low conductive material; on

the other hand, in the conjugate wall cases, they showed that Taw is not

always higher than wall temperature (Tw), and therefore, it does not al-

ways play the role as the driving potential. To overcome this limitation

and to obtain a correct estimate of wall heat flux, authors suggest to

perform two different test, varying the thermal conductivity of the film-

cooled wall. However, evidence supports that adiabatic wall temperature

is still be used to correctly predict the heat flux direction.

An other important parameter to be taken into account to predict

cooling performance is the previously mentioned HTCmain, which is the

convective heat transfer coefficient in presence of film cooling on the hot

gases side; usually, it is compared with the reference HTC without film

cooling (HTC0).

Being the final aim of an effusion cooling system design the reduction

of heat transfer to the surface, which is dependent on both the adiabatic

effectiveness and the heat transfer coefficient, both ηaw and HTCmain

are required to determine if the overall heat load from the hot gases to

the wall surface is reduced (see also Kelly and Bogard [34]). In this con-
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text, Sen et al. [35] suggest to use the Net Heat Flux Reduction (NHFR)

to quantify the global heat transfer reduction to a cooled surface; it is

defined as the ratio between the heat flux reduction due to film cooling

(q̇) and heat flux taking place without cooling (q̇0):

NHFR =
q̇0 − q̇

q̇0
= 1− HTCmain

HTC0
· (1− ηaw · θ) (2.8)

θ is the non-dimensional temperature defined as:

θ =
Tmain − Tcool

Tmain − Tw
(2.9)

The aim of a well performing cooling system is thus to increase NHFR

values: this goal is achieved through a reduction in HTCmain/HTC0 and

an enhancement in ηaw. Unfortunately, increased mixing in the boundary

layer due to coolant injection and the development of renewed thermal

boundary layers underneath the jets cause a significant mainstream heat

transfer coefficient augmentation [34]. Adiabatic effectiveness has then to

be high enough to compensate for this heat transfer coefficient enhance-

ment, otherwise overall heat load abatement will not be attained.

Despite previous considerations, NHFR is not properly representa-

tive for an effusion cooling system since its definition (eq. 2.8) does not

explicitly take into account the heat sink effect, which instead plays an

important role in this type of cooling technique. To overcome this aspect,

one further parameter is used in literature to indicate the overall cooling

capability of a cooling system: it is the overall effectiveness [36], defined

as:

ηov =
Tmain − Tw

Tmain − Tcool
(2.10)

Since the definition includes the actual wall temperature, this parameter

takes into all the contribution to wall cooling, which are both the film

protection and the heat sink effect; for this reason, this latter parameter is

suitable to give information about the overall performance of an effusion

system.

Bunker [37] presents a cooling design method which is divided into
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Figure 2.7: Curves of cooling technologies performances [37]

four levels (0-3). Level 0 is the preliminary cooling design analysis in

which the cooling design is completely wrapped up in a single set of

performance characteristic curves, known as “Cooling Technology Maps”.

As an example, figure 2.7 shows a generic cooling performance chart for

a turbine airfoil. The technology curves shown on this chart present the

overall cooling effectiveness versus a heat loading parameter (κ). The

symbols represent various engine data points for different designs. The

heat loading parameter relates the overall hot gas heat flux which is

transferred to the wall to the overall coolant capacity that acts as a heat

sink; it is defined as

κ =
mcool·cp,cool

2 ·HTCmain ·Amain
(2.11)

The curves proposed by Bunker can be used in a preliminary design

phase in order to examine the expected cooling performance with respect

to the working conditions. However, curves were obtained for blade cool-

ing applications and their extension to effusion systems is not straightfor-

ward: in fact, coolant penetration and hence the cooling performance are
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influenced by many different parameters which may have significant local

variations depending on operating conditions and geometry. This com-

plicates a proper comparison and evaluation of different cooling schemes

and airspray nozzle designs. Based on the definition given by Bunker

for a turbine airfoil, Wurm et al. [38] presented a dimensionless cooling

efficiency that allows a significant reduction of data for characterizing the

cooling performance within combustion chambers.

2.3 Literature Review of

Effusion Cooling for Combustor Liners

Studies on film cooling have been performed by many authors since

the 60’s: a specific summary of the investigations aimed at understand-

ing the influence of geometrical and operative parameters on this phe-

nomenon is beyond the scope of this short review. Attention will be

focused to relevant past studies concerning effusion cooling for combus-

tors liner.

Martiny et al. [39] evaluated row by row adiabatic effectiveness (via

IR-thermography) and performed flow visualizations (by means of Schlieren

photography) on an effusion cooled plate with a very shallow injection

angle of 17◦; their study included also different flow patterns for the inves-

tigated blowing ratios, with varied from 0.5 to 4.0. They noticed that in

the starting region of a cooling film, at blowing ratio of 0.5 (figure 2.8(a)),

(a) Flow pattern BR=0.5 (b) Flow pattern BR=4.0

Figure 2.8: Schlieren flow traces, 2nd and 3rd effusion row observed [39]
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jets remain attached to the wall and for higher values of blowing param-

eter a closed cooling film is prevented by the jets lifting-off from the

surface (figure 2.8(b)). Nevertheless, even in cases of complete penetra-

tion, cooling benefits, in terms of adiabatic effectiveness, are still visible:

they are ascribable to the massive coolant injection, which increases row

by row and reduces main flow temperature in the mixing zone. The same

facilities and test samples were employed by Martiny et al. [40] while de-

veloping an analytical model for the calculation of wall temperature of an

effusion cooling array: by means of a parametric study, they investigated

the dependencies of dimensionless quantities on the overall effectiveness.

Many studies of full coverage film cooling have been focused on

measuring or estimating the film effectiveness generated by coolant jets

and the heat transfer of effusion cooling. A detailed experimental inves-

tigation on hot side heat transfer associated to an effusion solution is

the one due to Kumada et al. [42]; even if their work is not too much

recent, authors present a precious effort in correlating the wall heat trans-

fer coefficient variation with the jets fluid dynamics that will be widely

used until nowadays. Scrittore et al. [41] investigated an effusion cooling

scheme through flowfield measurements and adiabatic wall temperatures.

Of particular interest was the considered range of blowing ratio, from 3.2

to 5.0, which is closer to the one that could be found in typical applica-

(a) Adiabatic effectiveness maps (b) Spanwise averaged effectiveness

Figure 2.9: Effusion cooling effectiveness for a combustor liner [41].
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tions for combustor liners; furthermore, authors studied a cooling scheme

close to a real engine one, that contained twenty rows of cooling holes

with equally spaced holes in both streamwise and spanwise directions

(Sx/D = SY /D = 4.0). They measured adiabatic effectiveness of this full

coverage scheme, finding the attainment of a fully developed effectiveness

region at the 15th row and a very low effect of blowing ratio on cooling

performance (figure 2.9). They also observed a fundamental indepen-

dence of penetration height for the cooling hole rows on the momentum

flux ratio for the range that was considered at the fully-developed con-

dition. Finally, they also confirmed the hypotheses proposed by Schulz

[43]: measuring velocity planes around the holes, he found jet separation

just downstream of the hole trailing edge and, moreover, the presence

of CVP which served to entrain hot mainstream flow toward the surface

at the plate leading edge. Downstream, however, this effect serves to

mix the accumulated coolant flow and provides a more uniform surface

temperature across the pitch. The cooling effectiveness of the film layer

increases asymptotically at the same rate for both blowing ratios, with

only little improvement for the higher blowing ratio with respect to the

lower blowing ratio.

Scrittore et al. [44] performed also a flow field investigation to better

understand the influence of dilution jets on effusion film development;

results showed how the coolant was transported from the film-cooling

layer in the near wall region to the free-stream and downstream from

(a) Adiabatic effectiveness maps (b) Spanwise averaged effectiveness

Figure 2.10: Film cooling effectiveness near combustor dilution hole [44].
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the dilution jets. Furthermore, the presence of the dilution jet caused an

high increase of turbulence level: such an effect resulted in an increased

spreading of the film-cooling jets. Increasing dilution blowing ratio re-

sulted in a degradation of film cooling. Examples of such results are

shown in figure 2.10.

Metzger et al. [45] studied the variation of heat transfer coefficient

for full-coverage film cooling scheme with normal holes, founding an aug-

mentation of 20-25% in the local heat transfer with blowing ratio 0.1 and

0.2. Crawford et al. [46] experimentally determined Stanton number for

an effusion cooling geometry. Martinez-Botas and Yuen [47] measured

heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic effectiveness of a variety of geome-

tries in a flat plate to test the influence of the injection angle by varying

blowing ratio from 0.33 to 2.0. They measured the variation of the heat

transfer coefficient h with respect to a reference case h0; results show that

there is a maximum of h/h0 close to the hole and further downstream

with highest heat transfer augmentation for 30◦ injection angle.

Kelly and Bogard [34] investigated an array of 90 normal holes and

found that the largest values for h/h0 occur immediately downstream of

the film cooling holes and the levels of h/h0 are similar for the first 9

rows. They explained that this could be due to an increase in the local

turbulence levels immediately downstream of the holes, created by the

interaction between the cooling jet and the mainstream flow. Another

reason could be the creation of a new thermal boundary layer immediately

downstream of the cooling jets. None of the previous studies investigates

the effect that a high blowing ratio has on adiabatic effectiveness, heat

transfer coefficient, and Net Heat Flux Reduction. As reported by the

authors, increases in heat transfer coefficient due to high blowing ratios

could potentially be replaced by an increase in heat transfer coefficient

due to high mainstream turbulence.

Ceccherini et al. [48] measured the overall effectiveness and Facchini

et al. [49] estimated the heat transfer coefficient at variable blowing ratios

on the same real engine cooling scheme to evaluate the combined effects

of slot, effusion, and a large dilution hole; they found that an increase
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(a) Adiabatic effectiveness maps (b) Spanwise averaged effectiveness

Figure 2.11: Adiabatic effectiveness for an effusion geometry [51].

in VR makes jets become more and more penetrating in the main flow

and they behave as an obstacle against film development, lowering the

effectiveness values. On the contrary, they found that high BR values

enhance the heat transfer phenomenon: in fact, the high jet velocity that

draws hot gases from mainstream flow on the liner surface alters the lo-

cal boundary layer on the effusion surface causing an increase of HTC.

Facchini et al. [50] investigated also the influence of a recirculating area

in the mainstream on the same geometry: they highlight that the pres-

ence of the recirculation impedes the creation of the film layer, leading

to a general reduction of the effectiveness but without having significant

effects on the heat transfer coefficient.

A deep experimental investigation on effusion cooling for combus-

tion chamber liners and high-pressure vane endwall applications was per-

formed by Toni [51]. Several geometries were investigated with the aim

of highlighting the impact of the geometrical arrangement and the oper-

ating conditions on the performance of this cooling system; figure 2.11

shows an example of adiabatic effectiveness results obtained by means

of Thermochromic Liquid Crystal (TLC) technique on a single geometry

tested at different blowing rate. An exhaustive study on the cooling sys-

tem preliminary design for modern lean burn combustors was provided

by Ceccherini [52]: a one-dimensional analysis on combustor liner cooling
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system was carried out, highlighting the ability to improve the perfor-

mance of effusion. Furthermore, CFD investigations where performed as

well as experimental surveys in order to give more details of the behaviour

of effusion cooling and its practical implementation in engine-like cooling

schemes.

More recently Ligrani et al. [53] presented film effectiveness and heat

transfer results for full coverage film cooling arrangements with stream-

wise pressure gradient; they studied the effect of the blowing ratio and

the influence of dense and sparse hole arrays on the thermal effectiveness,

giving an extensive overview of the behaviour of this system subjected to

several operating conditions. Experiments under conditions of very high

freestream turbulence up to 25% were conducted by Martin and Thorpe

[54] on an effusion test plate with angled hole array and staggered pattern,

varying blowing ratios from 0.3 to 1.5. They found that when freestream

turbulence is increased the spatially averaged effectiveness can increase

by as much as 85% at BR = 1.4 due to the spanwise spreading of coolant

and turbulent transport of coolant back towards the plate surface.

Despite many studies deal with the investigation of the effusion cool-

ing performance, most of them were conducted by using air as coolant

and mainflow, precluding the possibility to point out the effects of density

ratio between the two flows. Density ratio is, however, a key parameter

for the design of a liner cooling system, mainly because of the actual large

temperature difference between coolant and burned gases inside the core

of the combustor. Ekkad et al. [55, 56] measured effectiveness and heat

transfer coefficient distribution over a flat surface with one row of in-

jection holes inclined streamwise at 35◦ for several blowing ratios and

compound angles; tests were carried out by using air and carbon dioxide

as coolant, finding that both heat transfer and effectiveness increase with

blowing ratio. They also pointed out the effects of density ratio, showing

how these effects are more evident with increasing the compound angle

and the momentum flux ratio. This experimental survey was, however,

oriented for turbine blade applications rather than combustors. More
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recently, Lin et al. [57, 58] investigated both experimentally and numer-

ically adiabatic film cooling effectiveness of four different 30◦ inclined

multihole film cooling configurations; the survey, which was specific for

combustor liner applications, was performed by using a mixture of air

and CO2 as coolant, but it was mainly focused on studying the influence

of hole geometrical parameters and blowing ratio on film cooling rather

than on the effects of density ratio. Andreini et al. [59] performed a

CFD analysis on the a test article which replicated a slot injection and

an effusion array; they simulated the behaviour of the cooling system

both with air and CO2 . Numerical results show that the entity of local

heat transfer enhancement in the proximity of effusion holes exit is due

to gas-jets interaction and that it mainly depends on effusion velocity

ratio; furthermore, a comparison between results obtained with air and

with CO2 as coolant pointed out the effects of density ratio, showing the

opportunity to scale the increase in heat transfer coefficient with effusion

jets velocity ratio.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

At the present point of the work, a choice has already been made con-

cerning the cooling techniques which seemed to be the best performing

and which can fit the requirements of lean burn combustors: impinge-

ment for dome cooling, already extensively used, and effusion cooling for

liners.

Even though several notable studies are available in literature on ef-

fusion configurations, there are still some aspects that are worth to be

further investigated; among them, there is a lack of experimental data

concerning the influence of the density ratio on the cooling performance

of the effusion system and, more generally, on how this technology works

when it is integrated with other typical features of a combustor liner,

such as slot film cooling and dilution holes. Furthermore, it is necessary

a process of synthesis of the data in order to update the design tools

employed for the combustor liners.
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To complete the scenario of the past studies about the combustor is-

sues of this research, a literature review concerning the hot streaks and

the effects of the combustor-turbine interaction was carried out. How-

ever, this topic will be discussed in Chapter 5 to facilitate the readability

of this dissertation.



Chapter 3

Enhancements in a

1D Thermal Procedure for

Combustor Cooling Analysis

“Simplifying doesn’t always mean

cutting something. Sometimes, it means

organizing that something better.”

Anonymous

A reliable thermal design of a combustion chamber is a vital task

to improve actual capabilities and accomplish the desired compromise

among the distinct needs arising from modern engines.

This chapter will present the developments of a in-house one-dimen-

sional thermal procedure for the design of a combustor chamber cooling

system and the estimate of liner wall temperatures. The procedure is

provided with a wide database of correlations available in literature, in-

cluding all those reported in the works reviewed in Chapter 2 about the

effusion cooling.

After an introduction to the main features of the code, this chapter

will illustrate a brief description of the major recent improvements; the

53
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procedure will then used for the thermal analysis of a real effusion-based

combustor cooling schemes, that will highlight the good accuracy of this

numerical tool and its effective capability in predicting the performance

of such kind of cooling system.

The procedure will be further recalled in Chapter 4, where it will be

employed to deepen an experimental investigation on an effusion-based

cooling arrangement, and also in Chapter 7, where it will be used as the

design tool for the cooling system of a probe for optical measurements in

harsh temperature conditions.
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3.1 1D Thermal Procedure

One-dimensional codes are still a fundamental tool for the design of

complex systems, such as cooling schemes for combustor chambers or tur-

bine blades. They are based on the use of engineering simplified models

that are linked each other to represent the whole combustor cooling sys-

tem; such type of codes are characterized by a wide library of elements

used to describe the different parts of the system, from simple models

to represent an orifice or a straight pipe to more complex models used

to represent cooling arrangement, such as impingement or effusion cool-

ing. Each model solves the one-dimensional form of the Navier-Stokes

equation and it includes dedicated correlations to describe pressure loss,

heat exchange, mass flow split, etc. of a specific part of the combustor.

To provide a complete analysis of the cooling system, the solution of the

fluid network must be coupled with further estimates of the heat loads on

the critical parts of the chamber, with the aim of setting the boundary

conditions to solve the thermal conduction through the metal: the output

of this calculation is the temperature distributions along the liner walls,

which can be used to assess the performance of the combustor cooling

arrangement under investigation.

The main strength of such type of 1D codes lies in the short time

needed to model the system and to run the simulation: this aspect makes

them a powerful tool especially in the preliminary stages of the design pro-

cedure, usually aimed at testing several arrangements at various working

conditions to identify the most promising solution and to draw the guide-

lines for the following more detailed investigations. In addition, thanks

to their ability of easily set boundary conditions and manage with com-

plex geometries, they may also be used to perform design of experiment

(DOE) calculations in order to indicate useful correlations or trends and

the relative importance of the operating parameters. On the other hand,

the use of this kind of tools has to take into account some native lim-

itations of the one-dimensional approach: these meanly deal with both

the impossibility to describe with high accuracy a fully three-dimensional
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flow, like swirling flows in the combustor chamber or cold recirculating

flows at the end of the annulus, and with the uncertainty of empirical

correlations, which is commonly lower than 10% only within their (usu-

ally narrow) range of validity.

Previous considerations briefly highlighted the importance of 1D codes

for the liner cooling design. In particular, this is even more essential for

an impingement or effusion based system: in fact, such dense arrays of

small holes implies a significant computational cost if the cooling holes

are all included in a simulations with three-dimensional CFD codes and,

therefore, the time needed for a sensitivity analysis to geometrical pa-

rameters or working conditions would become unbearable. Even if many

efforts have been made to develop lower order approaches aiming at reduc-

ing the number of mesh elements, such as those based on localized mass

sources in the region of hole discharge [60], 1D codes still remain the first

choice for the preliminary design phases. It becomes hence mandatory

to update these tools including models for effusion arrangements, being

it the core of lean burn combustor cooling systems. In addition, since

in these system an important contribution to wall cooling comes from

the heat sink effect, an update of the conjugate approach to solve simul-

taneously heat convection and conduction through the liner thickness is

necessary, too.

3.1.1 Therm1D

The previous section highlighted the necessity to develop specific 1D

tools for the design of cooling systems for novel combustor; focusing on

new lean burn concepts, this need becomes even more critical due to the

different and usually non linear phenomena that occurs in the combustor.

With the aim of achieving this goal, a one-dimensional thermal pro-

cedure, named Therm1D, was developed, inspired by a well proved ap-

proach to similar problems for the analysis of blades and vanes cooling

systems. This tool is capable of calculating radiative and convective

heat loads on gas side, while, on the cold side, it estimates convective

heat transfer associated to different cooling schemes; the final aim is the
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Figure 3.1: Concept view of 1D thermal design methodology

prediction of the temperature reached by the elements of a combustion

chamber which are subjected to the highest thermal load.

The thermal procedure is based on the well known approach pro-

posed by Lefebvre [1] and later improved by Kretschmer and Odgers [61]

and De Champlain et al. [62]. As conceptually described in figure 3.1, the

procedure is based on the balance among different mechanisms of heat

transfer: radiative and convective heat loads on gas side (R1 and C1),

radiative heat transfer toward the casing (R2) and heat transfer between

metal and coolant (C2). Energy balance in steady state condition implies

that (neglecting heat conduction in axial direction):

R1 + C1 = R2 + C2 = K1−2 (3.1)

Heat conduction inside the metal (K1−2) and then its final temperature

distribution is obtained by using a 1-D Finite Difference Model (FDM)

of the component with an in-house code, built-in inside the whole proce-

dure, and then calculating the metal conduction as far as hot and cold

side boundary conditions are known. Hot side heat loads (both convec-

tive and radiative) are modelled in detail and evaluated from a given

description of the flame in terms of FAR, temperature, hot gas velocity

and pressure. In addition, heat sink effect (Qhs) is evaluated by apply-
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ing to the FDM model, for each row, heat removal given by the mean

heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic wall temperature inside the cooling

holes.

After this brief introduction, some details on the main codes that are

involved in the procedure will be given in the following. The procedure

is composed of three main parts: Icons1D (Internal COoling Network

Solver), a fluid network solver for heat transfer evaluation on the in-

terfaces between the metal and the coolant, Cowl, that estimates the

radiative and convective heat loads on the gas side and radiative heat

transfer between the liner and the casing, and the thermal solver, that

computes the heat conduction through the metal and finally provides the

wall temperature distribution.

The analysis of the coolant fluid network is performed using a one-

dimensional steady code, Icons1D, developed starting from a in-house

code (SRBC ) successfully used in several works [63, 64, 65]. The represen-

tation of a cooling system consists of a fluid network made up connecting

basic components, each one dedicated to model a particular region of the

combustor. Specifications of the geometrical characteristics of a single

component, such as holes diameter, pitch, length, roughness, inclination

angle and so on, can be custom selected. Coolant is considered a perfect

gas subjected to wall friction and heat transfer, and flow field is solved

in subsonic regime, using correlations to determine HTC, friction factor,

cooling effectiveness, etc. The user can specify boundary conditions for

the fluid network in terms of inlet and outlet pressure or mass flow rate,

depending on design specifications. Through the resolution of the fluid

network, Icons1D provides coolant side boundary conditions for thermal

calculation; in addition, it estimates also the heat sink effect of cooling

holes.

Heat load on the gas side and radiative heat exchange between the

liner and the casing are estimated by Cowl following the approach sug-

gested by Lefebvre [1] and more recently improved by Andreini et al. [66];

afterwards, cold side and hot gas side boundary conditions are read by

the thermal solver for the resolution of the Fourier law within the metal
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Figure 3.2: Therm1D: procedure flow chart

and the wall temperature is finally calculated. Since the mass flow rate

and pressure drop is wall temperature dependent, an iterative overall

procedure is required; in addition, an internal loop is included to speed

up the convergence of the procedure. Convergence is achieved when dif-

ferences in temperatures, pressures and mass flow remain unchanged or

below an error set by the user.

To have a better comprehension of the overall procedure and to clearly

describe the connections among the different involved codes, a schematic

flow chart is reported in figure 3.2. Further details on the procedure can

be found in [66, 67].
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3.2 Application to an Effusion-based

Combustor Cooling Scheme

Therm1D is a well proven tool which has been in-house developed and

upgraded during the last ten years. During the assessment of this numer-

ical tool, attention has been continuously paid to the development of a

versatile instrument capable of investigating main design parameters of

cooling arrangements suitable for the modern combustors. In particular,

in the latest years new developments in combustor architecture has risen

the need of having a more flexible tool able to easily manage complex

geometries; in addition, new cooling techniques introduced the need to

develop new 1D models able to describe these configurations and, there-

fore, to test innovative combinations of several cooling methods. If, on

one hand, this task has been accomplished by introducing new models [52]

and related new correlations [68], on the other hand a complete review

of the native method to handle the description of the geometry has been

required to investigate new liner and combustor chamber configurations.

This need leads to a refurbishment of the procedure; following, a brief

list summarizes the main new features that were introduced in the code

within this work to meet the requirements mentioned above:

• the capability to model complex geometries using a more “user

friendly” approach was introduced: the combustor is now repre-

sented writing the coordinates of points that describe the geome-

try of the liners and the annuli. Flow passage areas, wet surfaces

and liner feature are automatically computed, while in the previous

version of the code the user was requested to insert all these infor-

mation as input data. This new features makes the realization of

the flow network and the modelling of the metal parts easily to be

managed, for instance with the help of a cad model. As an example,

figure 3.3 depicts a cross section of a reference combustor test rig

(see Appendix A), with a detailed view of the dome cooling system:

the picture includes also a sketch of the flow network built in this

complex area of the combustor, whose realization was easily done
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Figure 3.3: Example of Therm1D geometrical representation of a
combustor liner and the related cooling system flow network

with the assistance of the 2D cross section of the cad model.

• the possibility to describe complex geometries made up of several

metal parts, like multiple liners, heat shield, double walls inside

the annuli, etc., was introduced Following this update, Icons1D

and Cowl were updated as well in order to include both the coolant

heat exchange and friction with several metal parts at the same

time, and the radiative heat exchange between liners viewing each

other.

• possibility to simulate the behaviour of the whole combustor (inner

and outer liners/multiliners, cowl, dome and heat shield) in a single

run: this new feature allows to model the entire system with a single

fluid network and thus to have an estimate of the flow split within

the combustor.

• a complete review of the appearance of the operative files was car-

ried out: input file are better organized with the aim of making

the setting of the boundary conditions simpler and quicker; analo-

gously, new output files allow a quicker comprehension and a more

rapid access to post processed data.
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As mentioned before, Therm1D has been widely tested over the last

ten years; the new updates were initially checked with the use of previous

test cases and, once validated, the procedure was successfully employed

for the analysis of new combustors. The next paragraphs will shortly illus-

trate the application of procedure to a real combustor geometries, based

on effusion cooling system and designed by Avio Aero within European

projects.

3.2.1 Analysis of the NEWAC combustor

Figure 3.4 depicts a sketch of the combustor developed by Avio Aero

in collaboration with the Department of Energy Engineering “S. Stecco”

within the NEWAC European project: it is a lean burn combustor based

on the PERM injection system. The image, extracted from the work of

Andreini et al. [69], shows the contours of non-dimensional velocity on

a meridian plane of the combustor: the main features of the flow field

in the chamber are highlighted, especially the large central recirculation

zone and the vortex breakdown of the jet coming from the injector.

As far as the cooling system is concerned, air entering the dome

crosses a jet plate and cools down the heat shield through an impinge-

ment arrangement; the exhaust air is channelled towards the external

bounds of the chamber and it is injected from a slot tangentially to the

liner hot wall: this configuration allows to generate an effective film cool-

Figure 3.4: Sketch of NEWAC combustor and flow network modelling
(adapted from [69])
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ing layer which protects the first part of the inner and outer liners from

hot gases. Liners are cooled by an effusion system, made up of a dense

array of homogeneous holes which cover the whole surface exposed to the

burning gases. Part of the air flowing through the two annuli is bled from

bleeding ports located on the casing and it does not contribute to liner

cooling (bled air is directed to the first vane cooling system); in addition,

a row of dilution holes is located in the second half of the chamber: it is

aimed at completing the combustion process and moreover to establish

the desired temperature profile at the inlet of the turbine.

A detailed analysis of NEWAC combustor cooling system was car-

ried out by Ceccherini [52]; in his dissertation, the author performs both

the preliminary design, and the following optimization of the geometrical

parameters using Therm1D as the main design tool. His work was con-

sidered a suitable test case to check the new features of the procedure: in

fact, it is characterized by a quite complex geometry of the two shaped

annuli and, at the same time, by a quite simple flow network. In this

way, it was possible to test the capability of the new geometrical repre-

sentation and to have quick comparisons in term of well proven results.

Within this context, details on the flow network and on the setting up of

boundary conditions will not be provided and only a few topics will be

recalled. Readers can find further information in the dissertation quoted

above.

Figure 3.4 sketches the fluid network used to represent the cooling sys-

tem; a single model (“1” in the picture) is used to describe the annulus

passage and the liner cooling system: effusion holes are described in the

model row by row, specifying the position and the geometrical character-

istics. From such a set of data, coupled with boundary conditions, the

model is able to evaluate the mass flow through each row of film cooling

holes as well as exiting thermofluid-dynamic conditions once the average

temperature of holes surface is known. Holes pressure loss can be mod-

elled by the use of correlations for constant section channels; however, in

the case of small length-to-diameter ratios, the use of a discharge coeffi-
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cient (Cd) is needed to take into account the losses at inlet, inside and at

the outlet of the hole; such a coefficient is mostly dependent on geome-

try and fluid-dynamic conditions and it was evaluated according to Hay

and Lampard [70]. Knowing the mass flow rate through each row and

the wall temperature of holes, the model estimates also the heat transfer

coefficient and consequently the heat removed by sink effect. All the ge-

ometrical information in therms of description of the different heights of

annulus passage, liner shape and holes position on the liner were provided

inserting the coordinates of a set of points extracted from a cad model.

The flow network of the dome was not reproduced in this work; how-

ever, the presence of the dome cooling system was taken into account

inserting a dedicated model (“2” in the picture) which acts as a slot

cooling generator. This model is capable of being included in a more

complex network but it also gives the possibility of just simulating the

effects of the slot film cooling on the computation. The geometry of the

slot passage and the coolant mass flow rate were specified, together with

the correlation to compute the film adiabatic effectiveness. The model

allows the use of several correlation, whose behaviours are depicted in

figure 3.5 for two values of blowing ratio:

• Goldstein and Haji-Sheikh’s correlation [71] has not any theoretical

limit in terms of BR; its major fault consists in the fact that it does

not consider lip thickness of the slot.

• The correlation proposed by Lefebvre [1], instead, takes into ac-

count slot thickness and presents two approaches: Turbulent Bound-

ary Layer model (TBL) [19] and Wall Jet model (WJ) [72], which

were developed for 0.5 < BR < 1.3 and 1.3 < BR < 4.0 respec-

tively. When the slot height-to-lip thickness ratio is quite low, it

has to be noted that the effect of such a parameter is not negligible.

• The interesting aspect of the correlation proposed by Simon [21] is

its sensitivity to mainstream and coolant turbulence intensity level.

However, as illustrated in figure 3.5, the behaviour of this correla-

tion is highly affected by this parameter which, unfortunately, is
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity analysis on slot film cooling correlations

quite variable in a combustor chamber and thus is hard to be esti-

mated with accuracy.

After the sensitivity analysis carried out by Ceccherini, the correla-

tion proposed by Lefebvre was selected. Concerning the effusion holes,

the correlation proposed by L’Ecuyer and Soechting [30] was chosen. The

superposition principle proposed by Sellers [73] is taken into account to

predict the performance of multiple film cooling rows. As well known,

superposition principle is not able to properly take into account the mix-

ing of coolant occurring in the interaction between subsequent jets; due

to this interaction, the influence of injection from a row does not extend

indefinitely downstream but only for a certain length (i.e. a given number

of rows). Therefore, adopting the approach proposed by Andreini et al.

[74], the effectiveness superposition length was specified for each row of

cooling holes. Film cooling superposition includes also the slot cooling

from the dome, whose contribution in terms of superposition length was

considered active up to the location of the dilution hole (≈ x/L = 0.53).

Figure 3.6(a) illustrates the adiabatic effectiveness distribution along

the inner liner with and without the slot cooling: it is possible to appre-
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Figure 3.6: Results from NEWAC combustor analysis

ciate the effects of film cooling superposition, which allow an increase of

the wall protection row by row up to an asymptotic value. In addition,

it is worth noting that without the slot cooling, effusion system does not

guarantee a sufficient protection of the first part of the liner. These con-

siderations will be confirmed by the experimental investigation described
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in chapter 4.

Figure 3.6(b) shows a comparison between the trend of the wall nor-

malized temperature of the two liners for a reference working condition of

the combustor, obtained with the previous (subscript “v1”) and the new

(subscript “v2”) version of the code: these results, as well as the mass

flow distribution along the liner, the pressure distribution, etc., indicate

a very good agreement with data presented by Ceccherini. The slight

discrepancies at the end of the inner liner are due to the emphasized

curvature of the annulus in this region, whose geometrical representation

is quite different between the two versions of the code; finally, improve-

ments in heat sink effect treatment lead to, in certain locations, smoother

results with respect to the previous code.

Finally, the procedure was employed to simulate the behaviour of

the NEWAC combustor cooling system subjected to real aircraft take-

off conditions (maximum load). Hot gas boundary conditions are set by

means of a one-dimensional distribution of pressure, temperature, veloc-

ity, FAR, etc., that describe the flame behaviour along the liner. Such

kind of boundary conditions are difficult to be set with high accuracy

since the complex flow and thermal fields within the combustor chamber

are strongly three-dimensional and non uniform; furthermore, the com-

bustion process introduces unsteady effects and the resulting flow can

hardly be represented through a one-dimensional distribution without

using further numerical tools. To overcome this limitation, the thermal

procedure must be coupled with an external code, which should prefer-

ably be a one-dimensional code, like the Chemical Reactor Model (CRM)

used recently by Andreini et al. [67] in their work, or a CFD code. Con-

cerning this analysis, the hot gas boundary conditions were extracted by

the RANS calculations performed by Andreini et al. [69].

Estimated wall temperature are shown in figure 3.7 as a function of a

non-dimensional abscissa; numerical results, normalized with a reference

temperature, are compared with data collected by Avio Aero during an

experimental campaign on a combustion test rig; measured wall temper-

atures were obtained by means of several thermocouples welded on the
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Figure 3.7: NEWAC metal temperature: exp. vs Th1D

liners. It is worth pointing out that some thermocouples are located also

at different circumferential positions, so as to make possible the evalua-

tion of the temperature variation in circumferential direction.

Due to the discrete injections of fuel related to the annular configura-

tion of the NEWAC combustor, a strong variation of metal temperature is

expected in tangential direction; this phenomenon makes the comparison

among numerical results and discrete thermocouples as well as intrinsic

tangential averaged results of 1D methodology a complex task. Neverthe-

less is important to point out how Therm1d results reasonably match the

trend of the experimental data along the entire extent of the component,

with an overall acceptable agreement at least on the outer liner. In addi-

tion, it is necessary to take into account the uncertainty related both to

hot gas boundary conditions, and to metal temperature measurements:

indeed, in this type of full annular tests, the accuracy of the experimental

data is not only related to the accuracy of the thermocouples, but also to

possible mismatches in their location with respect to the injection system

and therefore the flame position.
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Several analysis on an effusion-based cooling systems were performed

to test the accuracy of the new procedure. For the interested reader, a

further study is presented in Appendix A; the cooling arrangement of

this combustor is characterized by a much more complex geometry with

respect to the one presented above, in order to have a severe test to assess

the capability of the new version of the procedure in terms of geometry

handling.

3.3 Concluding Remarks

This chapter presented the latest upgrades of a in-house thermal pro-

cedure, named Therm1D, dedicated to the conjugated fluid-metal calcula-

tion for combustor cooling systems. The new features, developed within

this work, allow an easier management of the description of the geometry

of a combustor and, consequently, they permit to model and simulate

complex cooling configurations.

The application of the procedure to a real engine effusion-based cool-

ing schemes was illustrated. The annular NEWAC combustor was used

to make comparisons between the new version of the procedure and the

old one, whose accuracy was shown in several works available in litera-

ture. Results highlighted that the code is reliable and able to predict with

good accuracy the performance of an effusion cooling system, as pointed

out also by a comparison with experimental results. Therefore, Therm1D

shown to be a useful design tool, capable to easily set up a conjugated

calculation and give important indications since the early stages of the

design process.

Thanks to the flexibility of the procedure, Therm1D will be used to

deepen an experimental analysis of a combustor cooling configuration in

the last part of Chapter 4: experimental data will be employed within

numerical simulations to overcome some limits of the set up of the test

campaign, e.g. the absence of the radiative heat load, with the aim of

obtaining further information and increase the fidelity on the effusion

technology.
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Furthermore, the thermal procedure will used in Chapter 7 for the

design of the cooling system of a special probe for optical measurements

inside a combustor simulator test rig.



Chapter 4

Analysis of the Cooling

Performance of an

Effusion-based Combustor Liner

Cooling System

“Colour is the overpowering of black;

white - the final victory over black”

Dejan Stojanovic

The main objective of the present chapter is the analysis of the inter-

actions between an effusion and a slot cooling systems; the survey will

be carried out by means of an extensive experimental campaign, focused

on fulfilling a lack of experimental data available in literature concerning

the effects on the effusion cooling performance of:

• coolant-to-mainstream density ratio;

• high penetration regimes of the cooling jets;

• interaction among the effusion system and other typical features of

a combustor liner, such as the dilution hole and the slot cooling.

71
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The test campaign will be led on a flat plate test sample, installed in

a square duct wind tunnel; homogeneous inlet conditions will be imposed

on the mainstream side. The geometry of the test sample reproduces, on

a 3:1 scale, the cooling system of the NEWAC combustor, studied in by

means of Therm1D in § 3.2.1.

The exhaustive survey will be presented in this chapter, starting from

the measurement technique, the description of the experimental set up,

and the post processing procedure. The main outcomes of the campaign,

which are the distributions of heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic ef-

fectiveness, will be shown in details; moreover, experimental data will be

exploited to carry out two further numerical analysis that will deepen the

knowledge of the effusion and that will allow to make some considerations

on its modelling in a numerical design tool.
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4.1 Thermochromic Liquid Crystals

Thermochromic Liquid Crystals (TLC ) are temperature indicators

which reflect different colors depending on their local temperature; this

behaviour is based on the selective reflection of certain wavelengths by

the crystal structure of the material. Usually clear or slightly milky in

appearance, liquid crystals change in appearance over a range of temper-

ature called the “color-play interval” [75]; within this range, they reflect

light in the visible colour spectrum, while outside their activation range

they look transparent.

Their working principle is briefly described: incoming light rays hit

the layers of liquid crystals and reflect back out again, with outgoing

rays interfering (adding together or subtracting from one another) to

produce light of a particular color through what’s called Bragg diffrac-

tion (Bragg scattering). The color of the reflected light depends on how

closely the crystals are together. Heating up TLC modifies the spacing

between them, altering the amount of interference and changing contin-

uously the color of the reflected light from black, through red (lowest

activation temperature) and all the colors of the spectrum to blue and

back to black again. More details on the working principle and properties

of thermochromic liquid crystals can be found in [75, 76, 77].

Liquid crystal coating as a surface temperature indicator has been

widely used, especially in the gas turbine community; one of the most

appealing benefits of the TLC method is that it provides detailed tem-

perature distributions on the entire surface of interest rather information

on discrete points; in addition, TLC are not intrusive, having a negligible

interaction with the flow. On the other hand, such method suffers from

issues mainly due to the limited temperature range of activation and the

sensitivity of crystal response to the illumination source and the camera

position.

Depending on the width of temperature activation band, TLC can be

employed in different techniques; in the present study, the steady-state,

hue-capturing method is adopted.
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4.1.1 Calibration

A robust TLC color-temperature response calibration is necessary for

high accuracy measurements. When temperature is measured with the

TLC, extra care has to be taken to fix all the conditions identical to the

calibration to avoid the color variation problem due to the lighting/view-

ing arrangement. The TLC calibration has been conducted following the

steady state gradient method proposed by Chan et al. [78]. The calibra-

tion set up, sketched in figure 4.1, is made up of a 4.5mm thick aluminium

rectangular plate, sprayed with black background paint and then TLC,

which houses seven thermocouples. One of its edges is heated by an

electric heater, while the other is cooled by air. The whole apparatus is

placed into an insulating basis.

A linear temperature gradient will appear on TLC surface: once

steady conditions are reached, a single picture is sufficient for a pre-

cise measurement of color-temperature response, with the latter param-

eter measured through thermocouples. A digital camera (Sony XCD-

SX90CR) is used to capture color images (1280× 960 pixel) from the TLC

painted surface; the illuminating system (Shott-Fostec KL1500 LCD)

uses an optical fiber goose-neck to ensure an uniform illumination on the

test surface and allows to keep both color temperature and light power

constant. This arrangement allows an entire TLC hue-temperature cal-

ibration curve to be computed from a single image. However, several

tests have been carried out, so as to increase global precision; moreover

the calibration has been checked directly on the test article before each

experiment.

Temperature requires to be associated with a measurable scalar repre-

senting the color of the TLC painted surface at every pixel if quantitative

measurements are to be performed. The Hue angle is maybe the most em-

ployed parameter as far as wide band crystals are considered; it is defined

in a polar chromaticity space by the intensities of the red, green and blue

primaries (R, G and B values). Such color spaces are not unique and liter-

ature is prodigal of Hue definitions [79]; the following one, equation 4.1,

is suggested because of its computational simplicity and, in particular,
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Figure 4.1: Set up for TLC calibration and calibration curve

for its lowest average uncertainty [80]:

Hue = arctan
[ √

3(G−B)

2R−G−B

]
(4.1)

The choice of hue as the color detector is due to the fact that this pa-

rameter is less sensitive to measurement conditions (e.g., light intensity)

with respect to others; moreover, as it is shown in the calibration curve

of figure 4.1, its dependency from temperature is monotonic inside the

activation range of TLC [81].
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4.2 Experimental Set Up

The experimental survey that will be presented in this chapter was

aimed at investigating the effects of coolant-to-mainstream density ratio

on the performance of a combustor cooling system composed by an effu-

sion array and a slot cooling. In fact, as mentioned in 2.3, despite many

studies deal with the investigation of the effusion cooling performance,

most of them were conducted using air both as coolant and mainflow,

and with reduced temperature difference between the two flows, preclud-

ing the possibility to point out the effects of the DR. In order to re-

produce a representative value of combustor density ratio, in this study

tests were carried out by feeding the cooling system with carbon dioxide

(CO2 ),while air was used in the main channel; the test plate was tested

imposing several values of blowing and velocity ratios within the range

of typical modern engine working conditions. To highlight the effects of

density ratio and, as a consequence, to distinguish between the influence

of blowing ratio and velocity ratio, tests were replicated by using air both

as coolant and mainstream and results were compared.

The test rig, depicted in figure 4.2, consists of an open-loop suction

type wind tunnel which allows the complete control of three separate

flows: the hot mainstream, the slot cooling, and the effusion cooling flows.

The vacuum system is made up of two rotary vane vacuum pumps with a

capacity of 900m3/h each dedicated to the extraction of the mainstream

mass flow. The mainstream flow rate is set up by guiding the speed of

the pumps and using a calibrated orifice located at the beginning of the

wind tunnel (throttle). The mainstream temperature is set up by using

a 24.0kW electronically controlled electric heater, placed at the inlet of

the rig.

Slot and effusion coolant flows reach the test rig crossing two different

lines that connect the wind tunnel with a pressure tank which stores the

cooling fluid up to a maximum pressure of 1MPa. Flow rates are set up

by throttling two separated valves. Heaters for a total power of 1.5kW
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the test rig

are placed along the lines which connect the tank to the rig in order to

set the desired inlet coolant temperature.

Mass flow rates are measured at three different locations of the rig:

one calibrated orifice measures the flow rate blown by the pumps accord-

ing to the standard EN ISO 5167-1, while two orifices measure the slot

and the effusion mass flow rates. Two pressure scanners Scanivalve DSA

3217 with temperature compensated piezoresistive relative pressure sen-

sors measure the static pressure in 32 different locations with a maximum

accuracy of 7.0Pa. Several T-type thermocouples connected to a data ac-

quisition/switch unit (HP/Agilent 34970A) measure the mainstream and

the coolant static temperatures.

The main channel has a constant cross-section of 100×150mm and is

1000mm long. In the first part of the channel the mainstream flow crosses

a honeycomb and three screens which allow to set an uniform velocity

profile. A 6.0mm square hole grid (hole pitch 7.6mm, plate thickness

0.7mm) is placed 125mm upstream the slot coolant injection: according

to correlations proposed by Roach [82], this grid sets the turbulence level

at x/SX = 0 at about 5%, with macroscopic length scale of 2.8mm.
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4.2.1 Geometry of the Test Sample

The test article is completely made of transparent PMMA to guaran-

tee the required accesses for optical measurements; effusion test plate is

located on one of the lateral walls of the wind tunnel an it is made of PVC.
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Figure 4.3: Geometry of the test sample
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Figure 4.4: Liner cooling system of NEWAC combustor
(curtesy of Avio Aero)

Figure 4.3 summarized the main geometrical characteristics of the test

sample: it is representative of the geometry of the cooling system of the

NEWAC combustor, previously studied by means of Therm1D (§ 3.2.1);

a picture of the liner of the real prototype is displayed in figure 4.4.

A brief description of the geometry of the test sample is provided

here: the slot coolant representing the starter film cooling is injected

in the mainstream from a 6.0mm high channel, with a lip thickness of

3.0mm; the effusion array and the dilution hole are fed by an annulus

with a rectangular 30.0mm high and 120.0mm wide cross section.

The effusion geometry consists of a staggered array of 272 circular

holes (d=1.65mm), with an inclination angle of α=30◦, drilled in a

4.5mm thick plate and with a length to diameter ratio of L/d = 5.5.

The spanwise and the streamwise pitches are, respectively, Sx = 9.9mm

and Sy = 12.6mm; the first row is located 22.25mm (1.77Sx) after the

slot injection, while the last row 375mm downstream. The origin of the

coordinate system (x = 0) was set in order to have x/Sx = 1 at the first

row and x/Sx = 29 at the last row, while the slot injection is located at

x/Sx = −0.77. The dilution hole (D=18.75mm) is located immediately

after the 14th row, at x/Sx = 14.16.
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4.2.2 Measurement Technique and Test conditions

Measurements were carried out by setting the desired operating con-

dition of mainstream and cooling flows and using a digital camera (Sony

XCD-SX90CR) to record the temperature distribution from the TLC

painted surface; color bitmap images (1280×960 pixel) were acquired af-

ter reaching the steady state conditions. Wide band TLC 30C20W paint,

active from ≈ 30◦ to ≈ 50◦, were used to cover the whole temperature

range of the plate with a single image. The illuminating system (Shott-

Fostec KL1500 LCD) uses an optical fiber goose-neck to ensure a uniform

illumination on the test surface and it allows to keep both color temper-

ature and light power constant.

The experimental survey was formed by two main campaigns: the

first campaign was aimed at measuring the heat transfer coefficient over

the effusion plate, which was tested by imposing values of blowing ra-

tio and velocity ratio within a typical range of an aeroengine combustor.

Afterwards the same fluid conditions were replicated in the second cam-

paign in order to estimate the adiabatic effectiveness of the film cooling

generated by the system.

In modern combustor the temperature differences between the cooling

air and the hot gases lead to a coolant-to-mainstream density ratio which

usually falls within the range 1.5-3.0. To reproduce the effects of DR in a

low temperature lab-scaled facility two main approaches are adopted in

literature: cool down the cooling flow or use a foreign gas with a molec-

ular weight greater than the air one. In this work measurements were

carried out by feeding the cooling system with carbon dioxide (CO2 ):

including the typical temperature differences required to perform experi-

ments with TLC paints, the use of this foreign gas leads to a DR ≈ 1.7.

To highlight the effects of density ratio, the test matrix was duplicated

and each fluid dynamic condition of the campaign was tested twice: the

cooling system was first fed with air and then with CO2 , while air was

used for the mainflow. The main investigation parameter imposed during

the tests is the average blowing ratio, defined as follow:
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BReff =
1

Nrow
·
Nrow∑
k=1

BRk (4.2)

The BReff represents the mean value of the blowing rate of the effu-

sion rows, evaluated excluding the contribution of the dilution hole. BRk,

the blowing rate of the kth row, is estimated using the actual mass flow

rate through the holes and the correspondent mainstream mass flow (in-

let mainstream mass flow and coolant mass flow injected by the previous

(k-1)th rows):

BRk =
Cdk · (4 ·mis,k/(πd

2))

mmain,k/Amain
(4.3)

Amain is the mainstream channel cross-section and d is the diameter

of effusion holes. In the 4.3 the amount of coolant crossing each effusion

row was defined using the isentropic coolant mass flow (mis;k) and the

hole discharge coefficient of the kth row defined as follows:

Cd =
mreal

mis
=

mreal

pTc

(
pmain
pTc

) γ+1
2γ

√
2γ

(γ−1)RTTc

((
pTc

pmain

) γ−1
γ − 1

)
π
4
d2

(4.4)

Similarly, the blowing rate of the dilution hole can be calculated as:

BRdil =
Cddil · (mis,dil/πD

2/4)

mmain,14/Amain
(4.5)

Starting from the cooling and mainstream mass flows and the several

pressure values measured along the annulus and in the main channel, an

automatic procedure uses the previous equations to estimate the average

effusion blowing ratio (BReff ). The overall isentropic mass flow rate

of coolant, calculated row by row, and the measured mass flow were

employed to estimate a mean value of the effusion discharge coefficient,

which was then used to calculate the actual mass flow through each row

and consequently the blowing ratio (4.3). It was estimated that Cd ≈ 0.73

almost constant for all the tested conditions, while in the procedure Cdil

was imposed equal to 0.6 [1]. This approach allows to take into account

the variation of the effusion hole exit velocity along the annulus, due
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to both the decrease of pressure towards the end of the annulus, and

the increase of the actual main mass flow due to the multiple coolant

injections row by row; both these effects lead to a decrease of actual BRk

row by row that, through this approach, can be taken into account during

the data post process: as an example, considering the BReff=3 case, the

blowing rate drops from BR1=3.3 of the first rows (+10% respect to the

mean value) to BR29=2.8 of the last rows (-7% respect to the reference

value). Similar variations were found for all the tested flow conditions.

An other important working parameter for this test campaign was

the slot blowing ratio:

BRsl =
msl/Asl

mmain/Amain
(4.6)

where Asl is the slot cross section.

For a better comprehension of slot and effusion influence on the cool-

ing performance, some tests were performed activating only the effusion

cooling flow; when the two cooling systems were tested together, the slot

flow was set in order to keep a constant value of BRsl ≈ 1.5. Main-

stream absolute pressure was kept constant at about pmain = 50000 Pa

(Remain ≈ 75000, Mamain ≈ 0.04 − 0.05), while coolant pressure was

varied to ensure the desired values of coolant velocity inside the holes.

As far as the similitude between the tests and the real engine conditions

is concerned, the attention was focused more on the effusion operating

parameter, such as BReff , and the geometrical scaling of the real com-

bustor rather than in the mainstream non dimensional numbers. In fact,

mainstream conditions of a combustor are pretty different from the one

simulated in this test rig, especially in terms of velocity flow field and

turbulence level; hence, also the non dimensional number of this cam-

paign are not completely representative for a combustor. In any case,

the mainstream similitude would have been match only employing a real

swirler, which was beyond the aim of this study.

For sake of clarity, the test matrix was summarized in table 4.1: the

effusion plate was first tested using air as coolant, and then using CO2 ;
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Table 4.1: Test matrix

Flow Type BReff VReff

(Coolant / Mainstream) (VReff ) (BReff )

AIR / AIR

1.5 (1.5) -
3.0 (3.0) -
5.0 (5.0) -
7.0 (7.0) -

CO2 / AIR

1.5 (0.9) 1.5 (2.6)
3.0 (1.8) 3.0 (5.1)
5.0 (2.9) 5.0 (8.5)
7.0 (4.1) 7 (11.9)

4 different BReff and 4 different V Reff were investigated. The full test

matrix was made up of 48 experiments: each point of table 4.1 was tested

twice, feeding or not feeding the slot cooling system (8 AIR/AIR and 16

AIR/CO2 experiments). The resulting 24 experiments matrix was finally

performed twice in order to measure HTC and adiabatic effectiveness.

When air is used both as cooling and mainstream flows, the temperature

differences of the experiments lead to a density ratio of DR≈1.1 and, as

a consequence, tests carried out by imposing the desired values of VR

coincide with tests with the correspondent values of BR imposed. It is

important to underline that, referring to the classification introduced by

L’Ecuyer and Soechting [30], the effusion jets work within the penetra-

tion regime (VReff > 0.8) in all testing conditions.

Details on the two different techniques used to measure the heat trans-

fer coefficient and the adiabatic effectiveness will be given in the following

section.

4.3 Data Analysis and Post Process

In this section the experimental method and the post process proce-

dure will be described. Generally speaking, the preparation of the test

plate is the same for both the HTC and ηaw measurements: crystals are

thinned with water and sprayed with an airbrush on the test surface; pre-
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Figure 4.5: TLC appearence on the test sample

liminary, a black background paint was applied on test sample to increase

the colour contrast between the TLC and the background; illuminating

system was set up to reproduce the same conditions of the calibration,

and, in addition, the calibration has been checked directly on the test

article before each experiment. An example of how the test sample looks

like once the TLC are activated is displayed in figure 4.5 (the slot is in

correspondence of the blue surface on the left).

Once the steady state conditions were reached, the digital camera

was used to capture color images from the TLC painted surface; the im-

age was then processed and the surface temperature (Tw) was locally

estimated by means of the calibration curve. Afterwards, different ap-

proaches were adopted to evaluate the heat transfer coefficient and the

adiabatic effectiveness. Details on the data post process will be explained

in the following.

4.3.1 Heat Transfer Measurements

Heat transfer coefficients were determined by a steady state technique,

using TLC paint to measure the wall temperature from a heated surface.

The heating element was a 25.4 µm thick Inconel Alloy 600 foil; it was

laser drilled with the same array pitches of the PVC plate, and then

applied on the test plate with a double sided tape. Surface heat flux was

generated by Joule effect, connecting the Inconel sheet to a DC power
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supply (AgilentR⃝ N5763A) through two copper bus bars fixed on lateral

extremities of the back side of the test plate; a picture of the apparatus

is displayed in figure 4.6.

The mainstream heat transfer coefficient is defined as:

HTCmain =
qconv

Taw − Tmain
(4.7)

where Tmain is the mainstream static temperature, measured by means of

three thermocouples located one pitch upstream the slot injection. Since

tests were carried out at isothermal conditions of the two flows and the

Mach numbers were low, the adiabatic wall temperature of the main-

stream (Taw) can be approximated with the wall temperature measured

by means of TLC (Tw). qconv represents the heat rate exchanged by con-

vection between the effusion plate and the mainstream flow. Due to the

presence of the effusion and dilution holes, heat generated by the Inconel

foil is not uniform on the surface of the plate; in addition, despite the low

thermal conductivity of the PVC, test sample is not ideally adiabatic and

the two main source of heat losses, to both the conduction through the

plate, and the convective heat removed by coolant both in the annulus

Figure 4.6: Position of the bus bars on back surface of the test plate
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and inside the holes, have to be taken into account. As a consequence,

in order to have an accurate evaluation of the net heat flux transferred

from the surface to the mainstream, qconv was estimated implementing

an iterative procedure based on a complete 3D thermal-electric FEM sim-

ulation. The procedure evaluates the non uniform heat locally generated

on the surface, allowing to obtain an accurate estimate of qconv;

• Colburn correlationNu = 0.023Re4/5Pr1/3 was used to set the heat

loads on the cold side; non-dimensional number distributions were

calculated with the hydraulic diameter of the annulus and taking

into account the mass flow reduction due to the coolant extraction

from the effusion plate;

• heat loads inside the hole were estimated through the Colburn corre-

lation, too; Reynolds number inside the holes was calculated consid-

ering the variation row by row of the actual mass flow rate crossing

the holes;

• on the hot gas, a convective heat load was applied using the HTCmain

of the previous iteration;

• the PVC plate was modelled with thermal elements, while for the

Inconel sheet thermal-electric elements were used for a total amount

of 9 · 105 elements (figure 4.7(a)); the same DC voltage difference

used for the tests was applied on the boundaries, in correspondence

of the copper bus bars.

Outputs from the FEM calculation (e.g. figure 4.7(b)) allow a fine es-

timate of HTCmain for each pixel of the digital image acquired during

the test; results from this calculation are then used to update the hot

gas side boundary conditions for the subsequent FEM run and, therefore,

to iterate on HTCmain until the convergence is reached. Heat losses are

taken into account too: depending on the fluid dynamics conditions of

the tests, they are approximately 2% - 5%.

This iterative procedure was developed by Facchini et al. [49]; a source

of uncertainty consists of using the Colburn correlation for the estimate
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(a) FEM model (b) Example of qconv distribution

Figure 4.7: FEM model for the estimate of HTCmain [49]

of the cold side heat transfer coefficient. Actually, the work of Byerley

[83], recently reviewed and extended by Andreini et al. [84, 85], high-

lighted that the bleeding of coolant from film cooling holes significantly

enhances the HTC in the proximity of the entrance of the hole itself: this

phenomenon is due to a reduction in boundary layer thickness caused by

bleeding off the upstream boundary layer, that increased proportionally

to bleed rate. Therefore, to assess the impact of using a simplified cor-

relation such as the Colburn one, Facchini et al. carried out a series of

FEM simulations to investigate the effect of the uncertainty of the cold

side heat load on the final results of mainstream HTC: enhancing the

load on coolant side and holes interior of 50%, they found that the vari-

ation of the HTCmain was about 5-6%, anyway inside the relative error

committed on the calculation of the mainstream HTC. Further details on

this sensitivity analysis and on the entire procedure for the estimate of

HTCmain can be found in the work of Facchini et al.

Heat transfer experiments were carried out with coolant and main-

stream at room temperature. Likewise effectiveness measurements, the

mainstream absolute pressure was kept constant at about pmain=50000

Pa, while coolant pressure was varied in order to ensure the desired val-

ues of BReff and V Reff .

According to Jones [86], the use of a foreign gas requires a special cor-
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rection during the post process of the experimental data (both for heat

transfer and effectiveness measurements); this correction allows to take

into account the difference in specific heat and thermal conductivity be-

tween the foreign gas (CO2 in this campaign) and the actual cooling flow

of a real application (air). The author assesses that a little correction

is necessary in the case of CO2 injection; in particular, the correction

becomes smaller with increasing the coolant velocity (high BR-VR), due

to the fact that the transport of species, momentum and enthalpy be-

comes mainly dependent on the turbulent flow field rather than on the

concentration gradients and the viscosity. Concerning the results of this

campaign, whose tests were performed at high BR-VR, it was estimated

that the entity of this correction is almost negligible and falls within the

error due to the experimental uncertainties.

4.3.2 Adiabatic Effectiveness Measurements

Effectiveness measurements were carried out by heating both the

coolant and the mainflow, in order to obtain temperature of about 300 K

and 350 K respectively. Likewise HTC measurements, the mainstream

absolute pressure was kept constant at about pmain=50000 Pa, while

coolant pressure was varied in order to ensure the desired values of coolant

velocity.

The definition of adiabatic effectiveness is here recalled:

ηaw =
Tmain − Taw

Tmain − Tcool
(4.8)

Three thermocouples, normal to the flow, located at −1.77x/Sx ac-

quired mainstream temperature Tmain; three additional probes were ded-

icated to the coolant and inserted into the annulus, at x/Sx = 0; 14; 29.

Once the image of the test plate coloured by TLC was acquired, the

temperature distribution estimated by means of the calibration curve was

post processed in order to get the adiabatic wall temperature (Taw); in

fact, the following heat losses had to be taken into account:
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1. Heat transfer due to convection between the mainstream and the

effusion plate;

2. Conduction across the effusion plate; in fact, despite the low ther-

mal conductivity of PVC (λPV C = 0.145W/mK), test plate cannot

be considered adiabatic;

3. Convection between the effusion plate and the coolant, both in the

annulus and inside the holes.

Therefore, Tw distribution was post-processed using a 1D correlative pro-

cedure:

Taw = Tw +
Qloss

HTCmain
(4.9)

Values of HTCmain were measured in the dedicated experimental

survey, while Qloss was estimated with the following equation:

Qloss = HTCcomb · (Tw − Tcool) (4.10)

HTCcomb was calculated combining the resistances of the conduction

across the PVC and the convection with the coolant flow both in the

Figure 4.8: 1D model of heat transfer through the test plate
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annulus and inside the holes (figure 4.8):

HTCcomb =

(
1

HTCan
+

s

λPV C

)−1

+

(
1

kh ·HTChole
+

s

2λPV C

)−1

(4.11)

HTCan and HTChole were estimated using the Colburn correlation

Nu = 0.023 ·Re0.8Pr1/3, calculating the Reynolds and the Nusselt num-

bers with the hole diameter and with the annulus cross section hydraulic

diameter respectively; a corrective coefficient (kh), which represents the

ratio between the surface of the hole (πdL) and the area of the annulus

associated to one hole (Sx · Sy), was applied to HTChole.

A preliminary sensitivity analysis to HTCcomb was performed to esti-

mate how the uncertainty due the use of the Colburn correlation affected

the final evaluation of ηaw. The analysis pointed out that a variation

of both HTCan and HTChole of 20% alters HTCcomb of only 6%: this

can be explained considering high thermal resistance of the conduction

with respect to the convection. The impact of this variation on adiabatic

effectiveness is even smaller: as an example, considering BReff = 3 case,

a 20% variation in HTCan and HTChole roughly affects the effectiveness

of 5% for ηaw = 0.3 and 1% for ηaw = 0.6.

Finally, it is worth noting that ηaw is evaluated using a constant value

of Tcool, which is the temperature measured with thermocouples at the

inlet of the annulus. However, the low velocity of the coolant inside the

annulus and, as a consequence, the small heat transfer coefficient, allow

to neglect the temperature rise; however, the measured temperature rise

between the inlet and the outlet of the annulus was less than 1K for all

the testing conditions.

4.3.3 Effect of Heat Conduction on

Effectiveness Data Post-Process

Local values of adiabatic effectiveness evaluated by means of the TLC

techniques suffer from the heat conduction through the test plate; since

the post-processing procedure employed in this survey takes into account
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these thermal effects through a one-dimensional approach, a preliminary

study was performed to deepen the effect of the heat conduction on film

effectiveness.

To assess the accuracy of the 1D post-processing procedure to evaluate

the heat flux through the plate, and therefore to obtain the adiabatic wall

temperature, a 3D FEM analysis was performed using the commercial

code ANSYS R⃝Mechanical 14.0. The domain reproduces a portion of the

multiperforated plate; the conductivity was set equal to the conductivity

of the real test sample (λPV C). The imposed boundary conditions were:

• forced convection on the hot gas side (HTCmain, T
∗
aw)

• forced convection on the annulus side (HTCan, Tcool)

• forced convection inside the holes (HTChole, Tcool)

• adiabatic lateral surfaces (spanwise direction)

• translational periodicity on the front and back surfaces (streamwise

direction)

All the boundary conditions were set referring to the BReff = 7 case, as

it can be considered the most critical test from a thermal point of view:

in fact it is the case with the highest coolant velocities, that is the highest

heat transfer coefficients both in the annulus and inside the holes.

Since the performance of the cooling system, i.e. the film cooling

distribution, changes from the first to the last rows, two different simu-

lations were performed in order to have a complete characterization of

the thermal behaviour of the plate. Test A simulates the first three rows:

assuming a constant value of ηad,FEM = 0.0, the adiabatic wall temper-

ature on the hot gas side was imposed equal to the hot gas temperature

measured during the experiments (T ∗
aw = Tg). Test B reproduces the be-

haviour of the rows downstream the dilution hole (e.g. rows 19th-21th):

here the imposed adiabatic wall temperature (T ∗
aw) was evaluated assum-

ing a constant value of ηad,FEM = 0.66.

Results of the simulations were post-processed obtaining the tempera-

ture distributions over the hot gas side surface of the plate. Temperatures
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Figure 4.9: Procedure to evaluate the accuracy
of the 1D post-processing procedure

were then used to evaluate the adiabatic wall temperature and the film

effectiveness over the plate through the 1D post-processing procedure

(ηad,1D): since the FEM simulations were carried out assuming a specific

value of adiabatic effectiveness (ηad,FEM ), the deviation between the tar-

get value and ηad,1D gave indication about the approximation related to

the use of a 1D approach. The procedure described above is sketched in

figure 4.9.

Results of the analysis are summarizes in figure 4.10; focusing on Test

A, plot of figure 4.10(a) shows that the spanwise averaged distribution of

ηad,1D fluctuates around the target value ηad,FEM = 0.0 within a range

which is roughly ±0.1. As expected, the highest discrepancy are located

immediately upstream the exit of the holes, where the heat sink effect is

more emphasized. The averaged effectiveness value over the whole sur-

face of the model was ηad,1D = −0.014. The adiabatic effectiveness dis-

tribution map, displayed in figure 4.10(a), highlights that under the most

critical conditions from a thermal point of view (BReff=7, ηaw = 0.0, i.e.

the highest Reynolds numbers inside the holes and the highest temper-

ature gradients between the surface and the coolant), the 1D approach

used to evaluate the adiabatic wall temperature is quite accurate, despite

some discrepancies, especially around the exit of the holes.

Concerning Test B, plot of Fig. 4.10(b)c shows that the spanwise

averaged distribution is quite close to the expected value; the highest er-

rors are still located upstream the hole exit, but in this case the deviation
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(a) Test A (ηaw,FEM = 0.0) (b) Test B (ηaw,FEM = 0.66)

Figure 4.10: Results of the FEM analysis for the estimate of ηaw

from ηad,FEM = 0.66 is always less than ±0.05. The averaged effective-

ness value over the whole surface is ηad,1D = 0.667. Focusing on 2D map,

it can be noticed that the highest errors are inside a halo around the exit

of the holes; the maximum extension is however less than one diameter

in the streamwise direction.

Concluding, the previous analysis pointed out that the 1D post-processing

procedure allows to estimate the adiabatic effectiveness with good accu-

racy, despite some limitation around the exit of the holes, where the

heat sink effect is more pronounced and the thermal conduction is highly

three-dimensional.

4.4 Uncertainty analysis

Uncertainties associated to direct measurements inevitably affect the

evaluated quantities values, that are obtained by properly combining the

former ones (e.g. flow rates, adiabatic effectiveness, heat transfer coef-
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ficients, discharge coefficients, etc.). The average experimental uncer-

tainty can be computed following the standard ANSI/ASME PTC 19.1

[87] based on the Kline and McClintock method [88].

If G is the quantity of interest, known function of n independent vari-

ables, gi, in their turn influenced by a partial absolute uncertainty ±∆gi,

it is straightforward to write the following equations:

G = f(g1, g2, ..., gn) (4.12)

G±∆G = f(g1 ±∆g1, g2 ±∆g2, ..., gn ±∆gn) (4.13)

The absolute error on G may be computed as in equation 4.14:

∆G =

√(
∆g1

∂f

∂g1

)2

+
(
∆g2

∂f

∂g2

)2

+...+
(
∆gn

∂f

∂gn

)2

(4.14)

It is evident that the accuracy depends both on the single measurements

value and on their uncertainty.

In case of relationship between G and gi as in equation 4.15:

G = ga1 · gb2 · ... · gmn (4.15)

the overall percentage error in G evaluation, due the single percentage

error in each gi, can be calculated as:

∆G

G
=

√(
a
∆g1
g1

)2

+
(
b
∆g2
g2

)2

+...+
(
m

∆gn
gn

)2

(4.16)

The estimate of the uncertainties of the measured or calculated quan-

tities were performed starting from the information given by the manu-

facturer of the instrumentation and applying the previous equations. The

piezoresistive relative pressure sensors, used to measure the static pres-

sure in different locations of the test rig have an uncertainty of ±7.0Pa,

while the T type thermocouples have an uncertainty level of about ±0.5K.

The mainstream and the effusion mass flow rates were measured with an

uncertainty of ±2% and ±4% respectively. The mean values of Blowing

and Velocity ratios were estimated with an uncertainty level of ±5%.
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Table 4.2: Uncertainty analysis (95% level of confidence)

Variable Meas. Technique Uncertainty Units

d Hole Diameter - ±2% [−]
T Temperature T/C with cold junction ±0.5 [K]
P Pressure Pressure scanner ±7 [Pa]

ṁcool Cooling mass flow Orifice ±4% [−]
ṁmain Main mass flow Orifice ±3% [−]

BR Blowing Ratio - ±5% [−]
V R Velocity Ratio - ±5% [−]
HTC Heat Transfer Coefficient TLC ±10 [W/m2K]
ηaw Adiabatic Effectiveness TLC ±0.05 [−]

As far as the uncertainty of heat transfer coefficient and adiabatic ef-

fectiveness measurements is concerned, it was estimated to be respectively

±10W/m2K and±0.05 related to the spanwise averaged values. These es-

timates include the effects of calibration and data post-processing. Tests

were repeated several times in order to confirm the repeatability of the

results.

Table 4.2 summarizes the contributions to the uncertainties for each

parameter as well as the absolute or percentage error; all the experimen-

tal uncertainty estimates are based on 95% confidence levels.

4.5 Experimental Results

Experimental results for the two test campaigns will be presented in

the next sections; detailed 2D maps and spanwise averaged trends will be

provided for only one reference condition, since the relative behaviour of

the test plate subjected to the other conditions is almost the same. The

results of the whole test will be summarized showing a single averaged

value for each test condition; however, averaged values gives important

information to the designer since they can be used to know how the

system works varying the operating point, and thus to choose the best

one on the base of other constrains.
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4.5.1 Heat Transfer Coefficient

Figure 4.11 shows heat transfer coefficient maps for the experiments

carried out by imposing BReff -VReff=3 (due to the small coolant to

mainstream density ratio, VReff ≈ BReff in AIR tests); results are dis-

played dividing the local HTCmain by a constant reference value (HTCref ).

In white areas close to the dilution hole HTC was not measured because

the local low/high surface heat generation did not allow TLC paints work-

ing properly within their activation range. Maps displays the overall

trend of HTC, showing that it increases up to the 14th row and then

remains nearly constant. Differences between tests with and without slot

are restricted to the first 2-3 rows, where coolant coming out from the

slot mitigates the heat transfer; after the 5th row, the presence of the slot

flow does not alter significantly the behaviour of the effusion cooling.

HTC contours are very similar to those presented by Kumada et al.

[42], the main difference being the absence in Kumada’s test of an high

heat transfer zone just downstream the hole exit, probably due to the

lower blowing ratio investigated (0.3 - 0.7).

Imposing the same mainstream conditions of all the other exper-
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Figure 4.11: Heat transfer coefficients maps (BReff − V Reff = 3).
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Figure 4.12: Spanwise averaged HTC/HTC0 (BReff − V Reff = 3).

iments, a reference test was carried out in order to evaluate the heat

transfer coefficient without film cooling (HTC0); map of HTC0 is dis-

played in figure 4.11. Values of HTC0 were spanwise averaged and the

resulting trend along the centerline was used as the reference in figure

4.12 and 4.13.

Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) show trends of spanwise averaged heat
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transfer coefficient along the plate with effusion coolant only and with

both slot and effusion flows for BReff -VReff=3; data are plotted in term

of (HTCmain/HTC0) in order to highlight the increase of heat transfer

due to coolant injections. First of all, a double heat transfer peak can be

observed downstream the exit of the holes: the presence of two peaks of

different strength was reported also in the work of Kumada et al. As early

pointed out by Kelly and Bogard [34], the increase on the heat transfer

coefficient downstream the hole exit is strictly related to the generation

of a new thermal boundary layer (TBL). In their numerical investigation,

Andreini et al. [59] showed that, such a new TBL, is not only due to mass

injection from the effusion hole but also by the induced three dimensional

vortical structure originated by the jet in crossflow phenomenon. In par-

ticular, they showed that when the CVP of two subsequent holes interact,

in proximity of the exit of the downstream hole, a momentum exchange

takes place; due to this interaction, the flow near the wall is deviated and

accelerated in the spanwise direction, making the TBL thinner and thus

increasing the heat transfer with the surface.

From an overall point of view, figure 4.12(a) shows that HTC remains

constant in the first five rows, even if it is enhanced compared to the ref-

erence case (HTCmain/HTC0 > 1); after the 5th row, it increases up to

the dilution hole, where it reaches an asymptotic value. The beginning of

the rising trend of HTC is brought forward to the 2-3th row in presence

of the slot cooling flow (figure 4.12(b)); however, as it was already shown

in the maps, after the 5th row the slot flow has only a slight influence on

the heat transfer.

The attention will be now focused on the effects of density ratio;

results displayed in figure 4.12 shows that for a constant blowing ratio,

heat transfer decreases with increasing the density ratio; on the other

hand, results of tests carried out by imposing the same value of velocity

ratio are almost coincident. Maps and trends are here shown only for

one point of the test matrix, which significantly represents the typical

behaviour of the system in each testing condition. A more detailed de-

scription of the behaviour of heat transfer coefficient over this effusion
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Figure 4.13: Averaged values of heat transfer coefficient

plate can be found in [49]. Results of the full test matrix are summa-

rized in figure 4.13: it shows the average value of HTCmain/HTC0 of

the whole plate with and without the slot flow, plotted versus the actual

BReff (4.13(a)) and VReff (4.13(b)). Figures clearly display how the

HTC linearly increases with increasing BR-VR; furthermore, it is pos-

sible to highlight that air tests are in good agreement with CO2 tests
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with the same velocity ratio (figure 4.13(b)). This means that, within

the effusion jets penetration regime, VR acts as the driving parameter

of the phenomenon instead of BR; this confirms the results numerically

found by Andreini et al. [59]. Figure 4.13(b) includes also the equation

of the linear fitting of the experimental data: the maximum estimated

relative error was around 10%, while the averaged value was around 4.5%.

Even if the outcomes of the campaign are affected by a low turbulence

level with respect to an actual combustor, results give useful information

about the behaviour of the effusion system and, moreover, show that the

use of velocity ratio in a low temperature facility allows to reproduce the

effects of DR without employing a foreign gas.

4.5.2 Adiabatic Effectiveness

Figure 4.14 shows the adiabatic effectiveness maps for BReff -VReff=3

test points: maps display the effects of effusion injections and moreover

how the cooling performance are affected by the interaction with slot

coolant.

From an overall point of view, it is possible to highlight that, when

only effusion is present, the effectiveness grows row by row until the dilu-

tion hole; after the 15th row, the coolant distribution is dominated by the
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Figure 4.14: Adiabatic effectiveness maps (BReff -VReff = 3)
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wake generated by the dilution jet: this jet draws cooling flow injected

by the effusion holes and generates a high effectiveness wake up to the

end of the test plate. In addition, results point out that, without the slot

flow, the effusion system does not guarantee a sufficient protection of the

first part of the liner by itself. On the other hand, when both the cooling

system are active, maps shows that a very efficient protection of the liner

can be obtained and the effects of the dilution jet are mitigated.

Figure 4.15(a) shows trends of spanwise averaged adiabatic effec-

tiveness along the plate when only effusion is activated: it is possible to

observe how the film cooling superposition increases ηaw quite linearly

until the 15th row, where the dilution hole is located. As stated before, in

the following rows the wake generated by the dilution hole deeply affects

the film distribution: a slight decrease of effectiveness can be observed

immediately downstream this hole, which however restarts growing from

the 20th row until the end of the test plate.

Focusing on the effects of DR, results show that an increase of VReff

leads to a slight increase in ηaw; moreover, even if the difference among

the curves are quite small, BReff seems to be the parameter which allows

to take into account the effects of density ratio even in air-to-air tests.

The limited effect of the blowing rate for an effusion cooling operating at

high value of this parameter was found also by Scrittore et al. [89].

The presence of the slot coolant strongly enhances the adiabatic effec-

tiveness; after the first three rows where the ηaw remains nearly constant,

there is a lower effectiveness area due to the detrimental interaction be-

tween the two cooling flows: here the highly penetrating effusion jets

partially destroy the high effectiveness film cooling layer generated by

the slot [48]. This behaviour can be directly related to the velocity ratio

of the jets, which can be used to scale the effects of DR; after the dilution

hole, ηaw reaches an asymptotic value which can still be related to the

velocity ratio.

Figure 4.16 shows the adiabatic effectiveness results for the whole test

matrix, plotted versus BReff and V Reff ; each point represents the av-

eraged value of the entire test sample. Focusing on the effusion cooling,
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Figure 4.15: Spanwise averaged ηaw (BReff -VReff = 3).

figure 4.16 highlights that this system operates with high effectiveness

and stable behaviour for a wide range of working conditions. ηaw is only

weakly affected by those parameters since the high effectiveness is mainly

due to the coolant mass addiction. In fact, even if the penetration of effu-

sion jets increases, ηaw does not fall because the large amount of coolant

mass flow injected in the mainstream grows row by row and guarantees

the good protection of the liner.
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Figure 4.16: Averaged values of adiabatic effectiveness

These considerations are emphasized when the two cooling systems

are combined: this configuration allows an effective protection of the

liner since the first rows, almost constant through all the tested range of

operating conditions. The slight decrease of averaged effectiveness with

increasing the blowing rate is due to the high penetration of jets: high-

momentum jets act as an obstacle to film development and increase the
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initial mixing with the mainstream, thus leading to a detrimental inter-

action with the slot [48]. However, this behaviour is bounded to the first

rows and affects only marginally the good cooling performance of the

system. It is important to remember that these results are affected by a

reduced turbulence level of the mainstream flow.

As far as the effects of density ratio are concerned, tests without slot

flow (circles) confirms the outcomes from the analysis of figure 4.15: ex-

perimental results show that within the penetration regime, the effects of

coolant to mainstream density ratio are small thus, as commonly found

in the literature, BR have to be used to scale the effects of DR.

Concerning tests with both cooling system (triangles), results indi-

cate that ηaw decreases with increasing BR-VR (due to the increasing

penetration of effusion jets), but only slight differences were found chang-

ing the coolant to mainstream density ratio. In fact, the system shows

a very effective and almost constant coolant protection for all the tested

range and small changes in BR/VR do not strongly alter the performance.

However, focusing on tests with the same BReff (4.16(a)), it it is possi-

ble to note that an increase in DR cause a small enhancement in ηaw; on

the other hand, results indicates that, when the both the slot flow and

the effusion are active and the jets work within the penetration regime,

VReff has to be used to take into account the effects of density ratio.

4.6 Exploitation of Experimental Data:

Therm1D Analysis

The exhaustive database obtained from the experimental campaign

described above was further exploited in several further studies. In par-

ticular, the following sections will give an overview of two different works

based on the use of Therm1D (Chapter 3); they are aimed at validating

the correlation used in the code for the estimate film cooling adiabatic

effectiveness (§ 4.6.1), and at simulating actual operating condition of

an aeroengine combustor and estimate overall performance parameters

(§ 4.6.2).
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An other interesting application of the database obtained by means

of TLC was the validation of an innovative measurement technique for

adiabatic effectiveness measurements; Pressure Sensitive Paints (PSP)

technique is based on the heat and mass transfer analogy and therefore

it is not affected by thermal conduction effects that limits an easy use of

thermographic methods to obtain the adiabatic wall temperature. This

strength of PSP makes this technique particularly suitable to obtain de-

tailed and reliable adiabatic effectiveness data for multiperforated film

cooling geometries, as shown by the deep comparative analysis performed

by Caciolli et al. [90] using the TLC data presented above. Readers inter-

ested in this topic can find details of this work in paper mentioned above.

4.6.1 Check of the correlation available in literature

Adiabatic effectiveness data were used to validate the use of the film

cooling correlations available in Icons1D for effusion cooling holes. To the

author’s knowledge, specific correlations for multiperforated plates with

a wide validity range in terms of geometry of the holes, fluid conditions,

etc., are not available in literature; consequently, the typical approach

adopted to deal with multiple rows of film cooling consists of using cor-

relations developed for single row and adding the superposition effect.

However, the strong reduction of holes and rows spacing switching from

a multirow arrangement, typical of turbine blade, to a combustor effusion

arrangement does not directly guarantee that the validity of this method

remains unchanged.

Starting from these considerations, this approach was checked through

the use of Icons1D : the geometry of the test rig was reproduced and one

model was employed to simulate the behaviour of the annulus and the

effusion holes. In this work, the slot cooling was not modelled and com-

parisons were carried out with analogous data obtained with only the

effusion active; the same fluid dynamic conditions were imposed in terms

of inlet total pressure and temperature, and mass flow rate; boundary

conditions on the gas side were set using data measured during the test
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campaign (mainstream turbulence included); comparisons with tests car-

ried out with CO2 as coolant were made rising the mainstream temper-

ature in order to obtain the same density ratio of the experiments. Film

cooling superposition length [74] was kept constant for all the tests. Since

the attention was focused on effusion cooling, comparison will be carried

out only up to the 15th row: in fact, as it clearly visible in figure 4.13,

downstream this row the film cooling behaviour is dominated by the wake

dilution jet, which generates a complex three-dimensional flow field, draw-

ing coolant injected by the adjacent holes and thus altering the behaviour

of the effusion system. As a consequence, this phenomenon cannot be

reproduce with one-dimensional correlation and comparison between nu-

merical and experimental data will be focused in the part of the liner

upstream the dilution hole.

The two main correlations available in Icons1D are those suggested

by L’Ecuyer and Soechting [30] and Baldauf et al. [91]; as state before,

they were both developed for a single row of film cooling holes. The valid-

ity ranges of the main operating parameters are summarized in table 4.3.

Unfortunately both the correlation were developed for blade film cooling

holes and, for example, the range of some parameters such as the blowing

ratio are quite lower than typical values for combustor. It is worth not-

ing that the ranges of the experimental database used by L’Ecuyer and

Soechting are much wider than the ones used by Baldauf et al. for their

correlation, which instead is based on more recent data and moreover it is

Table 4.3: Operating parameters for the investigated correlations

L’Ecuyer and Soechting [30] Baldauf et al. [91]

α 30◦;35◦;45◦;55◦;90◦ 30◦;60◦;90◦

Geometry Sy/D 2;3 2;3;5
L/D D[mm]=2;2.27;11.7;11.8;12.8 6

δ∗/D ≈ 0.04-0.63 0.1
Hot gas flow ReD 3500-52000 6800-14000

Tu - 1.5%; 4.0%

Coolant flow BR 0.1-3.75 0.2-2.5
DR 0.79;0.85;0.94;1.1;1.5;2.0;4.26 1.2;1.5;1.8
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sensitive to the mainstream turbulence level. Outside the validity range,

the code extrapolates the behaviour of the correlation.

Figure 4.17 shows comparisons between experimental data and the

two correlations for some tests; to asses the sensitivity of the correlations

to the density ratio, the analysis was carried out using results from both

experiments with AIR and CO2 . Concerning test at VReff=1.5, it is pos-

sible to observe how the correlation proposed by L’Ecuyer and Soechting

is in good agreement with the experiments: in fact, it is able to reproduce

the slope of the rising trend of adiabatic effectiveness due to the superpo-

sition. On the other hand, comparisons with test at VReff=0.9 (CO2 )

indicate an overestimate of the correlation: according to the definition of

L’Ecuyer and Soechting, for this value of velocity ratio the film cooling

regime belongs to the penetration regime, just above the threshold of the

mixing one (VR=0.8). Since the experimental trend is lower than that

predicted by the correlation, it seems that, for the tested conditions, film

cooling was still working in the mixing regime.

Moving to the higher values of BR/VR, the correlation is able to re-

produce with good accuracy the trends of ηaw for the whole investigated

conditions, even for values of blowing rate outside its validity range. In

addiction, the effects of density ratio are well reproduced, too.

Focusing on the Baldauf’s correlation, predictions for BReff=1.5 are

similar to those given by the other correlation in term of accuracy. How-

ever, comparisons for higher values of BR show that, outside its validity

range, the correlation is completely unsuitable for such kind of cooling

system.

Summarising, the comparison between experimental data and numer-

ical prediction shown that the correlation proposed by L’Ecuyer and

Soechting, together with the film cooling superposition, is suitable to

model the behaviour of an effusion system in terms of adiabatic effective-

ness.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of ηaw between exp. data and correlations
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4.6.2 Estimate of NHFR and Overall Effectiveness

In open literature [35, 92] NHFR, defined in eq. 2.8, was mainly used

to evaluate turbine endwall and blades cooling systems and θ, the dimen-

sionless temperature (eq. 2.9) was set within the range of θ = 1.5 − 1.6.

Since the overall effectiveness of a combustor cooling system is generally

higher than the one of a turbine airfoil, more recently Facchini et al. [49]

updated this parameter to evaluated the NHFR of a cooled liner, impos-

ing a value of θ = 1.2. However, since the heat transfer coefficient and

the adiabatic effectiveness are quite variable along the liner, imposing a

constant value for the dimensionless temperature limits an accurate esti-

mate of NHFR.

In this analysis, results of the two experimental campaign will be

used within Therm1D to estimate an engine representative distribution

of θ and, therefore, to evaluate the NHFR related to the cooling layout

under investigation.

The adopted procedure is sketched in figure 4.18: Therm1D was used

to set up the cooling fluid network of the test rig, including both the slot

and the effusion system; the material properties of the test plate were set

equal to the real metal alloy of NEWAC combustor prototype (instead

of PVC) to more realistically model the heat conduction through the

Figure 4.18: Procedure to evaluate θ
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Figure 4.19: Trends of θ and Tgas along the liner

plate itself. Moreover, hot gas boundary conditions, taken from previous

CFD analysis on the combustor, were imposed in order to to simulate the

behaviour of a realistic combustor diffusion flame and, consequently, to es-

timate realistic the heat loads [66]. As an example, figure 4.19 shows the

distribution of mainstream gas temperature inside the core of the combus-

tor (temperatures are normalized with a reference value): it is possible

to identify the position of the flame front, which causes the temperature

rise downstream the second row. Coolant side inlet pressure was varied in

order to set the desired averaged BR-VR through the effusion holes and

reproduce the experimental test matrix, while inlet coolant temperature

and outlet pressure were kept constant. Instead of using correlation to

estimate adiabatic effectiveness and HTC distributions along the plate,

experimental data were imposed as boundary conditions: in order to take

into account the effects of density ratio due to the temperature difference

between coolant and mainstream in the combustor, data were taken only

from CO2 tests, and only from tests with both effusion and slot cooling

system.

This procedure allowed to simulate the behaviour of the cooling

system under realistic operating condition and to finally estimate the dis-
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Figure 4.20: Spanwise averaged NHFR distribution

tribution of NHFR along the liner: in fact, each run provided the liner

surface temperature distributions (Tw) and the local temperature of the

coolant coming out from each effusion row (Tcool), including its heating

through the hole due to the heat removal by heat sink effect.

Figure 4.19 shows trends of the θ parameter for cases BReff=3 (VReff

≈1.8) and VReff = 3. It is possible to observe how θ varies along the

liner as a consequence of both a non uniform mainstream temperature

distribution, and of the resulting Tcool and Tw; furthermore, it can be

noticed that an increase in VReff leads to a slight decrease of θ.

Figure 4.20 displays trends of NHFR for the two previous test points:

results evaluated through Therm1D are compared with those estimated

by imposing a constant value of θ = 1.2. As a consequence of the θ be-

haviour, NHFR calculated considering the heat sink effect is much higher

than the case with a constant value of θ (the averaged value is almost

30% higher). Obviously Therm1D results are highly affected by the hot

gases imposed boundary conditions (e.g. the drop after the 2th row is

related to the gas temperature rise which represents the flame front), but

what is important to highlight is the influence of effusion velocity ratio on

NHFR: even if NHFR linearly decreases with VReff , figure 4.20 points
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out that the cooling system always brings to a reduction of the heating

flux towards the liner (NHFR> 0).

Despite previous considerations, NHFR is not properly representative

for an effusion cooling system since its definition (eq. 2.8) does not ex-

plicitly take into account the heat sink effect, which instead plays an

important role in this type of cooling technique. To overcome this aspect

and give a complete description of the cooling performance of the system,

wall temperatures estimated through Therm1D were finally employed to

calculate also the overall effectiveness of the test plate in real engine con-

ditions. As explained in chapter 2, this further parameter indicates the

overall cooling capability of a cooling system (eq. 2.10).

Results estimated through the thermal procedure are shown in fig-

ure 4.21: outcomes highlight that, except for very low values of velocity

ratio, ηov remains high and almost constant for a wide range of operative

conditions. Even if results do not take into account the effects of turbu-

lence, whose level is rather lower than a real combustor, they give useful

indications for the designer: in fact, this study points out that the com-

bined effusion and slot system is very effective and robust from a cooling
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Figure 4.21: Averaged NHFR and ηov vs VReff
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point of view for a wide range of operative conditions. As a consequence,

this flexibility of the system allows, during the design phase, to focus

its optimization taking into account other requirements, like combustion

issues, aeroacoustic or simply off-design working conditions.

4.7 Concluding Remarks

This chapter presented an extensive analysis aimed at deepening the

knowledge on the effusion cooling technology and its integration in a typ-

ical modern combustor cooling layout. The purpose of the study was to

test the system under a wide range of conditions, in order to point out the

effects of several operating parameters and to provide useful information

for the design of an effusion system.

An experimental study was carried out on a simplified model which

represented a real liner cooling arrangement, made up of an effusion cool-

ing plate, a dilution hole and a slot for the starter film cooling. The

aim of the survey was to fulfil a lack of experimental data available in

literature concerning the effects on the effusion cooling performance of:

• coolant-to-mainstream density ratio;

• high values of blowing ratio, i.e. high penetration of the cooling

jets;

• interaction among the effusion system and other typical features of

a combustor liner, such as the dilution hole and the slot cooling.

Measurements were performed by means of Thermochromic Liquid

Crystals and were aimed at estimating the heat transfer coefficient and

the adiabatic effectiveness.

As far as the HTC measurements are concerned, tests pointed out

some typical characteristics of the effusion system, such as the peak of

heat transfer immediately downstream the exit of the holes [34]; in addi-

tion, results showed that the interaction with the slot cooling flow inhibits

the heat transfer, especially in the first rows. Concerning the effects of

different operating parameters, results indicated that tests carried out
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imposing a constant value of VReff , but with different DR, lead to the

same HTC: this evidence suggests that the velocity ratio is the driving

parameters of the phenomenon. Finally, as a general results, experiments

showed a linear growth of HTC with velocity ratio.

Focusing on the adiabatic effectiveness, results indicated that the ηaw

of the effusion holes increases row by row due to superposition effects;

however, an effective protection of the first part of the liner is achieved

only when the effusion is coupled with the slot film cooling. The presence

of the dilution hole deeply affects the film cooling distribution: coolant

from the surrounding holes and from the downstream rows are dragged

by the wake generated of the dilution jet, a phenomenon which alters

the progressive growth of effusion adiabatic effectiveness. When the slot

cooling flow is active, the interaction with the dilution jet slightly worsen

the ηaw; however, the film cooling protection achieved by the combined

slot-effusion system is very effective, both for high penetration of effusion

jets and for different value of density ratio.

The wide database collected with the experimental campaign was ex-

ploited to deepen the analysis of the performance of the cooling arrange-

ment by means of the 1D fluid-thermal code Therm1D. Initially, data

were used to validate the available correlations for effusion cooling; after-

wards, experimental results were used to simulate the behaviour of the

system under real engine operating conditions: representative thermal

loads were applied on the gas side and overall cooling performance pa-

rameters were evaluated. This analysis, not feasible in a low temperature

facility, allowed to estimate the Net Flux Heat Reduction and the overall

effectiveness; results confirmed that the effusion-slot layout guarantee a

very effective cooling of the liner for a wide range of engine working con-

ditions.

Concluding, the behaviour of the effusion system integrated with

other features of a modern combustor chamber was widely character-

ized and it reliability and it efficacy were proven; moreover, this study
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drawn guidelines for the design of effusion cooling systems and it allowed

to increase the fidelity on this innovative technology. However, it is im-

portant to underline that the results are obtained under homogeneous

mainstream conditions and without taking into account the effects of tur-

bulence, whose level is rather lower than a real combustor. In fact, recent

studies (for instance, see [93]) showed that the presence of an engine-

representative swirled flow deeply affects the film cooling distribution,

and hence significantly bias the performance of the system. Nevertheless,

the outcomes of this work provided some general information on the ef-

fusion cooling behaviour, which are valid independently from the specific

geometry of the mainflow injection device.

Once assessed the efficiency of this cooling technique, the attention

will be focused on the entire combustion chamber and, more specifically,

in the mixing process between the mainstream and coolant and the gener-

ation of hot streaks. In fact, in addition to keep the liner temperature be-

low the critical threshold, an other performance parameter to control and

optimize during the design process is the OTDF (Outlet Temperature

Distribution Factor), which is fundamental in view of the thermal design

of the high pressure turbine. In order to have an engine-representative

test, the TRL of the investigation will be raised, and an effusion cooling

system will be integrated in a real lean combustor geometry test rig.

Before going into details of this analysis, the next chapter will provide

an introduction to the hot streak characteristics, as well as an overview

of the test rig available in literature dedicated to their study.





Chapter 5

Literature Review on

Aerothermal Investigations on

Combustor-Turbine Interaction

“What is past is prologue.”

W. Shakespeare, The Tempest

The importance of understanding the impact of hot-streaks, and tem-

perature distortion in general, on the high pressure turbine is a criti-

cal issue for the aero-thermal design of the first stage vanes and blades.

At the status of the art, there is an lack of reliable experimental data

both from operating combustors and from rotating turbine experiments

in which a combustor representative inlet temperature profile has accu-

rately been simulated; consequently, turbines are still generally designed

starting from an uniform inlet temperature profile, which is often the pre-

dicted peak gas temperature. Therefore, there is increasing interest in

experiments that attempt to address this deficiency in view of deepening

the knowledge of the combustor-turbine interactions and updating the

design procedures.

Open literature reports that there are only six main rotating turbine

117
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test facilities for the study of the effects on turbine life, heat transfer, aero-

dynamics, blade forcing, efficiency, etc., that implements also a combustor

(hot-streak) simulators. Moreover, according to the review of Povey and

Qureshi [12], three methods are available to simulate the temperature

profile: (a) the use of foreign gases to simulate the density gradients that

arise due to temperature differences, (b) the use of heat exchanger to

generate temperature distortions, and, similarly, (c) the use of cold gas

injections to simulate non-homogeneous temperature distributions.

After a brief characterization of the temperature distortions at the

combustor exit, this chapter will present a review of the main rotating

test facilities described in literature to study the hot streak transport

though the turbine; moreover, it will provide a short summary of the

main outcomes of previous studies. In the final part of the chapter, the

context of FACTOR research project will be introduced, as well as an

overview of the main innovations of its rotating test rig for experimental

investigations on the combustor-turbine interaction phenomena.
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5.1 Combustor Exit Non-Uniformities

The flow field at combustor exit is by nature (i) unsteady because of

the turbulent combustion, mixing processes, etc., and (ii) non-uniform on

the circumferential distance because of the discrete radial position of fuel

injectors and dilution holes, and on the radial direction due to film cooling

and core flow mixing. This results in highly three-dimensional unsteady

fields at the combustor-turbine interface, both in terms of temperature

and pressure. Regarding combustion processes, aeronautics standards re-

quire that absolutely no combustion occurs in the turbine, so the mixture

is reasonably considered as non-reactive in the turbine [4, 94].

As an example, the measured combustor exit temperature field of a

modern Rolls-Royce engine is shown in figure 5.1 [12]: the hot streak is-

suing from the burner are clearly visible in the central region (apparently

Figure 5.1: Combustor exit temperature field measured across one
burner pitch of a modern RR engine operating at an extreme point [12]
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centred on the NGV passage). The non-uniformity is definitely more pro-

nounced on the radial direction (blade span) than on the circumferential

axis (blade pitch).

Turbine inlet temperature distortions (ITD) can cause changes in the

flow field in both the high pressure HP nozzle (NGV ) and rotor that

affect the aerodynamics, heat transfer, loading, life, secondary loss, and,

therefore, efficiency. As demonstrated by Povey et al. [95], the changes

in local temperature can cause very large changes in heat transfer rate

on both the HP vane and endwall, even when the heat transfer coefficient

is effectively unaltered. In addiction, as shown both experimentally and

theoretically by Hermanson and Thole [96], a distortion of the inlet total

pressure profile causes a strong alteration of the secondary flow develop-

ment in the vane, leading to strong modification of the flow field and,

consequently, of the related heat transfer coefficient. Finally, when both

pressure and temperature distortion are present, one would expect corre-

sponding changes in both the local heat transfer coefficient and in local

driving gas temperature.

In the HP rotor the effect of ITD is generally more significant: even

with uniform HP vane inlet total pressure, in the rotor relative frame ITD

causes changes in flow angle, total pressure, total temperature, and Mach

number. These modifications cause the well-known temperature segrega-

tion effect, which generally causes hot flow to accumulate on the rotor

pressure surface and sometimes also a migration of hot flow toward the ro-

tor tip. Secondary flows are therefore induced by ITD, and the associated

changes in the heat transfer coefficient and local driving temperature can

be significant. A HP rotor designed for a nominally uniform inlet tem-

perature may well prove to be grossly off design when subject to even

moderate ITD [12]. The same effects can be observed in the downstream

intermediate pressure, or low pressure vane [97] although naturally here

the temperature variations will be significantly attenuated.

Despite the significant number of publications, recently reviewed by

Povey et al. [95], that consider the effects of ITD by means of experiments
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or numerical calculations, it is difficult to draw general conclusions that

may be applied to turbine design. In part, this is because of the complex

nature of a flow field in which a number of interrelated phenomena are

essentially competing, some of which may be more or less pronounced for

a given turbine; in part, it is due to the lack of reliable data from real

combustor or rotating turbine experiments on non-uniform turbine inlet

profile; finally, the intensity of simulated profiles differs up to an order of

magnitude between some tests, which indicates that there is no standard

test-case profile.

Open literature reports that several rotating test facilities were de-

veloped in the last 30 years aimed at investigating the impact of ITD

on the turbine: a review of the main hot streaks rigs is proposed, along

with the available instrumentation used for each experiments. This will

allow an easier comparison with the FACTOR project innovative test rig,

which is designed to set a reference test case for the topic discussed above.

5.1.1 Temperature Distortion Characterisation

Quite a lot of different factors are used to quantify the degree of

non-uniformity of the temperature field at the turbine inlet. Povey and

Qureshi [12] propose the definition the temperature distribution (or dis-

tortion) factor TDF. The overall TDF (OTDF1) measures the divergence

of the hottest point in the flow (hot streak) to the mean temperature; it

is therefore a single value, defined as:

OTDF =
T40,max − T 40

T 40 − T 30

(5.1)

According to the standard convention adopted in literature, subscripts 30

and 40 are referred respectively to combustor inlet and outlet sections.

Similarly, the radial TDF (RTDF2) measures the non-uniformity of

1Or pattern factor in the USA.
2Or profile factor in the USA.
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the flow field averaged on the circumferential direction:

RTDF =
Max(⟨T40(r)⟩θ)− T 40

T 40 − T 30

(5.2)

T 30 and T 40 respectively refer to the mean temperature (usually area-

weighted or mass-weighted) at combustor inlet and outlet. Max(⟨T40(r)⟩θ)
is the maximum value of the circumferentially-averaged temperature.

When a more local definition of the profile is required, one may define

the local OTDF (2-D field) and local RTDF (1-D radial profile), [12]:

LOTDF (r, θ) =
T40(r, θ)− T 40

T 40 − T 30

(5.3)

LRTDF (r) =
⟨T40(r)⟩θ − T 40

T 40 − T 30

(5.4)

In the context of non-reactive test rigs, these definitions are not easy

to use. Therefore, alternate definitions of eq. (5.3) and eq. (5.4) are

preferentially used to describe the flow in plane 40 only [12]:

LOTDF ′(r, θ) =
T40(r, θ)

T 40

(5.5)

LRTDF ′(r) =
⟨T40(r)⟩θ

T 40

(5.6)

For example, fig.5.1 shows the LOTDF ′ = T/T 40 measured in a Rolls

Royce engine, ranging from 0.68 to 1.21.

As mentioned in § 1.3, the radial and circumferential variations are

strongly dependent on the degree of swirl of the mainflow, the pres-

ence/absence of dilution jets and also on the point in the engine cycle.

As a consequence, the modifications in the combustion chamber layout

switching from RQL to Lean-Burn combustors deeply alter the aerother-

mal flow field approaching the HP turbine. Mainly, two aspects are re-

sponsible of the major differences between the ITD of two combustor

architectures:
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(a) RQL combustor [98] (b) Lean-Burn combustor [99]

Figure 5.2: Evolution of the flow field in the combustor chamber:
comparison between RQL and Lean-Burn arrangements

• Dilution holes: the strong mixing between the mainstream and the

dilution jets in RQL combustors smooth the velocity and thermal

gradients before the outlet section, resulting in quite flat profiles at

the turbine inlet. An example of the impact of the dilution jets on

the combustor flow field in depicted in figure figure 5.2(a), which

shown the CFD prediction obtained by Cha et al. [98] of normalized

velocity magnitude for a RQL combustor. On the other hand, the

swirling mainflow in Lean-Burn combustors reaches plane 40 almost

undisturbed, except for the presence of the central recirculation

zone generated by the vortex breakdown of the jets coming from the

swirler. Therefore, the tangential momentum of the mainstream,

and the resulting swirl angle distribution, is definitely higher at the

combustor exit with respect to RQL. As an example, figure 5.2(b)

shows the axial velocity field and the recirculation zone found by

Wankhede et al. [99] in their numerical analysis on a swirl-stabilized

lean-burn combustor (liner cooling flows are absent). The behaviour

of the flow field directly impacts the temperature distribution in

plane 40, whose profiles are much more marked at mid-radius for a

chamber without dilution holes.

• Liner cooling flows: temperature distortion in Lean Burn combus-

tor are much more emphasized not only because of the hotter cen-
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tral core of non-diluted burning gases, but also due to the colder

flows close to the liners: in fact, cooling arrangements such as effu-

sion systems generate a layer of coolant that increases row by row

along the chamber without a significant mixing with the mainflow.

Therefore, the thick inner and outer coolant layers at the combus-

tor exit enhance the temperature difference between the walls and

the center of the gas flow path, enforcing the non-uniformities at

the turbine inlet.

To clarify the impact of then dilution jets on the thermal field at the

combustor exit, an example of real temperature profiles (using eq. 5.6)

measured in aero-engines are shown in fig. 5.3: plots, issued from the work

of Goebel et al. [100], shows the effect of the swirl degree and dilution

flows on the radial temperature profile of a small scale combustor. The

degree of non-uniformity of the temperature field is clearly visible in the

plots, ranging from very stretched profiles for high swirl-no dilution and

both the low swirl cases, to pretty flat profiles resulting from a signifying

Figure 5.3: Measured combustor radial exit temperature profiles [12]
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intense mixing between high swirling flow and dilution jets.

5.2 Review of the Hot Streak Research Facilities

Povey and Qureshi [12] recently have made an exhaustive review of

the hot streak simulators for turbine testing. Their work, along with

further literature reviews (e.g. Dorney et al. [101]) shows that no less

than ten rigs devoted to hot streak study have been created from the 80’s.

The majority of the known and reported facilities are located in the USA.

It’s only recently that interesting facilities were created in Europe such

as the ILPF (UK), and the one under development within the FACTOR

project.

The very first facilities, built in the early 80’s, were designed for proof-

of-concept investigations, [12]. The three rigs that will be presented here

are:

The Warm Core Turbine Test Facility at the Nasa Lewis Research

Center, Cleveland, Ohio (1983), shown in figure 5.4. It has been

described by Stabe, Whitney, and Moffitt in [102, 103]. The experi-

mental results were also recently used a basis for numerical studies

by Dorney and Gundy-Burlet [104].

Figure 5.4: Flow path through the Warm Core Turbine Test Facility
[102]

The Large Scale Rotating Rig at the United technologies Research
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Center, East Hartford (1985). It was mainly studied by Joslyn and

Dring [105, 106, 107], Butler et al [108] and Roback and Dring

[109, 110].

The Rotating Blow-Down Facility at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT), Cambridge (1989).The rig was developed by

Shang for his MSc thesis [111]. Shang et al reported experimental

results [112], and CFD simulations (using Euler equations) based

on the rig configuration [113].

The first results obtained with these facilities allowed for a better

understanding of the flow and heat transfer dynamics in HP turbines.

More complex and heavily instrumented rigs were then designed to get a

deep insight on hot streak interaction with turbines:

The Isentropic Light Piston Facility at QinetiQ, Hamphsire, UK in

2002 (figure 5.5). This test rig comprised either one turbine stage

or one stage and a half. The rig is described by Hildith et al [115]

and Chana et al [116]; and test results can be found in Povey et al

[95, 97]. As part of the Brite-Euram Turbine Aerothermal External

Flows programme (TATEF II), the facility was recently upgraded

Figure 5.5: Sketch of QinetiQ Enhanced Isentropic Light Piston
Facility rig [114]
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[12, 114] to get a strong, well-defined temperature profile and to

study hot-streak-vanes clocking effect. Studies on this new version

can be found in Salvadori et al. [117] and Qureshi et al [118].

The Turbine Research Facility at the Air Force Research Labora-

tory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, (2004), depicted

in figure 5.6. It is a fully controllable inlet profile generator, both

in terms of pressure and temperature, which geometry mimics a

typical gas turbine combustor. It was studied by Barringer, Thole

and Polanka [119, 120, 121] and described in details by Barringer

et al [122].

The Turbine Test Facility at Ohio State University (2004). This heav-

ily instrumented rig (more than 800 measurements) features a real-

istic recent turbine stage with cooled vane, rotor blade and purge

flows. It was developed by Haldeman, Dunn and Mathison [123,

124, 125, 126, 127]. The most complete description of the rig can

be found in Mathison et al [125], and Haldeman et al [128].

Figure 5.6: Sketch of the combustor simulator installed at the Turbine
Research Facility [122]
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Figure 5.7: Overview of the University of Texas at Austin hot-streak rig
[129]

The University of Texas at Austin published in 2004 the results of

their experiments conducted by Jenkins and Bogard [129, 130].

Their work aimed at reducing the hot spot strength by adequate

positioning of the hot streak and use of film cooling. Therefore, this

rig is smaller than the previous ones: it only features a hot streak

generator and three realistic film cooled HP NGV, as sketched in

figure 5.7.

European project FACTOR is the latest project on the topic: this

rig, still under development, will be installed at DLR Gottingen in

Germany. A specific section will be dedicated to this project and

its test facility in § 5.5.

The main characteristics of each test facility previously mentioned are

summarized in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the main features of the major hot streak
rigs [131]

Facility Rig elements
Fluid and
mainstream
test conditions

Hot streak (HS) chics
Temperature range at
vane inlet (design point)

Warm Core
Turbine Test
Facility (Nasa
Lewis Research
Center) - 1983

Scale×0.77 subsonic HP tur-
bine stage (26 NGV and 48
rotor blades)

Air and Natural
gas

Annular can combustor and
cooling air from 4 infusion
slots. Circular or elliptical
HS.

Tmax

T
= 1.05

Cumulated run time 200hrs
P ≃ 3.1bar; T =
672K

HS/vane count 1:1
Tmxin

T
= 0.875

Large Scale
Rotating Rig
(United technologies
Research Center) -
1989

Scale ×1.0 low speed 1.5 tur-
bine stage with TE cooling

Air and C02 (HS
tracking)

HS simulated by density ra-
tio (isoP flow).

Tmax

T
=

ρ

ρmax
= 2.0 (1.0 ⋆)

≃ ambient P, T Hot streak or (cold streak ⋆).

Tmin

T
=

ρ

ρmin
= 1.0 (0.67

⋆)

Rotating
Blow-Down
Facility (MIT) -
1989

Scale ×0.75 RR transonic
core HP turbine stage (36
vanes, 61 rotor blades)

Argon-freon-12
Tube-bundle heat-exchanger
to generate four HS.

Tmax

T
= 1.04 12 acl up-

stream

Blow-down 300ms HS/vane count 1:3
Tmin

T
= 0.88

Isentropic Light
Piston Facility
(QinetiQ) - 2002
(Enhanced version in
2008 △)

Scale ×1.0 HP turbine stage
and 1.5 stage (32 HP vanes,
60 rotor blades, 26 LP
vanes)

Air

Air compressed and heated
by piston for hot streak;
cooling air (ambient T ) in-
troduced from 32 annular
slots.

Tmax

T
= 1.07 (1.12 △)

Blow-down 500ms
P = 4.6bar; T =
444K

HS/vane count 1:1
Tmin

T
= 0.91 (0.72 △)

Turbine Research
Facility (Air Force
Research Lab) - 2004

Scale ×1.0 Turbine stage Nitrogen

Heated and pressurized sup-
ply tank feeding mainstream
and cooled stream (primary
and secondary dilution holes
+ film cooling). Lots of HS
shapes are possible.

Max

(
Tmax − Tmin

T

)
= 0.1

Run time 1− 5s P = 2.1− 5.52bar HS/vane count 1:1
Min

(
Tmax − Tmin

T

)
=

0.01

Turbine Test
Facility (Ohio State
University) - 2004

Scale ×1.0 1.5 HP Tur-
bine stage (Cooled vane/un-
cooled rotor with purge
flow/LP vane)

Air
Controllable heater rods in-
serted in Inconel honeycomb
cells to generate HS.

Tmax

T
= 1.21

Run time ≃ 10ms HS/vane count 1:1
Tmin

T
= 0.75

University of
Texas at Austin -
2004

Three scaled-up film cooled
NGVs

Air

Electrical resistance heaters
in a metal duct, surrounded
by ambient temperature
mainstream (T∞ = 300K).
Cryogenic NGV cooling
(187K).

Tmax

T∞
= 1.1− 1.25

Low speed wind tunnel HS/vane count 1:3

FACTOR - 2014

Scale ×1.0 1.5 HP Turbine
stage (40 film cooled NGVs,
60 rotor blades with purge
flow and 20 LP struts)

Air

Combustor simulator with
axial swirler for hot air
stream and cold air from
film cooling.

Tmax

T
= 1.1

Run time hrs
P ≃ Patm; T =
450K

HS/vane count 1:2 (LE or
mid-pitch centered)

Tmin

T
= 0.75
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WCTTF (1983) [102]

LSRR (1989) [105]

RTBDF (1989) [112]

ILPF (2002) [115]

Enhanced ILPF (2008) [12]

TRF (2004) [122]

TTF (2004) [125]

Uni. of Texas (2004) [129]

FACTOR (2014)

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1

 Tmax / T
 Tmin / T

 

 

 

T / T at vane inlet

Figure 5.8: Maximum and minimum temperature relative to the mean
temperature at vane inlet (or upstream when data are not available)

The maximum and minimum temperature ratio at the vane inlet from

the last column of table 5.1 are plotted in fig. 5.8 for all the facilities. Note

that the relative position of the measurement plane with the vane LE is

not always given and vary between all the cases.

The main instrumentation devices installed on each rig are summa-

rized in table 5.2. The measurements focused on the turbine stage, i.e.

that the monitoring probes (rig feeding lines, exhaust, heat exchangers

etc.) are not indicated here. Finally note that the instrumentation de-

vices were not necessarily installed all together during a measurement

campaign. It results from a stack-up of different tests performed on each

facility.
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5.3 Review of Past Studies on the Combustor-Turbine

Interaction

Many numerical and experimental studies deal with the hot streaks

an with the interaction between the HP turbine and the temperature and

pressure distortions from the combustor. However, it is important to un-

derline that these works are mainly conceived for RQL architectures, and

therefore only some general results can be extended to lean combustion

systems.

An exhaustive review is behind the aim of this section; in this context,

only a brief overview of literature studies concerning the influence of the

turbine on the flow field inside the combustor is provided. However, for

sake of completeness, a more detailed literature review on the effects of

hot streaks on the first stage of the high pressure turbine can be found

in Appendix B.

5.4 Influence of Turbine Flow on the Combustor

Historically, the combustor and turbine communities are two distinct

entities. As described in the previous section 5.2, the influence of com-

bustor exit conditions on the turbine has been numerically and exper-

imentally investigated since the 80’s, whereas the influence of the HP

NGV on the combustor flowfield is a very recent field of research. So-far,

only numerical investigations were performed on this topic. Nevertheless,

even CFD simulations on this interface are challenging because of the

very different nature of the flow field in the combustor (unsteady mixing,

high swirl, combustion processes, low-Mach flow) and within the turbine

(highly compressible, near-wall and boundary layer flow).

Most of the simulations used during the combustor design process

use a uniform static pressure at outlet. It is however inaccurate because

of the potential effect induced by the NGV. The pressure field (and thus

velocity field) in the combustor exit region are modified by presence of

the turbine.
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One of the only available simulation of the NGV action on the combus-

tor flowfield was performed by Roux et al. [132]. They run reactive LES

simulations (AVBP solver) on a periodic sector of a real annular gas tur-

bine, including (or not) two NGVs. Results indicate significant changes

of the flow field especially in the rear part of the combustor. The pri-

mary zone is mostly unchanged. As shown in figure 5.9 the temperature

distorsion at turbine inlet is significantly changed, with local difference

up to +130K with NGV, near the hub. The major difference results in

the unsteadiness of the flow field: the velocity rms values are multiplied

by 5 to 10 with the NGV, in the rear part of the combustor. The rms

temperature field shown in the bottom part of figure 5.9 indicates the

flow perturbation induced by the NGV: changing from a very uniform

field (no NGV) to more coherent structures (with NGV).

Klapdor [94, 133] performed steady-state simulations of the Rolls-

Royce engine BR710 with and without NGV (2 vanes): deviations up to

±30% on the velocity magnitude were found at 25% axial chord length

Figure 5.9: CFD Mean temperature field (top) and rms temperature
(bottom) at combustor exit, with NGV (left) and without NGV (right)

[132]
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Figure 5.10: Velocity magnitude field at midpsan with (left) and without
NGV (right), and velocity profiles at different acl, from CFD [94]

Figure 5.11: Temperature field at 25% acl upstream the LE, with and
without NGV, from CFD [94]

(acl) upstream the vane LE, as illustrated in fig. 5.10. The potential

effect of the NGV of course lead to higher velocities in front of the vane

passage, and therefore less mixing compared with the no-NGV case. How-

ever, above 75% acl distance upstream the LE, no difference was visible.

The temperature fields upstream the NGV were found to be very sim-
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ilar as shown in fig. 5.11: the OTDF and LRTDF are almost identical for

the two cases. This result is in contradiction with the strong differences

highlighted by Roux et al. [132], possibly because of the mixing/smooth-

ing created by RANS models, and its inability of capturing unsteady

phenomena.

5.5 FACTOR Project Overview

At the status of the art, there is currently no experimental test in-

frastructure in Europe dedicated to advanced measurements of a turbine

operated together with a realistic lean burn combustor simulator. Many

European projects have investigated combustor technologies to improve

combustor technologies, cooling, emissions and exit temperature profiles

(e.g. INTELLECT and NEWAC) and others addressed to understand

the behaviour of hot flow structures in the HP turbine (e.g. TATEF2

and AITEB2). These projects gave a better understanding of the charac-

teristic phenomena of combustors and turbines, and allowing to improve

their design and development.

However industrial experience demonstrates that the separate optimi-

sation of the two modules - combustor and turbine - does not necessarily

ensure that the system in which they are embedded will also be optimum.

Therefore, the understanding of their mutual interaction is fundamental,

especially for the development of new combustion technologies (e.g. lean

burn combustion) where, in addition, there is also a lack of industrial

experience.

The tight link between the combustor and the turbine in an engine

is driving engine manufacturers to put a strong effort to master this in-

terface: extremely hot gases, variable boundary layers, turbulence effects

and inherent unsteadiness are some of the phenomena making this re-

gion of the engine a difficult interface. Furthermore, this interface still

requires strong improvements as gas turbine designers are lacking the ex-

perimental data needed to optimise the design.

Within this context, a new continuous flow facility hosted by DLR
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(Gottingen, Germany) is under development within the European project

FACTOR3 (Full Aerothermal Combustor-Turbine interactiOn Research).

The research center will host a modern aero-engine combustor simulator

and a 1.5 high pressure turbine stage, operating at realistic Reynolds

and Mach numbers. The main objective of the project is to set up an ex-

perimental test infrastructure to perform measurements by means of the

most advanced techniques; measurements techniques will be adapted to

FACTOR rig specific requirements and they will be combined to ensure

that an all-encompassing and comprehensive experimental database will

be gathered, respecting exactly the same boundary conditions. The wide

database obtained with different techniques will be finalized to set up

boundary conditions and make comparison with numerical simulations

performed with conventional and advanced CFD techniques: in view of a

designing more efficient and low cost engines, this effort will deepen the

knowledge of the combustor-HP turbine interaction and moreover it will

draw the guidelines on how to numerically model this interaction.

5.5.1 FACTOR Test Facility

To get a detailed understanding of the combustor-HP turbine inter-

actions, an experimental test infrastructure made up of a full annular

modern aero-engine combustor simulator and a 1.5 high pressure turbine

stage will be set up, operating at realistic Reynolds and Mach numbers:

the combustor simulator, fed by hot and cold air flows, will supply real-

istic flow field to the downstream HP stage and the following LP strut,

enabling experimentalists to explore the aerodynamic and thermal in-

teractions between combustor and turbine. A sketch of the test rig is

depicted in figure 5.12.

Each module of the continuous turbine test rig is designed follow-

ing the state-of-the-art major trend of development for aeroengine gas

turbines:

3http://www.factor-fp7.eu/
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Figure 5.12: Test section of the FACTOR test rig - Draft version

• air flow split in the combustor simulator (CS) is representative of a

lean burn arrangement; liners are equipped with an effusion cooling

system;

• the combustor allows the investigation of the effects of swirler/vane

clocking on the aerodynamics and heat transfer of the HP stage;

• HP stage is characterized by an aggressive turbine duct with an

aerodynamic loaded (turning) structural vane, blade and strut;

• vane and blades are provided with engine-representative shower

head and film cooling holes to have a realistic heat transfer on

the surfaces of the airfoils;

• the rig is provided with all the typical features of a real gas turbine,

such as disks and the related secondary air system, squealer at the

blade tip to control the clearances, etc.

To date, many measurement methods for turbine specific applications

have been investigated in great detail. The challenge of the project is to
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adapt several different advanced experimental techniques to the difficult-

to-access areas of the rig bed without perturbing the test itself. Ad-

ditionally, the expected high temperatures coming from the combustor

simulator will be challenging for the use of some instrumentation (probes,

sensors, etc.). To ease the task, the different techniques will be developed

by several European academic and industrial partners, that will then al-

ternate to perform measurements on the same test rig. The planned

measurements, adapted and further developed to fulfil the specifications

of the rig, are listed in table 5.3: recalling table 5.2, it is clear that the

goals set by the project are quite ambitious with respect to previous

campaigns on analogous test rigs, but only through such kind of mas-

sive investigations a deep improvement in the knowledge of this complex

system and its related physical phenomena will be possible. A complete

overview on the FACTOR test rig and the foreseen experimental and

numerical campaigns can be found in the paper of Battisti et al. [134].

Table 5.3: Measurement techniques planned in the FACTOR rig

Combustor HP-NGV HP-ROTOR LP-STRUT

Velocity and Turbulence PIV-Probes PIV

Gas Temperature, Laser Vibrometry

Pressure and Density Probes - Raman Scattering

Surface Pressure Pressure Taping

Surface Temperature Infrared Thermography - Thermocouples



Chapter 6

Development of an

Annular Combustor Simulator

for Aerothermal Investigations

on Hot Streaks

“It cost much labour and many days

before all these things were brought to perfection”

D. Defoe, Robinson Crusoe

Within the context of the FACTOR European research project, a an-

nular three sector test rig was manufactured and instrumented to deepen

the investigation on hot streaks generation and transport. The rig repro-

duces the geometry of a lean combustor chamber (1:1 scale), provided

with an effusion cooling system and without dilution holes; thanks to the

three sector arrangement, detailed measurements can be performed on

the mixing phenomena between the hot mainflow and the coolant and on

the aerothermal field at the combustor exit.

This chapter will present an overview of the main features of the com-

bustor simulator, as well as the design and the numerical validation pro-

139
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cedure of the three sector rig; afterwards, the facility will be described,

providing details on the integration of the instrumentation and on the

planned experimental test matrix. Finally, a macro-analysis of the gov-

erning parameters of the rig will be provided, in order to identify the

relation between the control variables and the non-dimensional numbers

and thus to have a full characterization of its operating conditions.
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6.1 FACTOR Combustor Simulator Specifications

The design of of the non-reacting combustor simulator (CS) was one

of the major task of the FACTOR project. Special efforts were made

to closely mimic a recent lean burn engine configuration to capture all

physical scales at the combustor-turbine interface. Therefore, the design

of the module was commissioned to Turbomeca1 and Avio Aero2, as part-

ners of the project, due to their wide experience in gas turbine combustor

development and manufacturing.

As it will be explained in the next section, a three annular sector

combustor simulator was designed starting from the specifications of the

combustor chamber provided by the two industrial partners mentioned

above. The test rig was aimed at characterizing the mixing between the

hot and the cold flows inside the chamber, to study the generation and

the transport of hot streaks through the combustor. Further in the FAC-

TOR project, a full annular combustor with the same geometry of the

three sector rig will be manufactured and installed in the facility at DLR

(§ 5.5) to investigate the impact of the hot streaks on the HP turbine.

To ease operability and to allow the use of different measurement tech-

niques, no combustion is enforced in the chamber and the temperature

profile is obtained only by mixing hot and cold air streams.

The main features of the combustor simulator can be described as

follows:

• Full annular axial combustor;

• Equipped with 20 swirlers, leading to 18◦ of tangential extention

for each sector;

• Single vane-swirlers;

• Pressure drop across swirler of ≈3.5%;

• The combustor is producing a targeted temperature profile by mix-

ing two different air flows: cold air will be issued at ≈300K, while

1http://www.turbomeca.com/
2http://www.avioaero.com
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hot mainstream temperature will be ≈530K. Mainstream tempera-

ture was set taking into account that going beyond this level would

lead to different technological difficulties concerning gaskets, insu-

lation, thermal stress, instrumentation, etc.;

• Turbulence intensity between 10% and 20% at combustor outlet.

Combustor simulator key features are representative of a lean burn

technology. The main functional impacts of the lean burn technology on

the design of the module are the following:

• a flow split with around 2/3 of air mass flow going through the

swirlers and 1/3 of air mass flow used for cooling;

• liners are provided with an effusion cooling system, and no dilution

holes are inserted;

• the angle of inner liner is 35◦ (measured with horizontal axis).

Figure 6.1: Sketch of the CS: multiperforated liners are shown in color
(inner and outer feeding cavities are not shown) [135]
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The generic design of the CS is schematically shown in figure 6.1;

the picture indicates also the position of “Plane 40” (P40 ), which repre-

sents the combustor-turbine interface and it is one of the main focus of

attention of the experimental investigations. The sketch illustrates one

of the so called “ducted configuration”: a duct is placed at the swirler

exit to confine and preserve the hot swirling flow, and thus strengthen

the hot streak at the CS exit. Even if such a configuration is clearly non

representative of a real engine, it was introduced as an easy solution to

test different velocity distributions of the mainflow in the chamber, and

therefore to analyse how they affect the mixing with the coolant from the

effusion system and the resulting hot streaks generation.

The total air mass flow of the combustor is split into 65% through the

swirlers and 35% for effusion cooling; considering this flow split and the

reference temperature indicated above, the mean adiabatic temperature

at the combustor-turbine interface is 450K. The inner and outer liners

(respectively light blue and green in Fig. 6.1) are multiperforated with dif-

ferent patterns of effusion holes, aligned with the streamwise direction (no

compound angle) in a staggered configuration; the main characteristics of

each patch, two for each liner, are summarized in table 6.1. The geometry

of the chamber is not scaled with respect to a real engine (1:1 scale); the

main difference concerns the feeding system of cooling air: two dedicated

supply lines, separated from the mainstream one, discharge coolant in

Table 6.1: Main features of the different patches of the effusion cooling

Patch d [mm] L/d [-] α [deg] Sx/d [-] Sy/d [-] Porosity [%]

MP Ext1 0.50 3.5 30 3.8 2.0 6.69

MP Ext2 0.50 2.0 60 4.0 2.0 5.74

MP Int1 0.50 3.5 30 4.8 2.0 8.31

MP Int2 0.50 2.0 60 3.2 2.0 5.20
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Figure 6.2: Sketch of a swirler of FACTOR combustor simulator

an inner and an outer plena (cavities) by means of several pipes; each

supply line has its own valve to control the cooling mass flow rate. With

respect to an engine-like configuration, where the two cooling annuli and

the mainstream are fed by the same “pipe”, i.e. the diffuser at the com-

pressor exit, the selected arrangement facilitates the operability of the

rig, allowing to easily set the desired temperature ratio and flow split

between the mainstream and the cooling flows.

The axial swirlers, depicted in figure 6.2, were designed by Aero Avio

and contains 30 flat vanes disposed around a central hub. The swirlers

were manufactured with a Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DLMS) Rapid

Manufacturing process3: components are formed layer by layer using lo-

cal melting by applying a laser on metal powders. This technology allows

the creation of complex geometries using CAD data automatically. The

impact of the manufacturing technique has been taken into account since

the early stages of the design of the swirlers.

3http://www.avioaero.com
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The design of the combustor simulator and its swirlers was carried out

starting from the specifications mention above and from target profiles

set within the project at the combustor exit. Standard industrial steady

RANS simulations were employed for this process of reverse engineering.

The target profiles, depicted in figure 6.3, are more clearly defined than

typical distributions measured in literature (for instance, see [95]): even if,

from this point of view, they are less engine representative, this choice was
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made to have well defined and well characterized inlet conditions for CFD

validations. The target, defined in Plane 40, shows a well marked central

hot spot (fig. 6.3(a)-6.3(b)), while the velocity angle fields (fig. 6.3(c)-

6.3(d)) indicates a strong rotating flow coming from the injectors. These

target profiles have to be intended as an ideal term of comparison.

6.2 Sector Test Rig

Starting from the given specifications of the combustor chamber, rep-

resentative of a lean burn engine, a three annular sector combustor sim-

ulator was designed; the purpose of this facility, named Sector rig, was

the investigation, by means of an extensive experimental campaign, of

the hot streaks generated by the mixing inside the chamber, as well the

characterization of the aero-thermal field at the outlet section (Plane 40 ).

Details on the campaign will be given in § 6.4.

The use of a non-reactive three-sector arrangement is often adopted

in open literature; for instance, Wurm et al. [136] and Andreini et al.

[137] use three-linear sector rigs to study the interaction of an engine-

representative flow field with different cooling systems, while Spencer

et al. [138] use a three-annular sector rig to investigate the flow field

and the turbulence in a combustor chamber. These rigs are operated at

ambient temperature and pressure. On the other hand, the Sector rig

will operated in a relevant environment: the pressure will be around ≈
170kPa, and an engine-representative density ratio will be obtained by

heating the mainflow at about 530K. In the author’s knowledge, the test

rig developed within this work is the unique annular lean burn combustor

simulator with such features.

The adoption of a three sector arrangement can reasonably ensure

that the actions of the lateral swirlers on the central one are represen-

tative of the full 360◦ configuration. However, this assumption was con-

firmed by numerical simulations performed by CERFACS/Turbomeca, as

partners of the project: here, only a brief overview of the main outcomes

of the study will be provided. Details on this exhaustive analysis can be
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Figure 6.4: Domain of the monosector and trisector simulations [135]

find in in the work of Koupper et al. [135].

Large Eddy Simulations of a single sector with axi-periodicity along

the azimuthal direction, representative of a full annulus, and of the Sec-

tor Rig with lateral walls were performed by means of the parallel code

AVBP [139]; computational domains, which include a 45mm-duct at the

exit of the swirles, are sketched in figure 6.4. Despite an increased compu-

tational cost, the choice of using the LES approach guarantees a dynamic

representation of the large scale motions, whose contributions are criti-

cal in complex geometries with mixing flows such combustor chamber

[140, 141].

The time-averaged solutions show that the flow field of the central

sector is very similar in the two cases under investigation. As an example,

figure 6.5 shows the good agreement in terms of normalized axial velocity

field at the central plane of the mono and the three sector; the reference

velocity is the mean axial velocity at the swirler exit (Uref ). The only

difference between the two simulations is the presence of a second central

recirculation zone for the trisector and that disappears for the monosec-

tor. However, this negative axial velocity zone is very small, and does

not impact the mixing process and the flow in plane 40.

Regarding the combustor exit, the mean solutions are circumferen-

tially averaged in plane 40 and the radial profiles of swirl and pitch angles

are shown in figure 6.6. The pitch angles are identical, while the swirl
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Monosector Trisector

Figure 6.5: Normalized axial velocity U/Uref in the central plane
(time-averaged LES results from [135])
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(time-averaged LES results from [135])

angle presents only a small reduction of about 3◦ in the upper part of

the channel for the trisector.

As far as the hot streaks are concerned, figure 6.7 shows the thermal

field in plane 40. An overall transport of hot fluid is noticeable for the

trisector (see Fig.6.8): hot air is blocked in the top left corner (D) and
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Monosector Trisector

Figure 6.7: T/T 40 in plane 40 (time-averaged LES results from [135])
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Figure 6.8: Streamlines emitted from each swirler towards plane 40 in
the trisector (time-averaged LES results from [135])

in the bottom right corner (C). Because of the overall swirl (clockwise

when looking downstream), a small part of each swirler stream is con-

vected towards the adjacent sector on the right (A → B → C) . In the

case of a full annulus (periodic simulation), this effect is balanced by the

periodicity of the configuration, resulting in a centered hot spot for each
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sector. For the trisector configuration, the effective confinement tends

to reduce the strength of the left hot spot while emphasizing the right

one. The central sector seems however not affected. This is confirmed by

locally calculating the temperature difference (Tmono − Ttri)/Ttri which

is mostly below 1%, and at maximum is 4%.

Sumamrizing, the numerical simulations showed how the effects of the

lateral walls on the central sector are negligible; therefore, measurements

on the central sector are actually representative of the full annular ar-

rangement.

In the next paragraph, a detail description of the Sector Rig will be

presented.

6.2.1 An Overview of the Sector Rig

The numerical analysis of the combustor simulator presented above

confirmed that the influence of the lateral walls on the central sector are

small and thus the measurements in the central pitch of the trisector

layout are representative of full annular rig; these results supported the

design for the Sector Rig, and allowed to proceed to rig manufacturing,

assembly and commissioning at the University of Florence.

The Sector Rig reproduces 54◦ of the geometry of the full annular

combustor that will be installed further in the project at DLR. The Sec-

tor rig includes all the features of the combustor simulator: three swirlers,

the multiperforated liners, the inner and outer cavities and the shape of

the outlet duct which will house the stator and rotor blades in the DLR

rig; the curvatures of the surfaces and the overall geometry of the liner

and of the cavities were exactly reproduced in order to guarantee that

the combustor flow path of DLR is accurately reproduced. Vanes and

blades are not included and, thus, the potential effects on the flow field

due to the presence of the HP stage will not be reproduced; however, as

it was shown in § 5.4, these effects are small and the outcomes obtained

in the Sector rig can be extended to the DLR rig.

A sketch of the rig is displayed in figure 6.9: different colours indi-
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Figure 6.9: Sketch of the Sector Rig

cate the different components that are assembled in the rig, like the outer

(red) and inner (yellow) casings, provided with the coolant feeding pipes

(light grey), the inner and outer shaped liners, provided with laser-drilled

effusion holes (blue), and the inlet and outlet ducts (orange) that connect

the annular sector to the cylindrical pipes coming from the compressors

and going towards to the stack (see next section). Special graphite gas-

kets able to bear up to 300◦C were employed to avoid leakages.

A special attention was dedicated during the design phase to opti-

cal accesses: in order to perform optical measurements, such as Particle

Image Velocimetry (PIV ), three large windows were included in the rig.

As shown in figure 6.9, the test rig includes two wide lateral windows,

located at sides of the combustor simulator, and a further window placed

in the area of Plane 40 (not visible in the picture). Windows were man-

ufactured with the same shape of the lateral walls to be fully integrated

with the geometry of the Sector rig; they were designed to guarantee the

suitable accesses for a deep investigation of the flow field both in the

combustor chamber and at its outlet section. With respect to the full

annular configuration the sealing between the liners and the lateral sides

must be guarantee to avoid air leakages from the coolant cavities to the

combustor chamber: this issue was solved introducing a local thickening

of the lateral sides of the liners, which allowed to gain enough room to

place a gasket between them and the lateral windows.
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Figure 6.10: View of the test rig and detail of the swirlers
(upstream view) [135]

A picture of the rig is shown in figure 6.10: it is possible to ob-

serve the two annular multiperforated liners and the housing of the three

swirlers, here mounted without ducts. The final arrangement of the test

rig was strongly influenced by demands of the planned measurement tech-

niques. In addition to several pressure taps and thermocouples dedicated

to monitor the behaviour of the fluid and of the liner walls, measurements

will be focused on the investigation of the aerothermal field at Plane 40

and Plane 40+ (P40+ is located 20mm downstream P40, in correspon-

dence of the vane leading of the DLR rig). As it will be explained in § 6.4,
data will be obtained using different probes mounted on an automatic tra-

verse system; the system can be fixed on the outer casing by means of an

adaptive flange (yellow part on the outer casing in figure 6.9) that allows
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the coincidence between the machine axis and the center of rotation of

the azimuthal motion. In addition, this flange can be substituted with a

further shaped window to allow optical measurements at the combustor

exit; to minimize the influence on the flow field, both the flange for the

traverse system and the window reproduce the internal surface at the exit

of the rig without modifying the flow path.

6.3 Rig Environment

The test section is operated in a hot wind tunnel, whose layout is

sketched in Figure 6.11: compressed air, discharged by two screw com-

pressors, crosses a chiller, which cools the mass flow down to room temper-

ature and removes the humidity. Compressors deliver a mass flow rate of

≈ 1kg/s at a maximum pressure of 10bar; the desired mass and pressure

conditions for the tests are set up throttling several valves located along

the lines: one modulating valve at the intake of each compressor, one

globe valve for the control of the mainstream, one globe valve on each

coolant lines and one final vee-valve at the rig exit. During the tests,

valves are automatically driven through a PID control system to keep

constant operating conditions; in particular, the control system, devel-

oped in-house with LabVIEWR⃝, can act simultaneously on all the valves

to reach the desired set point of pressure or mass flow in few seconds.

Along the line a 2m3 vessel dumps pressure fluctuations. Mass flow

is then divided into two different lines, the mainstream and the coolant,

Figure 6.11: Sketch of the test facility [135]
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Figure 6.12: View of the Sector rig test cell

which are independently operated by means of the three electronically

controlled globe valves mentiones above. Mainstream mass flow rate is

measured by means of a calibrated orifice (standard EN ISO 5167-1) and

then sent to a 600kW electric heater, which rises temperature up to

the target value. The heater is automatically controlled by means of a

PID system which keeps constant temperature at the inlet of the test

rig. Coolant is delivered to the rig through two separated lines: each

line discharges air in a plenum, which is connected with the test article

through three pipes. The pipes drive the coolant in a cavity, which works

as a feeding plenum for the multiperforated liner. Before reaching the

stack, the overall mass flow crosses a final vee-ball valve able to sustain

high temperature conditions; this valve is automatically controlled and

it is aimed at setting the desired pressure level inside the test section. A

picture of the test cell is displayed in figure 6.12: the Sector rig and the

outlet valve are visible in the foreground, while the electric heater and

the coolant lines, provided with the orifice flow meters and the control
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valves, are in the background.

6.3.1 Commissioning of the test rig

Several preliminary tests were carried out to check the operability of

the entire test facility and moreover to verify that long-term stable con-

ditions were guaranteed.
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Figure 6.13: Preliminary test: warm up of the test rig [135]
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The test rig was equipped with several static pressure taps and ther-

mocouples; a custom-tailored LabVIEWR⃝-based application developed

in-house provided accurate monitoring and recording of the conventional

data from measurement data scanners. A pressure scanner NetScannerTM

System 9116 with temperature compensated piezoresistive relative pres-

sure sensors is employed to measure static pressure in 16 different loca-

tions inside the rig; the maximum uncertainty is ±52Pa with a level of

confidence of approximately 95%. A HP/AgilentR⃝ 34972A data acqui-

sition/switch unit is used to monitor the flow temperature measured by

means of several T-type thermocouples (±0.5K uncertainty, 95% level of

confidence). In addition, two thermocouples are welded on each liner and

further three of them are located inside the metal, close to the location of

Plane 40 ; metal temperatures are used also to assess when the thermal

steady state conditions are reached. Mass flow rates were measured by

means of calibrated orifices; they are affected by an error of 2-3% accord-

ing to the standard ANSI/ASME PTC 19.1 [87] based on the Kline and

McClintock method [88].

Figure 6.13 shows the behaviour of the main measured quantities in

the rig during a warm up sequence: each quantity is normalized using

the nominal value at the inlet of the swirlers. The warm up sequence

is concluded when the metal temperatures (dashed lines in Fig. 6.13a)

reach an asymptotic value, roughly 125 minutes after the starting of the

test. It is possible to appreciate how the PID control system of the valves

and of the heater keep stable the operation of the facility once the steady

state conditions are reached: the maximum oscillation of mass flows is

±1.5%, while for pressures and temperatures is ±0.5%.
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6.4 Test Matrix and Operating Conditions

The main purposes of the experimental campaign in the Sector rig

are directly linked to the objectives of the FACTOR project:

• to investigate the aerothermal behaviour of the combustor simula-

tor, with a special attention to the resulting mixing between coolant

and mainstream at the combustor exit;

• to provide a wide experimental database to carry out comparisons

with advanced CFD codes and to assess their accuracy and reliabil-

ity;

• to provide information about the hot streaks generation and trans-

port through the combustor simulator in view of the measurements

on the HP turbine in the full annular rig at DLR.

The test rig was adapted in order to perform an exhaustive exper-

imental survey both at the combustor outlet and inside the chamber;

position of the static pressure taps and thermocouples and the location

Figure 6.14: Locations of the probes and the measuring planes
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of the main instrumentations is depicted in figure 6.14. Initially, the flow

field inside the chamber will be investigated by means of the Particle

Image Velocimetry (PIV ) technique; despite the several optical accesses

integrated in the rig, the use of boroscopes is necessary. As an example,

the sketch in figure 6.14 indicates the position of some of the accesses

for the boroscope integrated in the rig. PIV will be used to measure the

flow field inside the combustor simulator both in isothermal and nominal

conditions, providing the only experimental data in this area of the whole

FACTOR project. PIV will be employed in Plane 40, too.

Afterwards, measurements will be focused at characterizing the aerother-

mal flow field in Plane 40, where an automatic traverse system will be

installed: the investigation will be performed by means of a 5-hole probe

provided with a thermocouple and it will allow to obtain detailed measure-

ments of the temperature, pressure and velocity profiles at the combustor

outlet. As mentioned in § 6.1, several configurations of the swirler will be
tested: ducts with different lengths will be placed at the swirler exit to

modify the strengthen of the swirling flow in the chamber and, therefore,

to investigate its impact on the mixing with the coolant from the liner

effusion systems. Even if such a configuration is non representative of a

real engine, it was introduced as an easy solution to analyse the effects

of different velocity distributions in the combustor on the generation of

the hot streaks. Results will be compared with the target of the project

to check the reliability of the numerical tools employed during the design

phase of the combustor.

Further investigations will provide more details on the flow field: the

automatic traverse system will be employed to perform measurement with

a fast response thermocouple, that will be used both in Plane 40 and

Plane 40+. This probe will give more information on the hot streaks and

above all on the temperature fluctuations; moreover, measurements in

Plane 40+ will give an idea of the hot streaks evolution towards the HP

nozzle.

Plane 40 and Plane 40+ will be studied also by means of hot wire

anemometry (HWA): these measurements will provide information on
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the flow field in terms of turbulence levels and length scales. However,

this technique is based on the estimate of the quantity of heat convected

away by the fluid and thus it requires the flow under investigation to

be isothermal; therefore, when HWA is used, the rig must be operated

under isothermal conditions and, to obtain valid experimental data, the

isothermal working point must be representative of the nominal one. The

procedure adopted to select the isothermal point will be discussed in §
6.4.1.

Details on the different instrumentations and measurement techniques

will be given in the chapter 7.

6.4.1 Isothermal Operating Point

As explained in the previous section, the test campaign of the trisec-

tor rig includes turbulence and velocity measurements at the exit of the

combustor simulator by means of HWA; such measurement technique re-

quires the flow to be isothermal, as the velocity is determined based on

the quantity of heat convected away by the fluid. Therefore, an isother-

mal operating point representative of the nominal conditions has to be

selected.

The following study intends to propose a macro-analysis of the gov-

erning parameters of the Sector rig aimed at identifying how the working

conditions have to be changed in order to keep the non-dimensional pa-

rameters unchanged. In the cases of very simple geometries and flow

configurations, evaluating the action of the control parameters on the

non-dimensional ones is straightforward. However, as it will be shown

in the following, the combustor simulator features three feeding lines at

different temperature and mass flow, and involves six control parameters

and (at least) height dimensionless parameters which are linked by non-

linear equations. In this context, an algebraic representation of the test

rig conditions is introduced with the aim of proving a vast diagnostic of

the possibilities.

This work was developed within the design phase of the Sector rig

and it was carried out in collaboration with Cerfacs/Turbomeca; the al-
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gebraic representation is based on the formalism proposed by Champion

[142], who directly gave his contribute and reviewed the whole work.

6.4.1.1 Control and Non-Dimensional Governing Parameters

The test rig operating point is established and controlled based on

the following parameters; values at the design point (DP) are indicated

in bracket):

• Mainstream [0]

- Temperature (T0 = 530K)

- Pressure (P0 = 153kPa)

- Mass flow (m0 = 0.468K)

• Outer Coolant [1] / Inner Coolant [2]

- Temperature (T1 = T2 = 300K)

- Pressure (P1 = P2 ≈ 153kPa)

- Mass flow (m1 = 0.151kg/s; m2 = 0.101kg/s)

The configuration of the rig allows to reduce the number of degrees

of freedom, as the two cooling cavities feeding the multiperforated plates

share the same pressure and temperature: P1 = P2 and T1 = T2. More-

over, the pressure drop created by the swirler and the liner are almost

identical (around 3.5%), therefore one can reasonably assume that P0 =

P1 = P2=P. Finally, the test section is governed by six control param-

eters: m0, P, T0,m1, T1,m2. These parameters are bounded by the rig

constraints: for example the exit pressure has to be above the atmo-

spheric pressure (P > 120kPa); the maximum mainstream temperature

is limited by the heater capacity (T0 < 800K); the total mass flow can

not exceed the compressor capacity (m0 +m1 +m2 < 1.0kg/s); air tem-

perature on the coolant lines temperature is roughly equal to the room

temperature (T1 ≈ Tamb) because of the absence of a cooler or a heater.
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As far a the non dimensional parameters are concerned, lots of com-

binations of them can be found to describe the physics of the flow in the

combustor simulator; however, as a first approach, the flow can be repre-

sented by a central hot flow surrounded by two colder cross-flows. The

hot mainstream is described by its Reynolds number Re0 and Mach num-

ber at swirler exit M0. In the two cooling cavities, the Mach number is

expected to be very low (effect of the plenum), and subject to very minor

modifications, therefore it is not very meaningful; so, only the Reynolds

number is used in each cavity: Re1 and Re2. Moreover, the multiperfo-

rated plates can be characterized by the blowing ratio BRi =
ρiVi

ρ0V0
and

the momentum flux ratio Ii =
ρiV

2
i

ρ0V 2
0

.

It is not intended to add dimensionless parameters at the outlet of the

combustor simulator (e.g. Re in plane 40) as they result from the mix-

ing of the three streams and so depend on too many parameters. Only

first-level, inlet non-dimensional parameters will be considered.

Summarising, the obtained 6 control parameters and 8 non-dimensional

numbers are shown in figure 6.15 in black and red respectively.

Figure 6.15: Sketch of the rig showing the control (black) and
non-dimensional (red) parameters
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6.4.1.2 Relation Between Control and

Non-Dimensional Parameters

The selected non-dimensional parameters have to be expressed as a

function of the control parameters of the rig.

Starting from the Mach number:

M =
V√
γRT

∝ m
√
T

P
(6.1)

Note that the ratio of specific heat (γ) is assumed to be constant because

of the limited temperature and pressure variations.

Re =
ρV L

µ
=

mL

Aµ
(6.2)

L is a characteristic length, while A is a reference surface used to define

the mass flow rate.

Due to the moderate temperature involved in the Sector rig, the air

viscosity is assumed to follow a power law:

µ = µ0

(
T

273

)2/3

(6.3)

Therefore Eq. 6.2 turns into:

Re =
mL

Aµ0

(
T

273

)2/3
∝ m

T 2/3
(6.4)

The blowing ratio is easily expressed as a function of the mass flow:

BRi =
ρiVi

ρ0V0
=

miA0

m0Ai
∝ mi

m0
(6.5)

Finally the momentum flux ratio is expressed as:

Ii =
ρiV

2
i

ρ0V 2
0

= BR2
i
ρ0
ρi

∝
(
mi

m0

)2
Ti

T0
(6.6)

The non-dimensional parameters can be written as a function of the
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rig control parameters:

• Mainstream

M0 ∝ m0

√
T0

P
(6.7)

Re0 ∝ m0

T
2/3
0

(6.8)

• Outer Coolant

Re1 ∝ m1

T
2/3
1

(6.9)

BR1 ∝ m1

m0
(6.10)

I1 ∝
(
m1

m0

)2
T1

T0
(6.11)

• Inner Coolant

Re2 ∝ m2

T
2/3
1

(6.12)

BR2 ∝ m2

m0
(6.13)

I2 ∝
(
m2

m0

)2
T1

T0
(6.14)

Observing these parameters, it is worth noting that:

• The blowing ratios are unchanged if the slow split between the

different lines is kept constant;

• The momentum flux ratio is directly related to the temperature

ratio between the hot and the cold stream (1.77 at design point)

6.4.1.3 Algebraic Representation

The relations between the 8 non-dimensional parameters and the 6

control variables previously identified are governed by non-linear equa-

tions 6.8- 6.14; therefore, identifying the action of a single control pa-

rameter on the dimensionless ones is not trivial. It is proposed here to
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linearise the equations using a logarithmic formulation, so that one gets

the following algebraic relation:

K · C⃗ = S⃗ (6.15)

K =


1 −2/3 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 2/3 0
0 0 0 0 −2/3 1
−1 0 0 1 0 0
−2 −1 0 2 1 0
−1 0 0 0 0 1
−2 −1 0 0 1 2

 C⃗ =


log(m0)
log(T0)
log(P )
log(m1)
log(T1)
log(m2)

 S⃗ =


log(Re0)
log(M0)
log(Re1)
log(Re2)
log(BR1)
log(I1)

log(BR2)
log(I2)


K is the matrix of a linear application f : ℜ6 → ℜ8. The reference

design point is established by 6 control parameters C⃗DP such as the DP

non-dimensional parameters are given by S⃗DP = K · C⃗DP .

Knowing the relations f that allow to act on the set of control pa-

rameters without alter the non-dimensional numbers, it is interesting to

search for the kernel of f , which is a vector of control parameters whose

image by f is 0⃗ (i.e. log(1) because of the linearisation by logarithm).

Any vector u⃗ of ℜ6 is part of the kernel of f if K · u⃗ = 0⃗. This system is

solved and the kernel of f is any colinear vector of :

u⃗ =


1

3/2
7/4
1

3/2
1


This means that the dimensionless parameters S⃗ are all unchanged if all

the control parameters belong to the kernel, i.e. if they obey the following
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definition:

m0 × a∗

T0 × a∗3/2

P × a∗7/4

m1 × a∗

T1 × a∗3/2

m2 × a∗

with a∗ any scalar, which value is only determined by the rig constraints.

The evolution of the control parameters as a function of a is illustrated in

figure 6.16. The design point is obtained for a∗ = 1; the green and blue

hatch zone show values of a∗ that are not feasible to achieve because

of too high mass flow rate or too low values of pressure. In between

these two zones, pressure and mass flow conditions are achievable and an

operating point can be selected based only on the possible values for the
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swirler and cooling lines temperatures.

6.4.1.4 Selection of the Operating Point

The previous analysis provided a deep overview about how to operate

on the control parameters of the rig to keep the fluid dynamic similitude

unchanged. Unfortunately, the current layout of the test facility imposes

a strong constrain on the coolant temperature: in fact, it cannot be

controlled but it set equal to room temperature by the chiller at the com-

pressor outlet. Therefore, since T1 of figure 6.16 is fixed, it is clear that

the non-dimensional parameters cannot be kept constant all at the same

time.

The choice of the isothermal point for HWA was performed start-

ing from the plot of figure 6.17: it indicates how the non-dimensional

quantities change in relation to the design point (DP) varying the in-

let pressure P and the overall mass flow rate (m0 + m1 + m2). Isolines

are drawn assuming the inlet temperature of the three flows are equal
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to room temperature (T0 = T1 = T2 = 300K); moreover, a ±5% error

bar is included for each point. As stated in the § 6.4.1.2, blowing ratios

are conserved just keeping the flow split unchanged; consequently, the

velocity ratio between coolant and mainstream at isothermal conditions

increases by a factor T0/T1 ≃ 1.77 versus nominal conditions. An accu-

rate evaluation of the BR and VR of the effusion holes in the combustor

simulator is quite difficult because of the complex flow field structures

due to the recirculation zones; however, an overall estimate based on the

numerical calculations performed by Cerfacs/Turbomeca (§ 6.2) indicates
values of velocity ratio within the range VR≈ 2.5 − 3. Therefore, since

the effusion holes work within the penetration regime (VR>0.8) [30], it

was assumed that the modification in the behaviour of the cooling jets

due to this changes on VR does not alter significantly the mixing process

in the chamber and the resulting flow field at the outlet section.

Design Point is shown for reference in figure 6.16 (•); Reynolds num-

bers are unaffected by pressure (e.g., see equation 6.4), and thus only one

Table 6.2: Isothermal (HWA) and nominal (DP) operating conditions

DP HWA

Normalized total mass flow 1 1.04

Flow split: mainstream 65% 65%

Flow split: cooling cavities 35% 35%

Normalized chamber pressure 1 0.81

Swirler inlet temperature 531 K 300K

Cooling cavities temperature 300K 300K

Swirler Reynolds number Resw 111 000 175 500

Swirler Mach number Msw 0.112 0.108

Effusion cooling Reynolds Recol 2350 2440

Plane 40 Mach number M40 0.104 0.109

Normalized Effusion VR 1 1.77
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value of mass flow allows to conserve the Reynolds numbers. According

to this chart, an isothermal operating point (HWA) is selected (⋆) within

the rig domain of operability, at a reduced pressure and slightly increased

mass flow, as detailed in Table 6.2.



Chapter 7

Sector Rig:

Instrumentation and

Measurement Techniques

“If you cannot measure it

you cannot control it ”

J. Grebe, The Freedom to Be Creative

The previous chapter presented the Sector rig and the planned mea-

surements for the investigation of the aerothermal flow field in the com-

bustor simulator. Several different techniques will be used with the aim

of providing a wide database of experimental data on the combustor that

will be further exploited to validate advanced CFD code and design tools.

In this works only part of the wide test matrix planned for the Sec-

tor will be presented and discussed in details. This chapter will give an

overview of the experimental techniques employed in this work: multi-

holes pressure probes, fast response thermocouples and Particle Image

Velocimetry (PIV ) will be briefly introduced to support a general un-

derstanding of basic principles; however, this chapter is not intended to

provide an exhaustive description.

169
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7.1 Measurements at the Combustor Outlet

The first measurements in the Sector rig are aimed at characterizing

the aerothermal flow field at the combustor simulator outlet with the use

of several different probes: measurements are performed in correspon-

dence of Plane 40. Probes are mounted on an automatic traverse system

(TS), fixed on the outer casing by means of adaptive flanges; through 3

stepper motors the traverse system, developed in Turbomeca, is able of

azimuthal and radial displacements, in addition to the probe angulation;

the positioning accuracy is less than 0.1mm in both directions.

Unfortunately, the center of rotation of the azimuthal motion of the

TS is different from the center of the annular outlet duct of the Sector rig

and therefore an investigation of the whole central sector is not feasible.

An example of a 600-points mesh that can be performed using a 5-hole

probe is depicted in figure 7.1(a): the red external borders represent the

area corresponding to the central sector in P40, while the circle is the

projection of the swirler outer diameter on the measurement plane. The

picture highlights that the center of the circumferences of the mesh is

different from the one of the annular sector; moreover, it displays the

(a) Example 600-points mesh (b) Position of the 5-hole probe

Figure 7.1: Set up of the TS for the 5-hole probe
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limits of the area that can be investigated: the mesh is bounded on the

sides by the maximum azimuthal displacement of the TS, while the lower

and upper limits depends on the dimension of the probe itself. In fact,

as illustrated in figure 7.1(b), measuring closer to the inner wall is not

feasible due to both the converging shape of the liner and the elbow of

the 5-hole probe. However, despite previous consideration, measurements

can be carried out in most of the central sector.

7.1.1 Five Hole Pressure Probe

A five hole pressure probe is constructed by surrounding a central

pressure port with 4 equally spaced ports. The central port is on the axis

of the probe, while the peripheral ports are drilled in the lateral surface

of a cone typically angled between 25◦ and 35◦ to the central port. A

typical probe tip is shown in figure 7.2.

Multi-hole pressure probes have been extensively studied in literature,

and standard methods of calibration and implementation exist and are

well documented. The accepted approach that is widely in use today was

first proposed in the 70’s by Bryer and Pankhurst [143] and Treaster and

Yocum [144]: authors introduced the concept of dimensionless directional

pressure coefficients that could be used to represent the angularity of a

Figure 7.2: Typical 5-hole probe tip
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Figure 7.3: Flow angles and coordinate system conventions

flow over a large range of flows. Despite this method has been improved

in the past years (for instance, see Paul et al. [145]), the principle of non

dimensional coefficient is still at the basis of the calibration and the data

analysis of multi-hole pressure probes. Generally speaking, when a 5-hole

probe is used to measure an arbitrary flow, the pressures in the five ports

are measured simultaneously: using the known relative positions of the

holes, dimensionless pressure coefficients, that represent the direction of

flow, can be defined starting from the difference in measured pressure

across diametrically opposite holes. These directional coefficients can

then be correlated to exact flow angles, and the direction of flow can be

established. As far as the flow magnitude and pressure are concerned,

they can be approximated using the dimensionless coefficients derived

from the raw pressure data; however, for a more accurate estimate, di-

mensionless coefficients should be correlated to a correction factor that,

applied to the pressure magnitude coefficients, allows calculate the exact

flow pressure and magnitude. More details on the calibration and the
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post processing procedure can be found, for instance, in the works men-

tioned above.

The flow angle relative to the probe tip can be defined using two coor-

dinate systems, as depicted in figure 7.3. The pitch and swirl coordinate

system defines two flow angles that are referenced to the probe’s Yp and

Zp axis; pitch and swirl (yaw) angle are called respectively β and α in

the picture. The cone and roll coordinate system is a polar coordinate

system: the cone angle (θ) is the total angle of attack to the probe axis,

while the roll angle (ϕ) is a rotation angle that is referenced to a fixed

probe axis.

The probe used in this work was manufactured and calibrated by

Aeroprobe1 a two different Mach number (Ma = 0.1; 0.2), to cover the

whole velocity range expected in the rig. According to the manufacturer,

Figure 7.4: 5-hole probe installed in the outlet section of the CS

1http://www.aeroprobe.com/
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the averaged magnitude error on the measured angles is <0.1deg.

The probe is installed in the rig through and adaptive flange so that

the tip of the probe is exactly in correspondence of Plane 40, as depicted

in figure 7.1(b). A picture of the probe inserted in the rig is displayed

in figure 7.4. During the tests, data are acquired by means of a piezore-

sistive pressure transducer, synchronized with the motion system of the

traverse system. For each point of the mesh, pressure data where ac-

quired for 2s at 2kHz ; averaged values were then post processed using

the probe calibration files.

In addition, the probe is equipped with a thermocouple mounted in

correspondence of its elbow, 7.44mm downstream the probe tip, that

allows to acquire the flow temperature with at same rate of the pres-

sure transducer. The measured temperature is partially biased by the

presence of the 5-hole probe itself; however, it can be considered a good

estimate of the real flow temperature and the obtained data will be used

to identify the best duct length in relation to the target thermal field.

More accurate measurements of the flow temperature are carried out us-

ing the fast response thermocouple.

7.1.2 Fast Response Thermocouple

The fast response thermocouple (FRT ) consists of two fine wire, 120µm

in diameter, placed inside a ceramic barrel inserted within a metallic tube;

the external diameter of the probe is 3mm. A picture of the probe is

shown in figure 7.5 (on the left side of the image one of the swirler ducts

is visible). The probe was developed and manufactured in Turbomeca

to acquire temperature data at high frequency: in fact, thanks to the

small inertia of the wires, this thermocouple allows to gather data at a

maximum frequency of 2kHz.

Through a dedicated flange, the probe is inserted exactly in corre-

spondence of Plane 40 ; in addition, the small dimension of the tip of

the thermocouple permits to extend the measurement mesh much closer

to the inner wall with respect to the 5-hole probe. The fast response
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Figure 7.5: Fast response thermocouple installed in the rig (swirler duct
visible on the left side)

thermocouple is directly connected to the acquisition board and it is syn-

chronized with the motion system; data are acquired for 4s at 5kHz.

7.2 PIV Measurements

As mentioned in § 6.2, during the design phase of the Sector rig spe-

cial efforts were dedicated to have large optical accesses to the combustor

simulator in order to perform optical measurements. In particular, the

planned experimental campaign includes the characterization of the flow

field inside the chamber by means of Particle Image Velocimetry tech-

nique.

With respect to the probes mentioned above, PIV is a “whole field

technique” that allows to provide detailed information on the velocity

field in the investigated area, i.e. Plane 40, all at once. This character-

istic is exploited to measure the flow field both at the combustor exit,

and inside the chamber: through this technique, the main feature of the

flow structures generated by the swirlers and their interaction with the

coolant flows are pointed out.

The possibility of using PIV inside the combustor simulator is given

by the three-sector arrangement: in fact, as indicated in chapter 6, the
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lateral walls of the Sector rig are made up of shaped windows that per-

mit a wide field of view in the chamber. Such kind of measurements are

not feasible in the facility at DLR due to the difficulties in integrating

large optical accesses in the full annular rig; therefore, outcomes from the

investigation in the Sector rig will be the only experimental data of the

project about the flow field inside the combustor.

In the next paragraph an overview of the PIV technique will be pro-

vided; following, the attention will be focused on the PIV arrangement

that will be adopted in the Sector rig, which is based on the use of boro-

scopes both for the camera and the laser: details will be given about the

main features of the boroscopes and how they were adapted to fulfil the

rig specifications.

7.2.1 Fundamentals of PIV

In this section the main features of the PIV technique will be briefly

described to support a general understanding of basic principles; however,

it is not intended to give an exhaustive overview. Further details on this

technique can be found in the comprehensive work of Raffel et al. [146].

PIV is a measurement technique for obtaining instantaneous whole-

field velocities; a sketch of a basic arrangement is depicted in figure 7.6.

This technique is based on the well-known equation:

speed =
distance

time
(7.1)

In PIV the property actually measured is the distance travelled by par-

ticles in the flow within a known time interval. These particles, known

as seeding, are added to the flow; in this respect, seeding particles can be

considered to be the actual velocity probes. Therefore, fluid-mechanical

properties of the tracking particles must be accurately checked in relation

to the nature of the flow under investigation to avoid significant discrep-

ancies between the measured velocity, i.e. the particles velocity, and the

actual velocity of the flow (ideally, the particles should also be neutrally

buoyant in the fluid).
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Figure 7.6: Basic principles of PIV

In order to detect the movements of the particles, the area under

investigation is illuminated by a light sheet; the light sheet, generated by

a laser and a system of optical components, is not continuous, but pulsed

to produce a stroboscopic effect, freezing the movement of the seeding

particles. The time between the light pulses is the denominator in the

equation above. To detect the position of the illuminated seeding parti-

cles, a CCD-camera (CCD = Charge Coupled Device) is positioned at

right angles to the light-sheet to record the light scattered by the parti-

cles on a sequence of frames: particle positions will appear as light specks

on a dark background on each camera frame.

The pulsing light-sheet and the camera are synchronised so that par-

ticle positions at the instant of light pulse number 1 are registered on

frame 1 of the camera, and particle positions from pulse number 2 are on

frame 2. The camera images are divided into rectangular regions called

interrogation areas or interrogation regions, and, for each of them, the

images from the first and the second pulse of the light-sheet are cross-

correlated to produce an average particle displacement vector. Doing

this for all interrogation regions produce a vector map of average particle
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displacements.

Dividing with the known time between the two images captured, the

displacement vectors are converted into a map of so-called raw velocity

vectors. To speed up the calculation of correlations, FFT-processing is

used. One conceptual difference between the FFT-processing in Parti-

cle Image Velocimetry compared to laser-Doppler anemometry is that

in laser-Doppler anemometry signal conditioners are essentially used to

ensure there is a meaningful input. This is possible because it is a time

based measurement technique and so you can wait for the input. How-

ever, since PIV is an instantaneous measurement technique, all spatial

information is sampled at the same time and there is a finite statistical

probability there will be some regions where there is really no meaningful

input [147]. Therefore, it is necessary to subsequently validate the PIV

vector map through dedicated algorithms that detect and remove erro-

neous vectors called “outliers”.

Based on the notes of Raffel et al. [146], the main advantages and

drawbacks of Particle Image Velocimetry can be drawn:

• Advantages:

- Non-intrusive technique: in contrast to techniques for the mea-

surement of flow velocities employing probes as pressure tubes

or hot wires, the PIV technique, being an optical technique,

works non-intrusively; this allows the application of PIV in

flow that must not be disturbed by the presence of probe it-

self, like in high speed flows with shocks or in boundary layers

close to the wall.

- Whole field technique: PIV allows to measure the flow field

in large areas with a single acquisition; moreover, thanks to

the instantaneous image capturing and high spatial resolution,

it enables the detection of spatial structures even in unsteady

flow fields. In addition, recent upgrades of cameras and lasers

have led to the development of advanced PIV techniques, such
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as Sterographic PIV, Tomographic PIV and PIV time-resolved;

these methods are based on a sterescopic camera recording or

on a very high acquisition rates respectively and they allow

the full characterization of a 3D flow field.

- Wide operability range: PIV is suitable to perform measure-

ments on a wide range of different operating conditions: if the

right kind of seeding particles are chosen, many different fluid

types can be investigated, from liquids, to gases to burning

gases. Furthermore, if the right time interval between the two

laser pulses is selected, there are not theoretical limits to the

velocity range that can be investigated with the same set up,

from very slow flows close to the wall to supersonic flows.

- Advanced data post process: commercial codes for PIV data

recording are usually integrated with post process algorithms

that, starting from a validated velocity vector map, allow

to carry on further advanced post process, such as vorticity,

streamlines and so on.

• Drawbacks:

- Indirect measurement : through this technique, the velocity of

a fluid element is measured indirectly by means of the estimate

of the velocity of tracer particles injected the flow; therefore,

in relation to the flow madia and to the flow conditions, the

choice of the right seeding is fundamental in order to minimize

inertial effects.

- Complex experimental set up: PIV requires quite a complex

hardware set up, which consist in selecting the right seeding

dimension and concentration, a suitable laser-camera layout

and a “smart” time interval between the two laser pulse to

minimize loss-of-pair; moreover, the set up requires suitable

optical accesses in the area under investigation.

- Consequences of using seeding particles: introducing foreign

particles in the flow under investigation may not be feasible
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due to some external constrain of the test facility: for instance,

solid particles are usually not allowed in close-loop wind tun-

nel not to damage the compression unit. Furthermore, the

cleaning of the optical accesses has to be taken into account.

7.2.2 Endoscopic PIV

Despite the large lateral optical accesses, the layout of the Sector rig

does not allow to perform PIV measurement by means of a standard ar-

rangements, but it imposes the use of boroscopes.

Rigid endoscopes, called borescopes, are rigid or flexible tube with an

eyepiece on one end, an objective lens on the other linked together by

a relay optical system in between; usually they are used for inspection

works in areas with narrow optical accesses, such as strokes engines or

turbines. With respect to modern flexible-fiber endoscopes often used

in medicine, these devices allow the suitable spatial resolution which is

required for PIV recording: the boroscope is provided with a special opti-

cal lens and it is connected directly to the camera, as shown in figure 7.7.

The camera boroscope that will be employed for inspections in the Sector

rig allows to look perpendicular to the probe axis (“side looking”); the

orientation of the lens located at the tip of tube can be adjusted within

an angle of more than 180◦.

Boroscopes are used also to deliver the laser light in investigation

areas with low optical access. Likewise the camera boroscopes, a set of

lens drive the laser light inside a straight rigid pipe; located at the tip of

Figure 7.7: Rigid boroscope mounted on the PIV camera
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the boroscope, a mirror prism deflects the light to an angle of 90◦ from

the endoscope’s axis, and forms a light sheet at a specific focal distance

from the axis. The orientation of the light sheet can be adjusted from

parallel to perpendicular to the endoscope axis, covering a wide range of

orientation angles.

The use of boroscopic PIV in turbomachinery has brought very inter-

esting results, even if its implementation into the test facilities is challeng-

ing. Among others, successful approaches to transonic turbomachinery

can be found in Lang et al. [148], Voges et al. [149], Wheeler et al. [150]

and Kegalj and Schiffer [151].

Several premises have to be fulfilled to collect valuable data. Ma-

jor issues are the optical access, vibrations, reflections, seeding the flow,

cleanliness of optics, etc. The main critical aspects that characterize the

use of boroscopes in PIV are briefly listed below:

• Image distortion: images captured through boroscopes are affected

by strong distortion, mainly the so called “fish eye” effect; this

aspect has to be taken into account during the image processing and

a suitable dewarping model has to be applied during the calibration

process. Figure 7.8 shows an example of a calibration pattern before

and after the dewarping.

• Reduced field of view : since the boroscope substitutes the camera

(or laser) optics, the focal point of the camera field of view is almost

fixed and cannot be changed (actually it can be adjusted in a narrow

range). This aspect constrains the position of the boroscope with

respect to the location of the measurement plane. In addition, when

the camera is equipped with the endoscope, its distance from the

investigation area must be quite short to have enough resolution

in the CCD to capture the small seeding particles and estimate

their displacement to subpixel accuracy [146]. The request for a

small distance can lead to insertion the prove very close to the

measurement area, which may cause disturbances of the flow field.
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Figure 7.8: Calibration target before and after the dewarping process

Moreover, camera boroscopes drastically reduce the light sensitivity

and, depending on the configuration, they require more powerful

laser compared with standard camera lens.

• Boroscopes need to be cooled and kept clean: the use of this tool

imposes severe constrain on the maximum operating temperature

due to the presence of the optical lens. This maximum temper-

ature is around 390K ; in case of harsh working conditions, these

instruments need to be cooled. An example of the adaptation of

a boroscope for an application inside a furnace can be found in

Rottier et al. [152]. In addition, boroscope optics needs to be kept

clean from the seeding particles during its operation.

7.2.3 PIV set up

Measurement of the flow field are performed using a Dantec Dynamics

PIV system. The system consists of a 120mJ New Wave Solo Nd:YAG

pulsed laser operating with a wavelenght of 532nm and a FlowSense

2Mpixel camera operating at a data rate of 15Hz. All devices are con-

trolled via the commercial software Dantec FlowManagerR⃝, which allows

the synchronization of the system and moreover the collecting and the
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(a) Example of set up “C” (b) Example of set up “L”

Figure 7.9: Schematic view of the PIV the two set up

processing of the data. When boroscopes are employed, a flexible light

guide system is used to connect the laser to its boroscope, while the cam-

era is directly mounted on the rigid endoscope.

Investigations in the rig are carried out by means of two different

PIV set up, sketched in figure 7.9 and named “C”, when camera boro-

scope is used, and “L”, when the laser boroscope is employed. In the

“C” set up, the laser sheet enters the rig through the window located in

correspondence of Plane 40, while the camera boroscope has dedicated

holes drilled downstream the window. This configuration, depicted in

figure 7.9(a) allows to measure the flow field in Plane 40. As shown in

figure 7.9(b), in the “L” set up the laser sheet enlightens the rig in the

symmetry plane while the camera focuses the investigation area through

one of the wide lateral windows. To have a complete analysis of the com-

bustor simulator, one of the lateral glass windows can be replaced with

a metal one provided with several holes for the boroscope: these holes

allow to overcome some geometrical costrains of the rig (e.g., laser sheet

in figure 7.9(b) cannot illuminates the area close to the inner liner due

to its shape near the exit of the chamber) and therefore to deepen the

investigation inside the chamber.

To map the whole Plane 40 and the entire combustor chamber, several

framing must be taken for both the measurement planes and, to avoid
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loss of information, each camera framing is slightly overlapped with the

neighbouring ones. For each camera position, 480 image pairs were taken;

the time delay between two laser pulses was adjusted depending on the lo-

cal averaged velocity, from about 15µs for the frames next to the swirler,

up to 40µs close to Plane 40. The laser sheet thickness was set to about

1mm to keep the number of loss of pair due to out of plane motions as

low as possible.

Each set of image pairs were post processed using an adaptive grid

iterative method [146]. The fundamental principle of adaptive correla-

tion relies an iterative procedure based on the shift of the interrogation

windows (i.e. the interrogation area is not locked in the space): from an

initial guessed shift value, a shift is introduced from the first window (the

interrogation area in the image frame from laser pulse one) to the second

window (the interrogation area in the image from laser pulse two). The

obtained movement vector calculated trough standard cross correlation

algorithm is used as a new estimate for the window shift in the second

iteration. From the results of the previous iterative process a new run is

made, but this time with a refinement of the size of the interrogation area.

Using Adaptive correlation helps in two ways: first, the signal strength is

raised due to the capture of the in-plane dropout; secondly, a refinement

of the interrogation area is possible because an adaptive window offset is

applied, increasing the resolution of results and decreasing the number

of erroneous vector [153].

The approach adopted in this work starts from a 256x256 pixel initial

windows size, which is reduced in three steps to 64x64 final size; two

iterations were chosen for the initial step, while three iterations for the

following steps to achieve maximum displacement accuracy. The result-

ing velocity field contained 49x36 vectors for each camera framing.

These raw vector maps were validated and filtered using in succes-

sion two approaches: peak-height validation and moving-average valida-

tion [147]. The first method validates or rejects individual vectors based

on the values of the peak heights in the cross correlation plane; the sec-

ond method validates or rejects vectors based on a comparison between
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neighbouring vectors and assuming the continuity of the flow field. Fi-

nally, an average vector map for each camera framing was computed and

all post processed images were composed in a single vector map using

MatLabR⃝.

As far as the selection of the seeding material is concerned, nomi-

nal operating conditions are quite critical in relation to the layout of

the FACTOR rig at DLR: in fact, mainstream temperature (≈ 530K)

advises against liquid seeding, which would evaporate too fast, whereas

the closed loop wind tunnel layout prevents the use of solid particles to

avoid the damage the compressors. This aspect would not concern the

Sector rig since it is installed in an open loop facility; however, in view

of the measurement in the full annular rig, liquid particles have to be

employed.

Among the liquid materials, silicon oil and DEHS (Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-

Sebacat) have the highest evaporating temperature, even if, in the au-

thor’s knowledge, none of them are used for such high temperature appli-

cations in open literature. Silicon oil (XIAMETERR⃝PMX-200 Silicone

Fluid, 100 CS, flash point ≈ 600K) will be tested in the Sector rig and

results, available before the test campaign in the full annular rig, will

give indications on this issue.

The seeding necessary for the PIV measurements is introduced up-

stream the swirler by means of a Laskin nozzle [146]. Particles with a

mean diameter of about ≈ 1µm are injected in the mainstream through

a pipe as long as the height of the inlet section; the pipe was drilled

with several holes of ≈ 1mm in diameter to allow a sufficient mixing

between air and seeding before entering the test section. Coolant flow is

not seeded.

7.2.4 Boroscope Cooling System Design

As indicated in section 7.2.2, the maximum operating temperature of

a boroscope is around 390K, quite below the mainstream nominal tem-

perature of the Sector rig. Therefore, both the camera and the laser
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boroscopes need to be cooled during the PIV measurements to guarantee

the integrity of the optical lens.

The design of the cooling system was carried out starting from the

configuration of commercial high temperature endoscope. The final con-

figuration adopted in this work consists of an external stainless steel

cylindrical housing which contains the boroscope; cooling air is fed in

the proximity of the camera (or laser) connection and it is discharged

in correspondence of boroscope optics directly in the mainflow of the rig.

This configuration allows to prevent the deposition of seeding particles

on the optics itself. Finally, a thermocouple is included to monitor the

temperature of the probe. A sketch of the cooled boroscope is depicted

in figure 7.10.

The cooling system was designed in-house using Therm1D (see chap-

ter 3); the design was driven by the following main constrains:

- maximum temperature of the boroscope;

- diameter of the external tube (the smallest possible to reduce the

interaction with the flow);

- amount of cooling air (the smallest possible to reduce its the impact

on the flow field).

Therm1D was employed to set up the flow network of the cooling system

and perform a fluid-metal analysis: on the hot gas side, boundary con-

ditions were set up considering the inlet temperature, pressure and mass

Figure 7.10: Sketch of the cooling system of the boroscope
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Figure 7.11: Main output of the boroscope cooling design process

flow rate of the mainstream and imposing a heat transfer coefficient dis-

tribution analogous to that on a cylinder body inside a free stream [154].

Runs were carried out keeping constant the boroscope diameter (8mm)

and varying the mass flow rate of coolant, the external probe diameter

and the passage gap for the coolant. The maximum temperature of both

the external tube and the boroscope were monitored to find the more
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Figure 7.12: Camera boroscope provided with the cooling system and
installed on Sector rig

efficient cooling configuration.

Figure 7.11 illustrates the main results of some representative runs:

figure 7.11(a) shows the temperature of the external cylinder (Text) and

of the boroscope wall (Tbor) varying the overall probe diameter, the gap

between the external cylinder and the boroscope (GAP1-GAP2) and the

coolant mass flow rate (m2 ≈ 2 ·m1). The final configuration was chosen

taking in account also the standard dimension of tubes available on sale:

external probe diameter 12mm, internal diameter 11mm. Figure 7.11(b)

displays the jet penetration length (Ymax) estimated though the corre-

lation suggested by Lefebvre [1]: results of this analysis, together with

previous considerations, led to the definition of the requested cooling

mass flow rate.

Finally, an image of the cooled boroscope installed on the rig is dis-

played in figure 7.12 (here mounted on the camera).



Chapter 8

Sector Rig:

Experimental Results

“A theory is something nobody believes,

except the person who made it.

An experiment is something everybody believes,

except the person who made it.”

A. Einstein

An extensive experimental survey was carried in the Sector rig, adopt-

ing several measurement techniques to have an accurate characterization

of the hot streaks generated in an engine-like lean burn combustor. In

this chapter, the attention is focused on testing several geometrical config-

urations of the swirlers and different effusion cooling working conditions,

in order to highlight how they impact the aerothermal field at the com-

bustor exit.

Initially, outcomes from preliminary flow checks aimed at characteriz-

ing some aerodynamic features of the rig will be shown. Afterwards, the

analysis will be focused on the combustor: PIV results inside the chamber

will be illustrated, followed by a detailed description of the aerothermal

field at the combustor outlet (Plane 40 ) obtained by means of a 5-hole

189
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probe and a fast response thermocouple.

Results will show the effects of the mixing between the effusion flow

and the mainstream on the generation and the transport of the hot

streaks. In addition, some tests will be dedicated to highlight the effects

of different effusion cooling mass flow rate on the resulting temperature

and velocity non-uniformities at the combustor exit.

Further investigations concerning the transport of the hot streaks be-

tween P40 and P40+, as well as HWA turbulence measurements, will be

performed in later stages and they are not included in this study.
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8.1 Preliminary Flow Checks

The first measurements performed on the Sector rig were aimed at

characterizing the aerodynamic features of both the swirlers and the ef-

fusion cooling holes. These preliminary results were aimed at verifying

the manufacturing capability of these two critical part of the combustor

simulator with respect to the theoretical design: concerning the swirlers,

the objective was the estimate of the flow function and the effective area,

while the evaluation of the permeability of each different patch was the

focus of interest of the laser drilled multiperforated liners. In fact, the

good manufacturing of laser drilled holes is quite dependent from several

parameters of the process, and even if the discrepancy from the nominal

diameter on the single hole is almost negligible, such discrepancy may

lead to large changes in the overall permeability due to the huge amount

of holes (5164 holes/sector).

Actually, to know these aerodynamic characteristics of the combustor

Figure 8.1: View of the swirler from the second plenum of the rig
dedicated to the flow checks
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is fundamental for an accurate numerical modelling of the chamber and,

therefore, their estimate was of great interest in view of further compari-

son with CFD calculations.

The flow check of the swirlers were carried out in a dedicated test fa-

cility before installing them in the Sector. Each swirler was individually

mounted on a flange that connected two plena in an open-loop suction

type wind tunnel. The vacuum system was made up of two rotary vane

vacuum pumps with a capacity of 900m3/h each dedicated to the ex-

traction of the air flow; the mass flow rate was set up by guiding the

speed of the pumps and using a calibrated orifice located downstream

the two plena. Tests were carried out at room temperature, varying the

pressure drop across the swirler and measuring the pressure inside the

two chambers and the mass flow rate. Figure 8.1 shows the flange that

connects the two cavities: the picture is taken from the second plenum

and it displays the outlet section of the swirler.

The flow function of one of the swirlers is shown in figure 8.2 (�): as

expected, the plot displays the linear relation between the reduced mass
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Figure 8.2: Flow function of the swirlers
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flow (mr) and the pressure drop (∆P/P ), defined as:

mr =
m
√
T

Pup
(8.1)

∆P

P
=

Pup − Pdw

Pup
(8.2)

where Pup and Pdw are respectively the measured pressure in the up-

stream and downstream plena. Afterwards, swirlers were mounted in

the Sector and the flow check was repeated directly inside the rig: in

this case, Pup and Pdw were the static pressure measured upstream the

swirler plate and in Plane 40 (due to the low Mach number in these two

locations, the static pressure can be used as an approximation of the total

pressure). Tests were carried out for a reduced pressure range due to rig

constrains; an equal split of the mainflow among the three swirlers was

supposed during the data reduction.

Results are displayed in figure 8.2 (•): the trend is in very good agree-

ment with data obtained from the plenum-to-plenum measurements. Plot

indicates also the position of the design point (⋆): as expected, the pres-

sure drop is around 3.5% for the nominal mass flow rate.

Finally, data of each measured point were exploited to estimate the

effective area of the swirler, defined as the area through which the actual

mass flow rate (mact) flows isoentropically:

Aeff =
mact

ρis · Vis
(8.3)

Results indicate an average effective area of 1545mm2, affected by an

averaged relative error of 2.6%: the agreement with numerical data is

very good, being below the 3% the discrepancy with the value considered

during the design phase of the swirler.

The permeability of the multiperforated liners is defined as the ratio

between the overall passage area of the effusion holes and the surface

of the liner without holes; the four patches that cover the liners are

quite different one from the others, in terms of effusion angles, L/D and
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streamwise pitch, therefore they were individually checked.

As explained above, using the nominal hole diameter may introduce

large errors in the estimate of the overall permeability. Therefore, the

procedure employed for the flow check of the swirlers was applied patch

by patch, while the remaining ones were closed with duct tape: varying

the pressure drop between the coolant feeding cavity and Plane 40, the

flow function and the effective area was calculated for each patch of the

liner. To go back from the effective area to the actual geometrical area,

necessary for the calculation of the permeability, a representative value

of the effusion hole discharge coefficient was assumed (Cd = 0.70, [68]).

Results, summarized in table 8.1, are quite in good agreement with

the target values.

Table 8.1: Outcomes of the estimate of the multiperforated liner
permeabilities

Patch name Ext1 Ext2 Int1 Int2

Target 6.68% 5.75% 8.30% 5.20%

Exp (Cd = 0.70) 6.70% 6.10% 8.05% 4.58%
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8.2 Preliminary PIV Results

Preliminary PIV measurements were performed inside the combustor

chamber to point out the characteristic flow structures generated by the

swirlers and by the interaction between the mainflow and the coolant.

At this early stage of the survey, measurements were performed only

in isothermal condition, i.e. the reference condition for the hot wire

anemometry: in fact, this condition simplified the operability of the rig

and the absence of high temperature allowed to easily use the boroscopes.

To analyse how different velocity distributions of the mainflow affect

the mixing with the coolant from the effusion system, and therefore the

resulting hot streaks, different “ducted” configurations were investigated;

as mentioned in § 6.1, the effect of the duct is that of conserving the hot

swirling flow in the chamber and moving the beginning of the interaction

with the coolant closer to the exit of the combustor. Several ducts of

different lengths were installed at the swirler exit and were individually

tested: the different configurations are named D35, D45 and D55, where

the digits correspond to the length of the duct in mm. Following this

convention, the configuration without duct was named D00.

Preliminary PIV measurements were carried only on the basic config-

uration (D00 ) and on the one with the longest duct length (D55 ); these

experimental investigations were performed in the central X-Y plane of

the combustor simulator, adopting the “L” configuration indicated in fig-

ure 7.9(b)).

Figure 8.3 illustrates the characteristics of the flow field generated by

the central injector for the D00 configuration; the image reports the mag-

nitude of the velocity normalized with respect to the maximum (Vref ). A

full investigation of the chamber was not feasible because of the difficult

optical access; therefore, to clarify the position of the measuring area in

the chamber, the vector map was included within cross section of the

combustor simulator.

Measurements highlight some typical flow structures of a modern
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Figure 8.3: Normalized velocity magnitude in the combustor simulator
(D00)

swirl-stabilized combustor, which are the corner vortex (under the inner

jet) and the central recirculation zone (RCZ ) generated by the vortex

breakdown. The two high momentum jets exiting the swirler seems to be

quite imbalanced: in fact, the velocity magnitude of the core of the inner

jet is roughly 20% greater than the outer jet. A more deep analysis of the

PIV images acquired during the tests pointed out the presence of a glare

in correspondence of the outer radius of the swirler, which slightly biased

the local measured velocity. From a comparison with images not affected

by this glare, an error of about 12-15% was estimated on the evaluation

of the velocity of the outer jet. However, including also this uncertainty

range, a slightly imbalance between the two jet is still present and it is

related to the shape of the RCZ (see below).

With respect to radial swirlers (for instance, see the work of Sedalor

et al. [155] or Andreini et al. [137]), the axial swirler impresses a small

radial momentum to the jets, which exit the injector with a low angle

with respect to the axial direction; consequently, the impingement phe-

nomenon of the jet on the liners, typical of the radial swilers, is not
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Figure 8.4: Normalized axial velocity in the combustor chamber (D00)

present. Furthermore, focusing on the inner jet, a rapid deceleration of

the mainflow can be observed, which starts around the first row of effu-

sion holes, 45mm downstream the swirler plate.

Keeping the focus on fig. 8.3, the central recirculation zone is well de-

fined around the axis of the swirler; immediately downstream the swirler

exit, roughly between the two jets, measurements show a reverse flow

acceleration bubble: this acceleration, due to the passage area reduction

caused by the jets, indicates that the closure of the RCZ is very close to

the swirler itself, inside the small room between it and the “actual” inlet

of the combustor chamber. Finally, an acceleration of the flow is visible

also at the outlet of the chamber: it is caused by both the presence of

the outer and inner cooling flows, and the vena contraction caused by the

shape of the inner liner.

Figure 8.4 shows the axial velocity component (Vx) normalized with

the local value of velocity magnitude: this picture highlights the exten-

sion of the central and the corner recirculation zones. The central RCZ

is slightly lifted off by the presence of the inner coolant injections and

the convergent inner liner: this phenomenon is probably the reason that
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explain the slight imbalance of the two jets from the swirler. The im-

age indicates also that the flow is mainly axial, except for a small area

between the two RCZ and the region close to the inner wall, in correspon-

dence of the convergent section at the combustor exit.

The flow field obtained with the D55 is displayed in figure 8.5 in terms

of normalized velocity module; the two jet coming from the duct are still

imbalanced, but, differently from the D00 configuration, the outer one is

the more intense. On the other hand, the inner jet is smaller and, due

to the presence of the liner, seems more pressed to the duct; moreover,

it is early deviated towards the acceleration zone, visible roughly in the

center of the vena on the right side of the measuring area.

The central recirculation zone is highlighted in figure 8.6, which

shown the normalized axial velocity component: the central RCZ is com-

pletely de-attached from the duct and it is quite small with respect to the

no-duct configuration. However, it is reasonable to suppose that a larger

recirculation zone is located inside the duct, downstream the swirler exit.

Figure 8.5: Normalized velocity magnitude in the combustor simulator
(D55)
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Figure 8.6: Normalized axial velocity in the combustor chamber (D55)

In addition, the last portion of a further RCZ is confined between the

duct and the inner liner. Finally, the image shows the mainstream lift

off close to the inner liner due to the coolant injection and the shape of

the wall.

As mentioned above, this preliminary investigation will be completed

in later stages of the experimental campaign: further measurements will

be carried out imposing the design working conditions, and a comparison

with the isothermal results presented here will highlight the impact of

coolant-to-mainstream density ratio on the mixing of the two flows and

on the evolution flow field.
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8.3 Aerothermal Flow Field at the Combustor Exit

The previous session showed that, as expected, the addition of a

duct at the swirler exit deeply alters the flow field inside the combus-

tor chamber. In this section, the effects of the different duct lengths on

the aerothermal field at the combustor exit (Plane 40 ) will be pointed

out by the use of a 5-hole probe and a fast response thermocouple. Four

different duct lengths will be testes: D00, D35, D45 and D55. Results

will be compared also with the reference target temperature and flow

angle profiles set within project.

8.3.1 Thermal field

Figure 8.7 shows the temperature field measured in Plane 40 for

all the tested configurations, together with the target; temperature are

normalized with the mean adiabatic temperature in P40 (TP40=450K ).

From an overall point of view, experimental data highlights that the hot

spot is definitively less marked than the target: in fact, to point out the

differences among the tested configurations, the scale of the color bar

of the picture was quite resized with respect to previous visualizations

(see fig. 6.3(a)). This first general results indicates that the fidelity of

the computational techniques adopted for the design of the combustor

simulator are not adequate. The marked hot spot predicted by steady

RANS calculations, not visible in the experiments, points out that such

numerical approach is not suitable to accurately reproduce the intense

mixing inside a combustor chamber. On the other hand, preliminary

LES calculations performed by Cerfacs/Turbomeca (not shown here), are

much more in agreement with experiments, highlighting that advanced

unsteady computational tools must be use to have a reliable predictions

of the turbulent mixing of the swirled flow in a lean combustor chamber.

The thermal field resulting from the D00 configuration (fig. 8.7(b))

is characterized by a thin strip of hot flow, located around the middle

radius, that crosses the entire tangential extension of the central sector

area and it is not bounded on the lateral sides. This is a consequence of
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(a) Target (b) D00

(c) D35 (d) D45

(e) D55 (f) D55+

Figure 8.7: Normalized temperature field in Plane 40
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the development of the flow field in the combustor chamber, whose main

characteristics were highlighted by the PIV measurements and confirmed

by CFD calculation performed by Cerfacs/Turbomeca for the nominal

condition: the wide jet opening at the swirler exit generates a large hot

zone which covers, in the proximity of the swirler plate, almost the whole

chamber heigh. In correspondence of the first rows of effusion cooling,

located roughly at one third of the chamber length, the hot flow rapidly

becomes confined in the central area of the chamber due to the coolant

injection. Actually, in the first part of the chamber, the swirling flow dis-

sipates a great part of its tangential momentum: therefore, the closure

of the hot recirculation zone is quite far from P40, and the strong mixing

with the coolant, which starts downstream the RCZ closure, quickly low-

ers down the temperature of the mainflow. This phenomenon is sketched

in figure 8.8(a). Numerical calculations indicated that this behaviour is

almost the same in the planes between two adjacent sectors, which justi-

fies the presence of a hot streak unconfined on the lateral sides.

In addition, experimental data point out that the impact of the coolant

on the temperature distribution is pretty marked, especially in the inner

side: considering that the 5-hole probe does not allow to measure too

close to the wall (see § 7.1.1), the extension of the cooling layer is quite

large, as indicated by the dark blue area appearing on right corner. Fi-

(a) D00 (b) D55

Figure 8.8: Sketch of the evolution of the mainflow in the combustor for
two different swirler configurations
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nally, the wavy shape of the hot streak is due to the interaction between

the high-momentum coolant layer and the swirling mainflow, which is ro-

tating clockwise with respect to the pictures. This wavy shape of the hot

flow, ascribable to the rotation impressed by the swirler, is definitively

much more “physical” with respect to the flat hot spot of the target; it

important to recall that, as indicated in § 6.1, the aim of the target was

just to set a reference for the design process of the combustor simulator.

The thermal fields resulting from the ducted configurations, displayed

in figures 8.7(c) - 8.7(e), show a hot spot which is more marked with re-

spect to the D00, even if it is still quite smaller if compared with the

target. This is due to a different development of the flow field in the

chamber, described in § 8.2 and sketched in figure 8.8(b): due to the

presence of the duct, the RCZ is narrower in comparison with the one

without duct, but it closure is nearer to the combustor exit. Consequently,

the hot swirling flow is conserved up to the measurement plane, while the

region of mixing with the coolant is more bounded, and the coolant layer

in P40 is more confined as well.

The temperature fields generated by all the tested ducts have the same

main features, which are a central “circular” spot within a wavy hot re-

gion around the middle radius: even if the differences between the three

configurations are not that marked, results confirms that the effects of a

longer duct are: the hot spot is more marked and the temperature level

in the central area is higher; the tangential momentum of the mainflow is

more conserved, resulting in a more cambered hot flow; the mixing with

the effusion flow is more intense and less bounded in the regions close to

the liners.

A further test was carried out to assess the impact of the mainflow

temperature: keeping the same flow split and the longest duct, main-

stream temperature was increased of 30K. Results of this configuration,

named D55+, are displayed in figure 8.7(f): mainstream temperature

does not affect the flow field, whose structure remains unchanged, while,

as expected, the temperature of the central hot region is raised up.

The representation of the temperature field adopted in figure 8.7 is
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(a) Target (b) D00

(c) D35 (d) D45

(e) D55 (f) D55+

Figure 8.9: Non-dimensional temperature (TN ) field in Plane 40
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slightly biased by a limit of the test facility: the chiller installed at the

compressor exit delivers air at room temperature, precluding the possi-

bility to set its value at the desired level. As a consequence, the coolant

temperature depends on the ambient temperature and it was not exactly

the same in all the tests. To overcome this limit, a further normalized

temperature is defined as:

TN =
T − Tcool

Tmain − Tcool
(8.4)

where Tmain and Tcool are measured respectively upstream the swirlers

and inside the coolant cavities. Figure 8.9 shows the temperature dis-

tributions obtained introducing this new variable: maps point out that

the topology of the non-dimensional thermal fields obtained by the three

ducted configuration and the D55+ is almost the same (exactly the same

for the two working conditions of D55 ).

Temperature data were circumferentially averaged and results are

shown in figure 8.10 in terms of TN along the relative radius in Plane

40 : as highlighted by the 2D maps (fig. 8.7), the thick layer of inner
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Figure 8.10: Trends of normalized temperature
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coolant push the peak temperature towards the 60% height of the outlet

section rather than in the center (as in the target profile), which roughly

correspond to the axis of the swirler. Moreover, the impact of the mixing

with cooling flows causes both lower peak values and a general shifting

of the curves towards colder temperatures, which is more emphasized in

the area close to the hub.

Plot shows that the D00 configuration presents the highest peak value:

looking at the 2D maps, it is clear that this is a consequence of a non-

bounded hot spot that covers the whole tangential extension of the investi-

gation plane. Averaged temperature profiles of the ducted configurations

are almost the same; slight difference can be observed for the D35, which

presents lower temperatures close to the inner liner: as indicated by the

maps, the mixing obtained with the shorter duct is less intense and the

resulting coolant layer is more bounded.

Finally, figure 8.11 displays the temperature profiles extracted along

some investigation lines, whose positions are depicted in fig. 8.11(a).

Pitch angles (β) indicated in the picture represent the two swirlers/vanes

clocking positions that will be investigated in the full annular rig: hot

spot aligned with the vane leading edge (β = 0◦) and with the centre of

the vane passage (β = |4.5|◦). Plots highlight the radial and tangential

normalized temperature distortions for the D00 and the D55 configura-

tions. Focusing on the tangential profiles, D00 results (fig. 8.11(b)) point

out that the thermal distortion at 50% height of Plane 40 is almost zero,

while it is more defined close to the outer wall; moving to the lowest

radii, temperature profiles drops quickly, especially in correspondence of

the positive β angles. Temperature levels for the D55 (fig. 8.11(c)) are

higher, even close to the inner wall, and the distortion at half channel

is more pronounced with respect to the previous configuration. Distri-

butions close to the walls are coherent with the wavy shape of the hot

flow indicated by the 2D maps. Moving to the radial profiles, trends of

D00 (fig. 8.11(d)) indicate that the peak value moves radially but, as

mentioned before, its value remains almost constant. Concerning D55

(fig. 8.11(e)), the differences among the profiles are more marked: peak
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(a) Positions of the investigation lines
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(b) D00 - TN tangential profiles
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(c) D55 - TN tangential profiles
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(d) D00 - TN radial profiles
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(e) D55 - TN radial profiles

Figure 8.11: Radial and tangential normalized temperature distortions
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value in front of the swirler (β=0◦) is more emphasized with respect to

lateral ones both at mid height of the channel, and close to the inner walls.

8.3.2 Aero field

The focus will be moved to the aero-field in Plane 40 measured by

means of the 5-hole probe. One of the aims of the FACTOR project is

to test the HP stage subjected to an aggressive swirled flow coming from

the combustor, in order to simulate realistic operating conditions at the

turbine inlet. Consequently, special attention is paid to the flow angle

distributions in Plane 40 and, similarly to the thermal field, the terms of

comparison will be the target profile set in the early stages of the project.

Figure 8.12 shows the measured Mach number and the velocity vectors

in Plane 40 for the D00 and D55 configuration; results for the remaining

ducted cases are analogous to the latter one. Maps indicate that Mach

is quite low in the entire investigation area and, recalling fig. 8.7, its dis-

tribution can directly related to the temperature field: the lowest values

are located in correspondence of the hotter zones, which are the central

(a) D00 (b) D55

Figure 8.12: Mach number distributions in Plane 40
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band crossing the whole tangential extension for the no-duct case, and

the central hot spot for the 55mm duct configuration. Even if the differ-

ences between the lower and the higher Mach are small, maps indicate

that the flow downstream the hot recirculation zone is slower that close

to the walls; this is probably due to an acceleration of the coolant and

the nearest flow due to the area reduction close to the combustor outlet

and to the blockage made by the bulk flow coming from the swirler. In

addition, velocity vectors point out that without duct, the mainstream

dissipates most of the tangential momentum in the combustor chamber

and it conserves only a residual overall rotation towards the right side; on

the other hand, the duct preserves the rotating core of the mainstream

up to the combustor exit, visible in correspondence of the area with the

lowest Mach numbers.

Circumferentially averaged trends of Mach number are shown in fig-

ure 8.13: D00 presents a quite sharper profile with respect to the ducted

configurations, which instead are characterized by small variation along

the radius. As it will be pointed out by the maps of swirl and pitch an-

gles, low Mach in the at mid radius indicates a scarce remaining inertia
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Figure 8.13: Averaged distribution of Mach number in Plane 40
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(a) Target (b) D00

(c) D35 (d) D45

(e) D55 (f) D55+

Figure 8.14: Swirl angle maps in Plane 40
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(a) Target (b) D00

(c) D35 (d) D45

(e) D55 (f) D55+

Figure 8.15: Pitch angle maps in Plane 40
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of the mainflow in correspondence of the chamber outlet, which causes a

more homogeneous flow field.

Figures 8.14 and 8.15 show respectively the swirl and pitch angles

distributions for the target of the project and for all the tested configura-

tions. Maps confirm the outcomes from the investigation of the thermal

field: without the duct, the interaction with the coolant for the multi-

perforated plate dissipates the rotating mainflow from the swirlers and it

obstacles the development of a marked central region of hot rotating flow.

On the other hand, the introduction of the duct reduces this effect, and

the longer the duct, the more the tangential momentum of the mainflow

is conserved at the chamber exit. Furthermore, these results confirms

that the effect of an increase of ≈ 10% of the mainstream temperature

(D55+) alters only marginally the resulting flow field.

Finally, swirl angle radial profiles for D00 and D55 are shown in fig-

ure 8.16: trends are displayed for β = 0◦ (swirler aligned with vane lead-

ing edge) and for β = |4.5|◦ (swirler aligned with vane passage). These

information are very useful for the design of cooling system of the NGV

leading edge, since the swirler profile directly affects the position and the
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Figure 8.16: Swirl angles radial distributions
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inclination of the stagnation line, and hence the pressure distribution, on

the first vane row. Results indicate that the swirl angle distribution for

β = |4.5|◦ is almost symmetric in both the configurations and that the

centre of rotation of the flow (zero swirl angle) is close to the mid-radius.

On the other hand, as expected from the maps, profiles for β = 0◦ are

pretty different between the two configurations: for the D00, the trend is

quite symmetric, centred on the mid-radius and swirl angles almost equal

to the lateral profiles. D55 presents a sharper trend, with very high swirl

angles close to the outer wall, roughly doubled with respect to the inner

side; the position of the center of rotation is close to half of the channel,

in agreement with the target profile.
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8.3.3 Fast Response Thermocouple Analysis

The fast response thermocouple (FRT ) was employed only for the

investigation of the thermal fields generated by D00 and D55 ; for each

measuring point, temperature data were acquired for 4s with a sampling

frequency of 5kHz.

Figure 8.17 shows the field of mean normalized temperature TN mea-

sured with the FRT : distributions appear much smoother with respect

to those obtained with the 5-hole probe because of both the reduced dis-

turb of FRT probe on the flow, and the larger amount of data to average;

moreover, thanks to the little dimension of the probe, it was possible to

measure very close to the inner wall.

Temperature fields measured with the two probes are in very good

agreement, as indicated by the circumferentially averaged values of fig-

ure 8.18. Slight discrepancies are visible at the lowest radii, which are

probably ascribable to the different position of the two probes: indeed,

as indicated in § 7.1, the thermocouple of the 5-hole probe is located

downstream P40, and the lower measured temperatures are compatible

(a) D00 (b) D55

Figure 8.17: FRT analysis: mean normalized temperature field
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Figure 8.18: Comparison between the temperature profiles measured with
the FRT and the 5-hole probe

with the progression of the mixing between coolant and mainflow, which

is promoted at the inner radii by the shape of the liner.

The main purpose of using the FRT was measuring the temperature

fluctuations: in fact, exploiting the small thermal inertia of the thermo-

couple, it was possible to catch flow oscillations up to 2kHz. First of all,

the areas with the largest fluctuations were identified through the esti-

mate, for each measured point, of the maximum temperature difference,

defined as:

∆Tmax = Tmax|98% − Tmin|98% (8.5)

Tmax|98% (Tmin|98%) indicates that the 98% of the measured tempera-

ture are lower (higher) than this value, so that outliers are discharged;

the temperature differences were normalized with the local mean values.

The distributions of ∆Tmax/Tmean for the two investigated configura-

tions are displayed in figure 8.19: both the duct and unducted case show

that the highest temperature fluctuations are located close to the inner

wall, in correspondence of the mixing layer between the coolant and the

mainstream. Here, fluctuations are around 8%-10%, roughly doubled
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(a) D00 (b) D55

Figure 8.19: FRT analysis: non dimensional ∆Tmax maps

with respect to the centre of the rotating flow. D00 presents high level of

temperature oscillation also close to the outer wall, which are not visible

for D55.

Previous outcomes are proved by maps displayed in figure 8.20,

which represent the root mean square deviation (TRMSD) normalized

with ∆Tmax; root mean square deviation is defined as:

TRMSD =

√∑n
i (Ti − Tmean)

n
(8.6)

As a statistical measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity, non-

dimensional TRMSD maps confirm that the main temperature variations

with respect to the mean are close to the walls, especially for the D00.

Circumferentially averaged distributions of normalized ∆Tmax are il-

lustrated in figure 8.21(a): trends are analogous for D00 and D55, which

present the lowest value around the mid radius and the highest value at

the walls; concerning the TRMSD (fig. 8.21(b)), D00 shows values roughly

25% greater than the ducted configuration.

Once assessed the presence and the location of relevant temperature-
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(a) D00 (b) D55

Figure 8.20: FRT analysis: normalized TRMSD maps
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(b) TRMSD/∆Tmax

Figure 8.21: Estimate of temperature fluctuations: circumferentially
averaged distributions

fluctuation zones, the signals acquired for some point near the inner wall

were post processed by means of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT )

to identify the main characteristic frequencies. An example of a mea-

sured signal is displayed in figure 8.22(a) for a point close to the wall

(D00, β = 0◦): most of the temperature fluctuations around the mean
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Figure 8.22: Temperature fluctuations analysis for a measured point
close the inner wall (D00)

value lay between 5K and 10K. However, the DFT analysis shown in

fig. 8.22(b) does not highlight any characteristic frequency of the phe-

nomenon. This result indicates that the mixing process between the

coolant and the mainstream ends upstream Plane 40, and thus the flow

close to the wall is already well mixed when it reaches the combustor

outlet: in fact, despite the relevant temperature fluctuations measured

in this area, the DFT analysis showed that these fluctuation just comes

from just random oscillations of the flow.

8.4 Influence of Effusion Cooling Flow on Hot Streaks

The previous sections showed the effects of different rotating strengths

of the mainflow on the generation of the hot streak and on the consequent

temperature and velocity non-uniformities at the combustor exit. In this

section the configuration of the swirler is kept unchanged, while the at-

tention is focused on the effects of varying the effusion cooling mass flow

rate on the hot streaks.

For this analysis, tests were performed with the D55 configuration

since, among the others, it generates the most bounded hot streak as

well as high swirl angle non-uniformities in Plane 40. Test conditions are
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Table 8.2: Effects of effusion cooling on the hot streaks: test conditions
(mass flow rate are expressed in percentage of the total flow in P40)

Test name mmain/mcool mcool,out mcool,inn BRout BRinn

Out+20% 0.280 0.070 7.3 2.2

Out+10% 0.245 0.105 6.5 3.3

Des. Point 0.65/0.35 0.210 0.140 5.5 4.5

Out-10% 0.175 0.175 4.6 5.5

Out-20% 0.140 0.210 3.7 6.7

summarized in table 8.2: the overall flow split between the mainflow and

the coolant was kept constant and equal to the design conditions: 65%

mainflow, 35% coolant (Outer + Inner). Keeping this split unchanged,

the Outer coolant flow rate was increased (decreased) of a certain percent-

age of the total cooling mass flow, while the Inner coolant was decreased

(increase) of the same percentage. As an example, test named “Out+20%”

indicates that the 20% of the overall cooling flow rate of the design point

(35%·0.2=7%) was shifted from the Inner to the Outer liner: Inner coolant

was decreased from 14% to 7%, while the Outer was increased from 21%

to 28%. Temperatures of the two fluids were kept equal to the design

conditions: in this way, the averaged adiabatic temperature in P40 is

the same for all the tests. Measurements were performed using only the

5-hole probe provided with its thermocouple.

Table 8.2 includes also the averaged blowing ratios for each test

conditions: this parameter was calculated using the effective area of each

effusion patch estimated during the preliminary flow checks (§ 8.1) and

the measured cooling flow rates. As far as the mainstream conditions are

concerned, the reference axial velocities were extracted from the numeri-

cal simulations performed by Cerfacs/Turbomeca. Test named “Out-10%”

is characterized by the same mass flow on the two sides; however, the ef-

fusion blowing ratios are not the same because of the different porosity

of the two liners. The range of BR under investigation indicates that the

effusion jets always work in penetration regime, and it recalls the analy-
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sis performed in Chapter 4: while in the former part of this research the

effusion cooling was studied in details, the purpose of this survey is to

highlight how it affects the hot streaks at the combustor exit varying the

operative conditions.

Figure 8.23 shows maps of non-dimensional temperature TN (eq. 8.4)

measured in Plane 40 for the design point and the four tested conditions

of table 8.2. From an overall point of view, the dependency of the shape

and of the extension of the hot streak from the coolant distribution is

well marked and, as a general results, the hot core moves towards the

liner with the smaller cooling flow.

Focusing on the tests Out+20% and Out+10% (figures 8.23(b) and

8.23(c)), it is possible to observe how the high penetration of the effusion

jets and the resulting large amount of outer cooling flow at the combus-

tor exit “push” the hot swirling flow to the inner liner. The extension of

the hot spot is definitively enlarged and, furthermore, the interaction of

the outer coolant and the mainflow is well marked, especially in the right

corner: here, a low temperature area, which extends almost up to the

mid radius, is caused by the drawing of the coolant by the swirling flow.

In addition, similarly to the design conditions, the cold “compact” layer

close to the outer liners indicates that the mixing between the two flows

is only marginal in the proximity of the wall. Concerning the inner side,

the use of the 5-hole probe does not allow to measure too close to the

liner; however, it is reasonable to suppose that due to the low-penetration

of the jets and the reduced mass flow rate, the coolant is bounded in a

thin layer very close to the inner surface.

As far as tests Out-10% and Out-20% are concerned (figures 8.23(d)

and 8.23(e)), results confirms that increasing the inner coolant, the hot

spot moves radially towards the outer liner. However, the hot streak is

not enlarged as the two previous tests: even if the outer coolant is less

penetrating, it remains much more compact due to the small curvature of

the outer liner, and the resulting hot streak is more bounded in the centre

of the channel. For these tests, the interaction between the inner coolant
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(a) Design Point

(b) Outer +20% (c) Outer +10%

(d) Outer -10% (e) Outer -20%

Figure 8.23: Effects of different effusion cooling regimes on the hot
streaks: non dimensional temperature (TN ) fields in Plane 40 (D55)
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Figure 8.24: Effects of different effusion cooling regimes on the hot
streaks: circumferentially averaged profiles of TN

and the mainstream is visible on the left side; moreover, maps point out

that the inner cooling layer is quite thick, since it covers roughly 1/5 of

the channel height.

Figure 8.24 shows the circumferentially averaged values of TN along

the relative hight of the channel: the plot highlights that, when the outer

coolant is increased, the temperature profile close to the inner wall is al-

most flat, set around the highest temperature values. On the other hand,

trends confirms that the behaviour of the outer region is less sensitive to

the flow split changes. Finally, the plot remarks that the position of the

hot core moves radially towards the highest radii if the inner cooling flow

rate is increased.

Figure 8.25 shows the swirl angle distributions measured in Plane

40 for the operating conditions mentioned above. Maps confirm the

behaviour of the system already pointed out by the themal fields: the

rotating core moves outwards increasing the inner coolant; the outer side

is less sensitive to variations of the flow split, while the inner part of the
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(a) Design Point

(b) Outer +20% (c) Outer +10%

(d) Outer -10% (e) Outer -20%

Figure 8.25: Effects of different effusion cooling regimes on the hot
streaks: swirl angle contours in Plane 40 (D55)
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Figure 8.26: Effects of different effusion cooling regimes on the hot
streaks: swirl angle circumferentially averaged profiles

swirling flow is quite damped by the combined effect of the curvature of

the liner and the substantial thickness cooling layer and (e.g. fig. 8.25(e)).

Circumferentially averaged trends are displayed in figure 8.26: differ-

ences among the Design Point and the Outer+20% - Outer+10% are sig-

nificant only very close to the liners, where the effect of the penetration of

the jets and interaction between the coolant layer and the mainstream is

more intense. On the other hand, the influence of an increase of the inner

cooling flow is more important: focusing on Outer-20%, swirl profile is

shifted of about ≈ 6◦−7◦ around the central radius, while this difference

grows up to ≈ 10◦ close to the inner liner. As mentioned above, such

changes have a strong impact on the resulting pressure distribution, and

hence on the design, on the NGV of the high pressure turbine.

8.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter presented the experimental survey carried out in the Sec-

tor rig, an annular three sector combustor simulator which reproduces a
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lean burn combustor chamber cooled by an effusion system. The rig,

1:1 scaled and operated in engine-representative conditions, was aimed

at the characterization of the mixing between the hot swirling mainflow

and the coolant, and the resulting generation of hot streaks at its outlet

section. Several geometries of the swirlers were tested in order to analyse

the impact on the hot streaks of different intensities of the mainstream

tangential momentum, i.e. rotation of the main flow; moreover, several

operating regimes of the effusion cooling were investigated to assess the

effects of varying the effusion blowing ratio on the aerothermal field at

the exit of the chamber.

Initially, the flow field inside the chamber was investigated by means

of endoscopic PIV; measurements highlighted the characteristic flow struc-

tures of a modern swirl-stabilized combustor, which are the high momen-

tum jets exiting the swirlers and the central recirculation zone generated

by the vortex breakdown. The effects of the coolant injection on the flow

field are visible in last part of the chamber, close to its exit, where the

coolant layer becomes thicker.

The investigation on the hot streaks was focused on the outlet section

of the combustor chamber; measurements in Plane 40, which represents

the combustor-HP turbine interface, were carried out by means of a 5-

hole probe and a fast response thermocouple; the aim was the analysis

of the temperature and the aero fields resulting from the mixing between

the mainstream and the coolant from the effusion system.

In the first part of the survey, several geometries of the swirler were

tested. Detailed results pointed out that an increase in the tangential

momentum of the mainflow generates more bounded hot streaks; mea-

surements indicated also that, due to the absence of the dilution holes,

that usually promote the mixing in the chamber, the coolant layer from

the effusion system remains packed close to the liner, and the interaction

with the mainstream is not extended to the whole passage area. This

causes a well marked temperature profile at the combustor exit, especially

if compared with typical “flat” profiles of RQL combustors. Concerning

the flow field, measurements highlighted that the tangential momentum
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of the mainstream impressed by the swirler is weakly dissipated by the

interaction with the coolant, resulting in a highly rotating flow at the

combustor exit.

Afterwards, the attention was focused on the investigation of the ef-

fects of effusion cooling flow on the hot streaks: temperature and swirl

angle distributions at the combustor exit were measured varying the flow

split (i.e. effusion blowing ratio) between the outer and the inner coolant.

Results pointed out that the inner cooling flow rate has a strong impact

on the resulting thermal field: increasing this coolant flow rate, the hot

streak moves radially outwards and it becomes more bounded in the ra-

dial direction. On the other hand, the behaviour of outer side was shown

to be less sensitive to variations of the flow split. Concerning the swirl

angle, measurements indicated that an increase of the inner cooling flow,

i.e. more penetrating jets, damps the rotation of the hot streak at the

combustor exit. Similarly to the temperature field, the behaviour of the

outer side is less affected by these changes in the operative conditions.

The information collected in this survey allowed to increase the knowl-

edge on the hot streak in an engine-representative lean burn combustor

and, moreover, on the effects of effusion cooling flow on the resulting

combustor exit non-uniformities. Although the outcomes of the inves-

tigation cannot directly be used for the combustor design, the obtained

wide database is valuable in benchmarking computational predictions, es-

pecially for advanced CFD techniques such as LES. Anyhow, these first

results highlighted that the standard industrial steady-RANS approach,

used for the design of the combustor simulator, is not suitable to predict

with sufficient accuracy the mixing process inside the chamber: in fact,

experiments indicated that the hot streak is definitively less marked and

intense than the one estimated by the numerical simulations.

In later stages, results presented in this work will be further deepen

and extended with new investigations and using different measurements

techniques, such as hot wire anemometry.
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The research activity presented in this dissertation was set up to

deepen the knowledge and draw guidelines for the design of combustors

for ultra-low NOx aeroengine. Indeed, the development of high-efficiency

low-emission gas turbines for aircraft propulsion is an up-to-date topic in

which all engine manufacturers are putting strong efforts in view of the

demanding legislation limits set by ICAO-CAEP.

In the current scenario, lean combustion systems are considered the

most effective technology for a significant reduction of polluting emissions

in future aeroengines, especially as far as NOx are concerned. In order

to meet the new requirements introduced by these innovative systems, a

complete review of the combustor architecture and of its main features

is of outstanding importance.

In particular, to obtain a lean combustion, up to 70% of the overall

air mass flow is utilized for fuel preparation and the initiation of lean

combustion, at the expense of cooling air, which is severely reduced. Fur-

thermore, cycle parameters as overall pressure ratio and turbine inlet

temperature are continuously rising to improve the engine performance,

which leads to an increase of the thermal load at the combustor wall. For

that reason lean combustors require very efficient cooling schemes to cope

life targets. In addition, lean combustor liners do not have any additional

mixing ports downstream of the fuel injectors and, consequently, the re-

sulting aerothermal field which develops inside the chamber is completely

changed with respect to current RQL combustor. Indeed, temperature

and velocity non-uniformities at the combustor exit have a sensitive im-

227
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pact on the high pressure stage, since they directly affect the turbine

life and performance, and thus a deep understanding is necessary when

optimising the design of new HP turbines and combustors of lean burn

engines.

The design of efficient and reliable lean burn combustors requires very

detailed knowledge about parameters influencing new cooling system per-

formance and, moreover, about the hot streaks exiting the combustor

chamber. Furthermore, it is necessary to fulfil the lack of experimental

data on these innovative combustors, in view of validating advanced com-

putational modelling and of increasing the industrial experience. Meeting

these needs represents the objectives of the investigations carried out in

this work, which was aimed at deepening the understanding of some phe-

nomena involved in the lean combustor and at collecting new detailed

experimental data. The test rigs and the experimental procedures devel-

oped in this work, as well as their integration with numerical activities,

were directed to provide useful information for the design of a low emis-

sion combustor, as well as to indicate general guidelines to update the

current design tools.

Initially, the focus of attention was dedicated to effusion cooling sys-

tems; indeed, this innovative technology is becoming the standard choice

for lean burn combustion thanks to its promising cooling capabilities

with reduced coolant consumptions. The analysis was carried out by

both numerical tools and experimental tests. A one-dimensional thermal

procedure, dedicated to the conjugated fluid-metal calculation for com-

bustor cooling systems, was enhanced to easily manage the geometrical

modelling of a combustor; the procedure was then applied to a real engine

effusion-based cooling scheme in order to assess, through a comparison

with available experimental data, its reliability in predicting the perfor-

mance of an effusion cooling system.

The modelling of the effusion cooling and the improvements made on

the procedure were further tested later in the work, exploiting the exper-

imental data collected during an extensive investigation on an effusion
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cooling system integrated in a typical modern combustor cooling layout.

The survey was performed on a simplified effusion geometry, 3:1 scaled,

provided with other typical elements of a liner, that were a slot cooling

system and a dilution hole. The geometry under investigation was tested

under a wide range of working conditions, in order to point out the effects

of several operating parameters and to provide useful information for the

design of an effusion system. The survey was motivated from a lack of

experimental data available in literature concerning the effects on the ef-

fusion cooling performance of: coolant-to-mainstream density ratio; high

values of blowing ratio, i.e. high penetration of the cooling jets; interac-

tion among the effusion system and other typical features of a combustor

liner. Measurements were performed by means of Thermochromic Liquid

Crystals and were aimed at estimating the heat transfer coefficient and

the adiabatic effectiveness of both the effusion alone and entire cooling

system.

Experiments highlighted the high overall efficiency of the effusion sys-

tem, especially when it is coupled with the slot cooling; moreover, results

indicated that the presence of a dilution jet deeply affects the film cooling

distribution, i.e. the adiabatic effectiveness, but without having a strong

impact on the heat transfer. In addition, the survey allowed to point

out how the cooling performance of the system are driven by different

operating parameters, mainly blowing, velocity and density ratios, and

how changes in these parameters affect the behaviour of the system.

Afterwards, the wide obtained experimental database was exploited

by the previously mentioned one-dimensional thermal procedure to val-

idate the correlations available for effusion cooling and to deepen the

analysis on the system. Using the measured experimental values of heat

transfer coefficient and adiabatic effectiveness, the behaviour of the cool-

ing arrangement was simulated under realistic engine operative condi-

tions, in order to estimate further performance parameters such as the

NHFR and the overall effectiveness.

The extensive analysis allowed to point out the effects of different op-

erating parameters on the behaviour of the system; in addition, it high-
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lighted that the combined effusion and slot system is very effective and

robust from a cooling point of view for a wide range of operative condi-

tions. These outcomes, as well as the collected experimental database, are

valuable to update the design tools and to draw guidelines for the devel-

opment of this system in the lean combustor environment. Furthermore,

the investigation pointed out a good flexibility of effusion: consequently,

this allows, during the design phase, to focus its optimization taking into

account other requirements, like combustion issues, aeroacoustic or sim-

ply off-design working conditions.

Such kind of investigation, which included an effusion system in-

tegrated with realistic supporting elements tested under representative

working conditions, especially in terms of density ratio, represents an in-

novative contribution to the research on this cooling technology. However,

it is important to underline that the results are obtained with simplified

mainstream conditions and without taking into account the effects of tur-

bulence, whose level was rather lower than a real combustor; actually,

recent studies showed that the presence of a highly swirling mainflow

deeply affects the film cooling distribution, and hence significantly bias

the performance of the effusion system. Nevertheless, the outcomes of

this work provided some general information on the effusion cooling be-

haviour which are valid independently from the specific geometry of the

injection device.

After having assessed the efficiency and the reliability of the effu-

sion cooling and, more generally, having increased the overall fidelity on

this technology, this system was integrated in the combustor and the

focus was moved to the entire combustion chamber. More specifically,

the analysis was aimed at investigating the mixing process between the

mainstream and coolant and the generation of temperature and velocity

non-uniformities (hot streaks) at the combustor exit. In order to obtain

engine-representative data, such kind of analysis required that the geom-

etry of the test rig was close to a real combustor and tested in a relevant

environment; therefore, with respect to the analysis on the effusion cool-
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ing geometry, an important step in TRL (Technology Readiness Level)

of the experiment was necessary, which was raised from ≈ 3 to ≈ 4.

A three annular non-reactive combustor simulator was designed and

instrumented for an in-depth analysis on the transport of hot streaks

through the combustor chamber. The rig, 1:1 scaled, reproduced a engine-

representative chamber for modern lean burn combustors, provided with

liner effusion cooling; moreover, it was operated in a relevant environ-

ment to have a representative mixing between the hot swirling mainflow

and the coolant. In the author’s knowledge, the test rig developed within

this work is the unique annular lean burn combustor simulator with such

features. In accordance with the objectives outlined at the beginning of

the work, this facility allowed to perform extensive investigations of the

aerodynamic and thermal fields in the combustor chamber. Moreover,

being a non-reactive rig, the facility allowed the use several experimen-

tal techniques in order to perform detailed measurements: within this

work, endoscopic PIV was employed to investigate the flow field inside

the chamber, while a 5-hole probe and a fast response thermocouple were

used to explore the temperature and the velocity fields at the combustor

exit. Several geometries of the swirlers were tested in order to analyse

the impact of different intensities of the mainstream tangential momen-

tum, i.e. rotation of the main flow, on the mixing. As a general results,

the temperature and the velocity profiles observed at the outlet section

are definitely far from the “flat” profiles of current RQL combustor: the

absence of the dilution holes reduces the mixing between the hot and cold

flows, resulting in a central hot core which keeps a significant part of the

tangential momentum impressed by the swirler, and a bounded coolant

layer which mainly remains close to the liner.

Furthermore, recalling the first part of the research, the attention was

focused also on the effects of the effusion cooling flow on the hot streaks:

the impact of the cooling system on the aerothermal field at the exit

of the chamber was investigated varying the operating regime, i.e. the

blowing ratio, of the effusion jets. Results pointed out that the extension

and the position of the hot streak is deeply affected by the working condi-
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tions of the inner liner cooling system; on the other hand, the behaviour

of outer side was shown to be less sensitive to such kind of variations.

The information collected in this survey allowed to increase the knowl-

edge on the hot streak in an engine-representative lean burn combustor

and, moreover, on the effects of effusion cooling flow on the resulting

combustor exit non-uniformities. Although the outcomes of the inves-

tigation cannot directly be used for the combustor design, the obtained

wide database is valuable in benchmarking computational predictions, es-

pecially for advanced CFD techniques such as LES. Anyhow, these first

results highlighted that the standard industrial steady-RANS approach is

not suitable to predict with sufficient accuracy the mixing process inside

the chamber and the behaviour of the resulting hot streaks at its outlet.

In accordance with the current scenario of modern aeroengine com-

bustors and with objectives outlined at the early stages of this work, the

extensive investigation led in this study contributed to increase the com-

prehension of the effusion cooling behaviour and of the mixing process

inside a lean burn combustor; moreover, the survey extended the avail-

able experimental data of such type of low emission combustors. Clearly,

the analysis on these system is not concluded; a deeper understanding is

necessary to increase the confidence and to proceed to a reliable design.

However, in this context, the facility set up within this work can be fur-

ther exploited to increase the database both by means of investigations

in the combustor chamber, and through dedicated analysis of the effusion

system integrated in a realistic lean combustor environment.

In the short term, new tests are planned in the test rig: to have a close

comparison with advanced LES codes, new experiments will be carried

out to perform unsteady measurements such as hot wire anemometry and

time-resolved PIV.
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Appendix A

Therm1D Analysis on the

MobRig combustor

A.1 Geometry of the MobRig

The analysis carried out on the NEWAC combustor cooling system (§
3.2.1) was aimed at assessing the capability of the new features of the re-

vised procedure, especially in terms of handling the combustor geometry.

Following the obtained good results, Therm1D was employed to study a

test case characterized by a more complex geometry, named MobRig. The

tubular test rig was developed by Avio Aero to test burners for aeroengine

annular combustor; most of the tests were carried out using innovative

injectors based on the PERM technology. In addition, the rig is equipped

with several pressure and temperature probes to gather data during the

experiments: beyond monitoring the system, experimental data are used

also as a comparison to assess the reliability and the performance of nu-

merical CFD codes in predicting the combustor behaviour.

First developed within the European project LOWNOx II, the test rig

has been recently upgraded within the European project TECC-AE. The

major changes concerns the cooling arrangement, which now includes a

modern effusion system. A sketch of the test rig is depicted in figure A.1.

Air enters the test rig from a feeding pipe located in correspondence of the
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Figure A.1: Sketch of the MobRig

burnt gas outlet section; after crossing a calibrated orifice, air accesses

into a “first” annulus, aimed at delivering the flow at the opposite side

of the rig; after a 180◦ bend, air reaches a plenum where it is split into

three streams: one feeds the injector, the other feeds the dome cooling

system and the third is dedicated to the liner cooling. The dome cooling

system is made up of an impingement array; similarly to the NEWAC

combustor, exhaust air is collected and directed towards the liner with

the aim of generating a slot film cooling to protect its first part. The pas-

sage between the heat shied and the liner is quite longer than in NEWAC

combustor and it is provided with ribs: this solution helps the cooling

of the heat shield in this area which is far from the impingement plate

and that, otherwise, would have been cooled only by forced convection.

The remaining mass flow is dedicated to liner cooling: air crosses a cal-

ibrated orifice and enters a “second” annulus, coaxial with the first one,

which feeds the effusion array, made up of by 70th rows with L/d = 6

and α = 30◦. A row of dilution holes is located in the last part of the

liner; in addition, a further calibrated orifice is placed at the end of the

annulus to simulate a bleeding port.

The complex geometry of test rig represented a severe test to assess

the capability of the new version of the procedure in terms of geometry

management; in fact, while it would not have been easily reproduced with

the previous version of the code, the new code allows an accurate and
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simple representation of the rig with the help of a its cad model.

Figure A.2 sketches the flow network of the MobRig: the main models

employed to represent the flow path are here briefly listed:

- models to reproduce smooth channels (TCL), ribbed channel (TCR)

and smooth channel with mass subtraction due to effusion holes

(SC1 );

- a model representing the impingement system for the dome cooling

(JET );

- a model to represent the slot film cooling at the exit of the dome

cooling system (FCS);

- several models to take into account pressure losses due to bends,

sudden area changes (BVS), orifices (CDP), etc.

Once the geometrical representation of the metal parts of the com-

bustor is completed, and consequently the fluid paths do, managing the

placement of the network models comes as a result.

Figure A.2: Network modelling of MobRig cooling system and
position of the pressure probes
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A.2 Aerothermal Analysis of the MobRig

The procedure was first employed to perform an aerodynamic analysis

of the rig and to compare results with a non reactive experimental test;

an adiabatic run was carried out with the aim of tuning the flow network,

especially in terms of discharge coefficients of the orifices located along

the flow path. Concerning the Cd of effusion holes, they were estimated

using the correlation proposed by Andreini et al. [68]; figure A.3 shows

the trend of the discharge coefficients given by the correlation: they de-

crease almost linearly with the decrease of the mass flow in the annulus.

Boundary conditions were given by the experimental data; in addition,

experimental tests provided several pressure measurements obtained in

different position of the rig, as it is depicted in figure A.2 (P# and S# cor-

respond to total pressure and static pressure probes respectively). Data

were used to check the tuning of the network; results, shown in figure A.4,

indicate a very good agreement between experiments and Therm1D ; in

correspondence of the end of the flow path, this agreement is even bet-

ter then that resulting from the simulation of the system by means of a
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commercial fluid network solver.

Once the flow network was tuned, the procedure was employed for

a thermal analysis of the whole test rig. As far as the film cooling is

concerned, the correlation proposed by L’Ecuyer and Soechting [30] was

selected for the estimation of the adiabatic effectiveness of the effusion

holes. Regarding the slot film cooling, Goldstein’s correlation [71] was

chosen due to the high value of BR (≈ 5.0); similarly to the NEWAC set-

ting (§ 3.2.1), film cooling superposition was activated up to the dilution

row.

Hot gas boundary conditions are set by means of a one-dimensional

distribution of pressure, temperature, velocity, FAR, etc., that describe

the flame behaviour along the liner. These boundary conditions are quite

difficult to be set with high accuracy since the complex flow and ther-

mal fields within the combustor chamber are strongly three-dimensional

and non uniform; furthermore, the combustion process introduces un-

steady effects and the resulting flow can hardly be represented through

a one-dimensional distribution without using further numerical tools.

Concerning this analysis, RANS calculation were made to extract 1D
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distributions of interest along the combustor. Some data are shown in

figure A.5 (Trad and Tconv is used to compute the radiative and con-

vective loads respectively; Vgas is the velocity of hot gases): values are

normalized with the value at the inlet of the chamber. Temperature dis-

tributions decreases towards the end of the combustor because of the

mixing with the cooling air coming from the slot and the effusion holes;

velocity increases in proximity of the slot coolant injection (x/L = 0.2)

due to the interaction between the impinging jet coming from the burner,

the resulting recirculation zone and the coolant injection itself. The ve-

locity augmentation near the exit of the combustor is caused both by the

increase of mass flow inside the chamber, due to the coolant injections

along the liner, and by a slight reduction of the passage area in the flame

tube.

Figure A.6 displays a comparison between the metal temperature dis-

tribution obtained with Therm1D and the experimental data measured

by means of thermocouples welded on the walls; it is possible to notice a

very good agreement between numerical and experimental results, except
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a slight overestimate of Therm1D the end of the heat shield (in term of

absolute values of temperature, it is ≈ 5%): this can be ascribed to a non

accurate representation of the hot gases by means of a 1D trend, since

in this area the heat loads are quite sensitive to the three-dimensional

recirculating flow structures generated by the injector.





Appendix B

Effects of Hot Streaks

on the HP turbine

This section provides a brief literature review of the effects of hot

streaks on the first stage of the high pressure turbine, as well as the main

secondary flows generated by the turbine inlet pressure and temperature

distortions.

B.0.1 Hot Streak Migration

The preferential migration of the hot streak on the rotor pressure side

was one of the first important findings. Roback and Dring [109] at LSRR

studied cold and hot streak migration through a rotor passage by means

of density ratio changes. The hot streak was reproduced with CO2 and

located at vane mid pitch. They observed a strong accumulation of the

hot streak on the blade PS, whereas the cold streak (lower temperature

than the core flow) moved towards the blade SS. The accumulation of

the hot streak on the blade PS is clearly visible in figure B.1, especially

if compared with a neutral profile.

The principal effect of this migration was firstly linked by Butler et al.

[108] to the Kerrebrock-Mikolajczak effect [156]. They stated that Mach

number and flow angles are roughly uniform at NGV exit, leading to a
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Figure B.1: Trace concentration of the hot (top), neutral (center) and
cold (bottom) streak on the rotor blade SS and PS (adapted from [109])

higher absolute velocity for the hot streak as V = M
√
γrTs. Then, in

the relative frame of reference of the rotor, the velocity of the hot streak

is oriented toward the PS compared to the cooler fluid. Therefore, this

preferential migration of the HS is explained by a change in incidence

angle induced by the temperature difference.

Shang et al. [113] performed 2-D and 3-D multiblade row unsteady

Euler computation on fully structured meshes, based on the MIT rig

configuration described previously. The hot streak contour at midspan is

shown in fig. B.2, clearly highlighting the HS path.

Roback and Dring [109] also studied the influence of the hot streak

position on the span. When it is injected at mid pitch and 75% span,

i.e. close to the blade tip, the authors observed an important radial shift,
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Figure B.2: Hot-streak calculation in the turbine (2D Euler code), using
entropy as a flow marker [113]

showing a flow deflection towards the tip. When injected at 25% span,

the flow field disturbance was less, but the accumulation on the hub end-

wall was four times more important compared to a mid span hot streak.

This is an important information, as the convection of hot fluid towards

the endwall can create important local heat flux, which may reduce the

lifetime of the turbine.

The hot streak radial displacement within the rotor passage is at-

tributed by Prasad and Hendricks [157] to the relative magnitudes of the

total pressure gradient and the buoyancy force. Therefore, no general

rule can be drawn, as the hot streak may migrate towards the hub (like

Shang at MIT [111]) or casing (like Roback and Dring [109] at LSRR).

Shang et al. [113] were the first to report the action of unsteady

blade-row interaction on the hot streak. Indeed, the stator-rotor inter-

action results in a fluctuating NGV exit flow angle, which cause the hot

streak to wobble at the rotor blade passing frequency. This generates

nonuniformity in the time-averaged rotor inlet temperature, as signifi-

cant as ±100K for ±3◦ swing in NGV exit angle.
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B.1 Heat Transfer on Vane Surface and Endwall

The clocking effect between hot streak injector (i.e. fuel injector in

real engine) and turbine rows was studied by many authors. Roback and

Dring [109] found that the hot streak is less likely to affect the inner/outer

endwall if it’s directed on the NGV leading edge. The hot streak is sup-

posed to be driven on the NGV SS, and then conducted toward midspan

by the secondary flows. When it finally reaches the rotor blade, its radial

extent is much smaller.

At the ILPF rig, Povey et al. [95] and Qureshi et al. [118] carried out

deeper observations on the injector-NGV clocking. The latter performed

RANS 3-D calculations on the turbine HP vane, using the compressible

code HYDRA. They shown that circulation effects in the approach to

the vane leading edge induces a shift in the location of the hot streak

peak with respect to the LE. For a hot streak aligned with the HP vane

mid-passage, this results in a preferential motion of cold flow towards

the SS (hot flow towards PS), and thus a reduction in the driving gas

temperature (see left side fig. B.3). On the other hand, a hot streak

aligned with the vane LE would lead to higher heat transfer on the vane

SS. The impact on the vane surface Nusselt number was measured to be

as high as ±20% on the SS, [95]. On the pressure side, the heat transfer

variations induced by the clocking between the hot streak and the NGV

Figure B.3: Schematic of typical NGV midspan streamlines emitted
from the hot streak located at different position of the vane passage [95]
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Figure B.4: Nusselt number distribution on the NGV at midspan, for
non-uniform and uniform inlet temperature profiles [117]

were found to be small.

Salvadori et al. [117] recently performed RANS 3D simulations with

the HybFlow CFD code on the MT1 turbine stage investigated at ILPF.

Their work allows to highlight the HS preferential migration on SS when

plotting the evolution of the Nusselt number on the vane surface (PS

and SS), as shown in fig. B.4. Compared to uniform inlet temperature

profile, the heat transfer is increased up to +50% on the SS whereas the

augmentation is limited to +20% on the PS when using EOTDF.

Finally, Povey et al. [97] conducted the same kind of experiments on

a low pressure vane. They also observed a migration of the HS towards

the pressure side when aligned with NGV mid-passage, but leading to

a significant increase in heat transfer to the vane (Nu + 10 − 20% vs.

uniform profile). The authors assumed that this migration was mainly

due to secondary flows within the vane passage, along with an incidence

angle segregation as cited previously (Kerrebrock-Mikolajczak effect).

As far as endwalls are concerned, Colban et al. [158, 159] con-

ducted experiments on a scaled-up (×9) NGV at Virginia Tech with a

combustor simulator (with film cooling and slots). They observed that

the cooling fluid tends to accumulate on the NGV suction side, as well as

on the platform endwalls, resulting in adiabatic wall effectiveness close
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to η = 1. However, they observed that increasing the coolant mass flow

doesn’t result in a continual increase of the effectiveness: the increase in

total pressure modifies the secondary flow pattern, and the cooling flow

is driven towards midspan.

Povey et al. [95] reported significant reduction in endwalls Nusselt

number when using a non-uniform vs. uniform temperature profile (−30

to −50% at hub and −25 to −35% at casing endwall). The authors es-

timate that this decrease is mostly driving-temperature induced rather

than caused by a change in heat transfer coefficient because the aerody-

namic flow field suffers very little change between uniform/non-uniform

temperature. This trend was confirmed by CFD simulations by Qureshi

et al. [118].

B.2 Pressure Profiles and Secondary Flows

At combustor exit, the profile non-uniformities usually are generated

by the combustor features (film cooling and dilution holes, slots, etc.)

and they roughly span in the 10− 15% regions close to the inner and to

the outer radii. It is commonly agreed that the total pressure is the gov-

erning parameter for secondary flows in the turbine stage, [119, 158, 160].

Secondary flows are characterized by the non-alignment of the velocity

components with the inviscid flow through the passage, [158]. These

flows are usually generated near the platform: Povey et al. [95] reported

about 10% of span from hub and 30% from casing. They modify the flow

vorticity, vortex size and trajectory, leading to local modifications of the

vane-endwall heat transfer, [120].

The development of turbine secondary flows is highly complex. How-

ever, the leading mechanisms as presented in the work of Hermanson and

Thole [96], Colban et al. [158, 159], and Barringer et al. [120] are shown

here.

Barringer et al [119, 122] introduced a pressure coefficient defined as:

Cp =
Pt − Pt,midspan

(0.5ρV 2)vane inlet
(B.1)
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Depending on the pressure coefficient, authors identified three main

flow regimes: (i) uniform profile, leading to reduced secondary flows; (ii)

turbulent boundary layer (BL) profile, i.e. low total pressure at endwalls

cp < 0; (iii) boundary layer profile with an inflection point close to the

root: cp > 0. See left side of fig. B.6 for an example of (ii) and (iii)

profiles. Depending on the total pressure field, different structures may

develop within the vane passage:

• Horse Shoe Vortex (HSV) forms at the vane leading edge.

• Passage Vortex (PV) forms near both endwalls when the pressure

profile is not uniform. It is considerably larger than the CV. The PV

passes over top of the horse-shoe vortex on the PS before combining

with it, and finally reaching the adjacent vane SS.

• SS Corner Vortex (CV) forms at both inner and outer corner be-

tween vane SS and platform, when the pressure profile is not uni-

form. Both PV and CV convect fluid from endwalls towards midspan.

• Counter Rotating Vortex (CRV) forms in the specific case of an

inlet total pressure profile containing an inflection point near the

vane root (cp > 0). This counter-rotating vortex is larger is size

than the PV.

Figure B.5: Secondary flows developing within a vane passage:
cross-passage view near midaxial chord looking downstream (adapted

from [120])
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An illustration of these flow vortices proposed by Barringer et al. [120]

is shown in fig. B.5 for the three inlet pressure profiles.

Velocity arrows shown in figure B.6 are extracted from experiments

of Colban et al. [159] using a turbulent BL (profile A) and an inflection

point BL (profile B). The PV is clearly visible in both cases, as well as

a very small CV. The large CRV appears only for profile B, and the tan-

gency plane between PV and CRV roughly matches the profile inflection

point.

Barringer et al. [119, 120] studied the influence of the combustor

exit pressure profile on the heat transfer and aerodynamic loading of a

turbine stage, using a great variety of pressure profiles. They observed

that non-uniform pressure distributions can lead to ±10% in the NGV

surface pressure (loading), especially at endwalls (root and tip) on the

SS. Regarding heat transfer, they showed that low Nusselt number values

can be obtained by a higher total pressure near the endwall relative to

midspan. Indeed, the induced high pressure fluid buffers away the hot

fluid from midspan and breaks-up the passage vortex. Such a pressure

distribution is consistent with a profile with an inflection point BL, as

shown in figure B.6. The authors suggest the existence of an ideal pro-

Figure B.6: Velocity arrows within the vane passage from experiments
[159]
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file P = P (r) (no circumferential variation), with cp ≃ 1.0 allowing for

reduced secondary flows and thus heat transfer.
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